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1 

The screen full of graphs, charts and ingenious animations finally fell quiet, blinking with 

anticipation. The panel of three sitting before it eventually stirred. “How say you, CAESAR?” one 

ventured. The documents on the screen promptly stacked themselves to one side in a tidy reverse 

cascade and the screen darkened to deep blue then rotated on a vertical axis, like a revolving door. A 

golden graphic of a classical bust of a stern man wearing a laurel swung into view. It was rendered in 

stark overhead lighting, so that deep shadows fell under the brow, nose and lips. “I’m still 

processing,” a deep, soothing voice replied. “This is something I don’t think I have seen before. I am 

puzzled. Has Tinkerbelle anything more to add?” In the lower corner of the screen a cartoon sprite 

sat, arms folded, legs crossed, head sunken forward. Upon mention of her name she sprang to her 

feet and fluttered to the centre of the screen, growing closer, larger, on faintly buzzing gossamer 

wings, a trail of twinkling stardust in her wake. “Since I am the messenger, the news is obviously not 

grave. I deliver something vague as yet and closer to rumour but which it is prudent to at least 

acknowledge at this point. Had the news been more disturbing, obviously Buzz would have delivered 

it.” She added with a sweet little smile, inclined her head to one side and blinked, expectedly. Behind 

her CAESAR spoke and she immediately returned to her corner. “As yet this is not damaging, but 

something is not working, not quite right. I need to fit this information to other projections to 

properly understand the implications. That will take perhaps half an hour. But I don’t anticipate 

anything drastic.” 

“It looks like some kind of subtle resistance” another on the panel of hooded figures ventured. “But I 

can see no enemies, yet”. CAESAR nodded slowly. “As Tinkerbelle has explained, the business losses 

are not random or sporadic vandalism. It’s not exactly sabotage either. They are evenly distributed 

and global and one is tempted to conclude, systemic”. “Are we looking at leaks? Some kind of 

whistleblower, maybe? asked the third on the panel of huddled elders. “That is a possibility,” 

conceded CAESAR ponderously, “Or equally, some sort of interception or hacking of our business 

plan. The information itself may be false or contaminated. The enemy may be from without. But as 

yet I can find no candidate.” “So what do we do?” asked the first on the panel. “For the moment I 

suggest we upgrade security in our communications. Let us see if we can eliminate an outsider 

hypothesis. I suggest we look to our satellites’ efficiency for a start, if you are agreeable. If the 

problem persists and our data continues to deteriorate at the periphery then the matter must go 

before the full Synate, I think you will agree?” “We agree CAESAR” they replied in unison. “And we 

authorise the necessary satellite maintenance”. CAESAR nodded curtly and the screen dissolved to 

the standard display of news bulletins and rolling text highlights.  
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2 

Rudy and Kilgore stood in the arrivals lounge of the space station Orion, waiting for the tedious 

formality of docking, verification. Their unexpected guest was a young communication technician 

named Argyll Walker accompanying a consignment of new components, upgrading signals. “Argyll... 

what sort of name is that?” asked Kilgore rhetorically. Both were irritated that a special technician 

had been appointed to install the equipment. That was their job, for which they were ably qualified. 

“His parents were outlanders, raised in garrison outposts” sighed Rudy patiently, “You know the kind 

of lineage colonials cling to...” It was not even a question. Both regarded the young man as an 

unwelcome interloper. They had already chatted with him on screens, his eager, boyish face full of 

grins and modish technical jargon. Did he sense their reluctance? “He’s a graduate from Inshek – 

why is this stuff coming from Inshek for goodness sake?” bristled Kilgore. It was a good university for 

some engineering, by reports, but hardly well known and not as well placed or prized as the one 

they had attended, once upon a time. “I don’t know. Why don’t you ask WAL (WAL ran the station) 

or CAESAR for that matter?” 

Finally gravity was equalised for the arrival chamber and the door slide open. The young man 

entered along with routine rotations in staff. They headed towards him with forced enthusiasm and 

shook hands. “Gyll– Rudy – Kilgore. We’ll have the components loaded directly onto a lifter pod” 

explained Rudy, “And you can start your rounds at 1900hr. Give you time to settle in and find your 

way around a little.“ Gyll was clearly disappointed with the arrangement. “So why aren’t we using 

the maintenance bay, again? Your shuttle is suddenly U/S? How come?” “It happened not long after 

you departed Gyll. And it’s not our shuttle exactly. There are problems with its body tiles again. A 

routine pre-flight check pointed them out and they need servicing pronto, so it gets priority. We’ll 

just have to take the lifter out to the satellites and work on them there. Although the lifter is kind of 

slow for these distances, it will actually be a lot quicker than bringing the satellites into the station 

bay, although maybe not as comfortable for you. But that can’t be helped.” Gyll nodded and 

assessed the two men – clean cut in their early thirties, very alert, very focussed, looking more like 

sportsmen than administrators or engineers. They had that knowing, worldly manner that denoted 

the right circles to Gyll. “It’s tricky because it involves some re-programming once the components 

are replaced, that’s really why I’m here and that may take...” he began. They knew that and were 

stung by an implicit slight to their expertise and so just shrugged. “If we need to enter them at some 

point we’ll just have to factor that into the itinerary.” 

The following hours were spent being assigned a berth somewhere in the labyrinth and learning the 

layout of the station – galley or canteen, sick bay, recreation, bar, conference and consultation 

rooms, bridge and signals, key officers and offices. The distances were considerable, in strange loops 

and tunnels. Not all the crew were ‘Firstlanders’, as they were pejoratively called by those less 

privileged. Lesser nations contributed various experts and Gyll caught snatches of their languages as 

he passed down corridors or swam through Zero-G passages to labs. His stay had been planned as 

ten days but now must surely be revised. He reported to WAL (World Astral Logistics) – a broad 

graphic of a generic old man with glasses perched on the end of his nose and trim beard, animated 

with a gruff, genial voice, like a stock character from a western or sea adventure, but distinctly 

synthetic or hollow. “Great to have you aboard young fella, heh heh heh. Never you mind about the 
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inconveniences, we here on Orion roll with the punches and rise with the road, don’t you know? Heh 

heh heh. You do what you gotta do and Rudy and Kilgore will see to it you have everything you need, 

yessir. And if anything unexpected turns up, you can always talk to me, you hear? Anytime Gyll, 

anytime.” Gyll thanked him and switched the screen to a connection with the world and called his 

parents. They could not be reached at this time and he had to make do with a message.  

Later he joined Rudy and Kilgore for a meal where the conversation broadened as Rudy showed 

pictures of his wife and infant son laughing and playing on a lawn and Kilgore offered his fiancée 

Veronica, back in Brussels-TX, not exactly dressed for church. Both beamed indulgently. Small talk 

was never Gyll’s strong point, even at home. He could only admit he had no girlfriend, a little 

enviously, but added that he admired several seductive pop sirens, realising that this made him 

seem immature but hoping it allayed suspicions about his sexuality, at least. That was all the 

situation needed. But that too was naive and he detected an undercurrent of smug satisfaction as 

they then steered the conversation to recreations where Rudy was quick to display the full breadth 

of his cultural pursuits, alluding to movies, music, theatre and literature in dazzling runs and polished 

asides that Gyll could scarcely follow, beyond the underlying strategy. Kilgore chuckled. No more 

than an approving smile or raised eyebrow however soon drew the culture front to a close. Rudy 

was the taller, more urbane, and Gyll guessed the more patrician, more subtly condescending. 

Kilgore was thickly set, a bull neck and square jaw, probably with a military background. They were, 

after all, security officers and generally this entailed military experience. Kilgore had small, widely 

spaced, red-rimmed eyes that somehow hinted at cruelty. Gyll was reminded of a pit bull and could 

only nod respectfully. 

He had anticipated some resentment but had not foreseen the form it would take. He remained 

sketchy about the details of his assignment to them and knew this would add to the irritation but 

took refuge in obscure technicalities. He then explained he had not sought the job and that it was 

not his chosen career path. Properly, the assignment belonged to his supervisor, head of the 

department of advanced communications and an expert in post quantum cryptography. But since 

the distinguished professor had been injured in a rock-climbing accident (his pastime) the task then 

fell to his assistant, who, equally unfortunately, was currently assisting police with their enquiries 

concerning a disturbance in a college dormitory. So, reluctantly, the assignment then fell to him, 

partly because he had worked on his supervisor’s latest refinements (even as his supervisor was busy 

publicising them) and was familiar with the desired procedure, but mostly because he was still 

around the campus, when most other candidates were on holidays. The urgency was never really 

explained to him but the reward was attractive and it had seemed straightforward enough when 

they first explained the task. If he were doing it in the college laboratory, it would be. But now there 

were other factors.  

The lifter was a small round craft with a long mechanical arm and clasp, used for moving large 

objects around the exterior of the station or a shuttle. It could seat four at a pinch and had an 

optimum operational duration of five hours. For the distances they would need to travel to each of 

the five satellites that left around two hours for replacement and reprogramming. The components 

were not large, would more or less fit in a shoebox and the modules would connect easily enough 

but they would not be fully activated until a code was entered, which then entailed a complex 

process of encryption, to be fully implemented only upon returning to the world and adjusting 
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transmitters there. The satellites would continue to communicate, but would only switch to the new 

encryption once both ends were upgraded. Crucially, there would be no record of this initialising 

process, even if the hardware were somehow obtained by others. It was all in Gyll’s head and he 

would wipe any hints of it from his equipment upon completion.  

The station had calculated the relative orbits of the five satellites and drawn up a schedule for visits. 

It so happened that the nearest one passed within three hours of his arrival so it was not long before 

Gyll, Rudy and Kilgore assembled at gate six of port D and climbed aboard lifter 05 ‘Scorpio’ and 

commenced instrumentation checks. Then locks sealed and lights flashed and beeped. Gyll was 

uncomfortable with weightlessness while working. He was uncomfortable with the smell and the 

noise. He was uncomfortable with the suits and the cramped conditions. There had been short 

familiarisation sessions back in the world but working for long stretches proved distracting and that 

was the last thing he could afford. Every keystroke had to be correct. He would only get one shot at 

it. Kilgore piloted the craft, Rudy sat beside him talking to the station. Gyll sprawled across the two 

small passenger seats. He brought only a small notepad and leads. Behind was the vacuum chamber 

and backdoor, beside him two space helmets and air tanks. The pod ascended languorously, perhaps 

two thousand kilometres above the station and swung starboard. The journey took just over an 

hour. Nothing ever seemed especially fast in space. As they approached the satellite Guile was 

surprised how big it was. It was roughly the size of room, a hotel room perhaps, with an impressive 

array of solar panels and antennae making close manoeuvring tricky. Rudy fell silent as Kilgore 

inched and corrected exactingly.  

Gyll studied a plan on one of the pod’s screens, trying to identify his target. Meanwhile Kilgore used 

the mechanical arm to clamp onto the satellite and draw close to what looked like the target panel. 

A camera zoomed in on its label. The long serial number matched. A discreet keypad beside it would 

unlock it. “Time to do your stuff, champ” said Rudy, heaving himself out of his seat and moving 

toward the helmets. Once outside, Rudy swung a telescoping boom across to an adjacent panel on 

the satellite, locked it to a fixture, clipped his safety line to it and led the way, perhaps four metres 

to the keypad. Gyll had his notepad slung around his neck and carried the component in a satchel. 

The long code number registered and a faint shudder to the panel signalled its release. Rudy jolted it 

free, secured it to the boom. Gyll then orientated himself to the engineering, which took some 

minutes. He plugged his notepad into the colour coded panel on the armature, waited for 

acknowledgement then cautiously identified the replacement target, isolated the module and was 

directed on a release protocol. Eventually he lifted it clear and handed it to Rudy, who watched 

intently, breathing heavily. The new module looked much the same, would not have fitted 

otherwise, but the housing was generous; what was inside was very different. Rudy placed the old 

module in the satchel while Gyll inserted the upgrade and again painstakingly followed protocol. 

Upon completing insertion he then patiently commanded a complex series of coloured graphs from 

the satellite as he watched for a certain rhythm or pattern to their animation before rapidly inserting 

what looked like a string of equations in another window. “This is a whole new language?” asked 

Rudy. “Yes,” was all Gyll had time to reply. The process was repeated many times until Gyll reached 

the end of a sequence and was satisfied with the pattern and closed the notepad. Rudy meanwhile 

had moved off to scan other panels, instructing Kilgore of his progress. 
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Back in the lifter Kilgore was playing country music and singing along softly, glancing at screens for 

news from home. The vacuum chamber door slid open with a sigh and Rudy and Gyll emerged. 

Kilgore swung around to greet them, “One down and four to go?” “A piece of piss” replied Rudy, 

replacing his helmet wearily. Gyll glanced at his watch and was surprised to find it had taken them 

nearly two hours. It had felt like only minutes. His father maintained that time speeded up and 

slowed down in space, owing to arbitrary days and nights there. One might as well have been 

underground in his opinion. The world was entirely hypothetical and senses fatally unreliable there. 

In his early years he had served on a number of spacecraft, anxious to introduce robots where 

possible. He had not been sorry to move on to other fields, to escape the gung ho mindset. Gyll 

could see what he meant now. It was a deeply unreal and unwelcoming place.  
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The next two satellites were smaller but also serviced externally and the upgrades went smoothly. 

The fourth satellite however was different, not only much larger but had to be accessed internally. 

Although a dim green light was available, it was daunting to navigate. The interior held a vast column 

crammed with panels, cables, screens and blinking indicator lights with a space of perhaps two 

metres to the wall or fuselage. It was around fifty metres long, depending how one faced its walls, 

around twenty metres in diameter at its broadest, as one swam through the gloom around the 

column. Rudy explained that the satellite governed a whole field of smaller ones somewhere close-

by, co-ordinated or ‘harvested’ vast quantities of data. It was creepy in there for Rudy, who never 

liked the design or designers – those “damned Abkhrics!” 

Gyll found the target panel following directions. Once the airlock hatch had been entered, his 

notepad filled with instructions for pretty much everything. It took him a while just to absorb the 

documents. In theory he could take off his helmet in here, there was air, but that would only have 

meant putting it somewhere and slowing him down. So he left it on. He was getting used to working 

in it, like a deep sea diver. The vast glowing emptiness felt as if he were at the bottom of some 

mysterious sea. On leaving and resealing the entrance, Rudy suddenly called out to him. He had 

heard Rudy and Kilgore laughing about something outside as he completed the upgrade but had not 

dared to pay attention. Now Rudy beckoned him to climb around the side of the craft to see 

something special. He could see Rudy in the distance, around the curve of the fuselage and toward 

the tapered top, where a spectacular spread of golden solar panels flowered. They were circular and 

in clusters of five or six, looking like giant flowers, each petal perhaps three metres in diameter. 

Rudy had relayed his view to Kilgore, who had been in half a mind to manoeuvre the lifter up there, 

but that would have meant disengaging the arm and boom and was quickly not worth the trouble. 

The remarkable thing about the panels was not their floral aspect though, that was familiar, but the 

damage one panel had sustained due to meteor fragments or possibly errant space junk. It 

happened regularly, which was often what the lifter was used to repair, but in this case the circular 

panel had been shredded in such a way that the holes uncannily resembled the graphic of CAESAR, 

with black space conveniently supplying the shadows to the familiar golden graphic. Even the 

crumpled shreds surrounding the holes added to the bizarre portrait. 

Gyll tentatively made his way up there, paying out his safety line, wondering about its length. But 

the view was indeed worth it. “Shall we take it back with us?” asked Kilgore’s voice, “They’ll never 

believe us otherwise. Plus it has to be replaced anyway...” Rudy paused. “Can you dismantle it?” 

Kilgore had not previously dismantled one, but did not think they were much different from the 

usual variety and that maintenance would only thank them for halving the repair job. Rudy and Gyll 

returned to the lifter, but while Gyll entered, Rudy remained outside. Kilgore then disengaged the 

arm and swung it around by the back door, where Rudy mounted a finer clasp to the arm. Once Rudy 

was aboard, Kilgore performed an adroit reverse spiral around the satellite, coming to rest behind 

the damaged panel. He wielded the delicate clasp expertly, pressing buttons beneath the solar panel 

and releasing bolts, lifting the damaged screen clear and raising it above the lifter, like a trophy. 

They then turned for the station, a little short on time. 
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Throughout the preceding upgrades Gyll had gradually taken a closer interest in piloting the lifter. 

Some principles were familiar and his questions flattered the patronising Kilgore. On this trip back he 

sat beside him and confirmed various steering and control options. At length Rudy suggested he take 

the controls for a moment to check his intuitions. Kilgore glanced around quickly and the two 

exchanged a searching look. “Sure, why not? The course is logged and on autopilot if we need. If you 

do anything wrong we can just switch back” conceded Kilgore. “But let’s wait until we can see the 

station, give you something to steer by,” suggested Rudy. Gyll and Kilgore exchanged seats and 

waited as one spec of light among thousands gradually assumed prominence. Gyll read the gauges, 

velocity, power, oxygen, radiation, noted distant traffic on a tiny map as Rudy explained priorities 

and why their route was shaped as it was. Presently they aligned for an entry into the allocated port 

and gate. 

The ship consisted of a series of enormous concentric rings with radiating passages or four ‘spokes’ 

connecting the outer rings with the innermost, which functioned as ports. Outermost ones rotated 

to generate a weak gravity, were where most administrative activity was conducted. Kilgore allowed 

Gyll to test the retro rocket slowing and trimming within modest margins. The tolerances were 

surprisingly slight. A series of flashing lights around a diagram indicated an acceptable position for 

entry. Gyll watched the port arise around him as he descended, accompanied by a soft beeping. The 

bay before them remained closed and darkened, a red light above it. The lifter steadied, awaiting 

identification. The flashing and bleeping ceased. “Maybe the solar disk is confusing them?” He 

asked. “It will be tricky fitting it in the bay,” added Rudy. They waited. Gyll issued the identification 

again. Nothing happened. “What happens now?” he wondered. “Try talking to them,” said Kilgore 

evenly. Gyll addressed Bay Four, Port Two, requested clearance. A Robotic voice assured him he had 

clearance. “Then why isn’t the bay door open? He asked. The voice assured him the bay door was 

open. “Well there’s something wrong then, because we can see it’s not open” he replied adding 

“You stupid robot” under his breath. “We have opened the bay door, Lifter Six, but we do not 

recognise the pilot Walker. Can you confirm your flight manifest please?” “Don’t take that nonsense 

from them. Tell them we’re running low on power and we need to dock pronto – lame brains” 

retorted Kilgore. “We demand you open Bay Four immediately, this is an emergency,” said Gyll, 

trying to sound older and more authorative. “Bay Four is open – lame brain. But since you have not 

confirmed a flight manifest, Pilot Walker, we will have to close it” replied the huffy robot.  

“What am I supposed to do now?” asked Gyll glancing over his shoulder. “Use your initiative champ. 

Show them who they’re dealing with” replied Rudy mischievously. Gyll turned back to the controls, 

shaking his head. He took a deep breath and called WAL. There were hushed ooohs behind him. 

“Well now if it isn’t young Gyll Walker, at this auspicious hour, heh heh heh. Well I never. What can I 

do for yer Gyll?” “I need you to open Bay Four, Port Two for me, WAL”. There was a soft gasp from 

Kilgore. “Bay Four? Let me see here. Ah huh. You seem to be in the pilot’s chair of Lifter Six, with an 

undisclosed load by the look of it. What is that exactly?” Kilgore sniggered. “Your position there 

seems highly irregular Gyll, what exactly is going on?” “We’re just trying to dock before our power 

runs out” he replied. “Heh heh heh, Oh I see what it is.” WAL winked conspiratorially. “I think the 

problem might be that you need to rotate your craft through ninety degrees to your right Gyll, so 

that you are actually facing Bay Four. From what I can see you are currently facing Bay Three. Rudy 

and Kilgore roared with laughter. “But even facing the right bay will not help you with that load. I 

suggest you contact Loader Three, who is active and nearest you and see if it can relieve you of that 
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um... what is that exactly?” There was more laughter and Rudy called out “Render unto CAESAR...” 

“Oh I see now - that’s Rudy and Kilgore there, isn’t it? Heh heh heh. Well it’s best to let them handle 

these things Gyll. You have your specialty; they have theirs, right? See if Loader Three can deposit 

whatever it is you’ve brought back in one of the maintenance bays.” 

Gyll could only nod with a pursed mouth, before exchanging seats with a guffawing Kilgore. “Thank 

you WAL” he nodded, Kilgore and Rudy echoing the sentiment merrily.  
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Gyll could not decide how much it had been a practical joke at his expense and how much at the 

expense of others. For the moment he concentrated on simply being gracious, ‘a good sport’ and 

waited for the thing to die down. In retrospect the whole episode seemed so reckless and childish, it 

felt more like Rudy and Kilgore had taken leave of their senses. Except that Gyll knew that was not 

so. There was this cavalier side to their characters. And in the end, it had been at Kilgore’s expense 

as well. There were rumours he and Rudy had had a tense meeting with WAL and the station heads 

not long after docking. For the trip to the final satellite, Kilgore was assigned other duties. There was 

an interval of twelve hours or so before that departure and Gyll was keen to run some tests, if he 

could contact his supervisor, the famous Professor Herbert Hammond. He did not see Rudy again 

until he reported to the port for departure, so the change in plans afforded no prior discussion. Gyll 

only learned of the changes through some chat in the canteen with one of the Bay Four officers, who 

predictably recognised him from the screen scuttlebutt that circulated mysteriously, mischievously. 

Rudy shrugged philosophically.  “You’ve gotta have a bit of fun in this job, otherwise you’d go 

insane” he sighed as they departed upwards in a concert of little beeps and flashing lights. “There 

are only so many tours in any man: fact. If this is my last: amen. I need to spend more time with my 

family anyhow. The money was great but not that great and there is always a price. Remember that 

Gyll. He took a chocolate bar from his top pocket and unwrapped it without looking up from screens 

of graphics analysing their flight plan.”You can make some interesting connections up here, no 

question, but this is not where you want to use them. You have to figure out where that is, when to 

be there. That’s the hard part” he added remotely, his mind now moving over career plans, as he 

tapped in requested co-ordinates, clarified things.  

Gyll was waiting for mention of Kilgore or WAL but it never came. He watched as the station rotated 

on two axes dramatically and slid from view, indicating that the lifter was now heading steadily 

below and away to port. “Well the times... What can you say? A-changing, for sure. It’s time for your 

generation up here, I guess. It had to come of course. But I’m satisfied that we’re leaving it in good 

shape – in good hands.” He nodded to himself, flicked his head in Gyll’s direction. “Now’s the time 

for me to consolidate though, capitalise and move up the ladder.” Rudy never doubted for a 

moment that he deserved promotion, that he had a right to higher places, eventually. He identified 

completely with the programme because the programme generously identified him. He considered 

his own role as pivotal, yet in some ways as merely a formality to grander, more rewarding times. 

Gyll had no such sense of destiny or inheritance. His whole life had been one of negotiation and 

adaptation, of fitting in, making himself useful. There was no grand heritage to guarantee his place, 

anywhere. His life had not been one of privilege and flippancy, just the opposite. But he could not 

say any of this to Rudy. 

Yet in a way Rudy perfectly understood. His reflections were really another way of reminding Gyll of 

his place and ultimately his fate. For Rudy this was as tough and as testing as times would ever be. 

He would look back on these as his active, character-forming years, but Gyll could see it was really a 

pantomime. Rudy was no fool, but his abilities hardly matched his smooth string of promotions and 

at some level he knew it as well. The rest was the destiny of a well-placed family and their charmed 

circles. Rudy was a kind of royalty that dared not speak its name; that somewhere along the line 
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quietly converted brute plunder and oppression into respectable inheritance and patronage, raw 

rivalry into discreet favours and allegiance. Rudy looked forward to advancing that cause but Gyll 

was less certain about the future. He did not see his own efforts advancing those interests, while 

enjoying little of the benefits. He was not certain his abilities would have any bearing on grander 

plans in any case. He did his bit, waited to see what followed and adjusted accordingly. If he had any 

heritage at all it had been one of disinheritance, exclusion and exile. He wanted only to be accepted, 

to prove himself somewhere, somehow.  

Their conversation covered none of this, naturally. Rudy name-dropped, pointed out flaws in the 

lifter’s design, demonstrated an impressive knowledge of constellations and configurations while 

Gyll reflected on matters nearer to home as the world loomed blue and alluring to one side of their 

screens, briefly. “That’s interesting,” Rudy remarked at length and enlarged a window with a few 

touches to study its flight paths and co-ordinates a little closer. “I saw this earlier, when we were 

departing, but I thought it was a mistake. Scorpio makes them occasionally. But it’s saying another 

lifter is also on its way to Joosta-04 (their destination) and it’s actually from another station, 

Enterprise, which is... pretty weird”. He scrutinised the data carefully. “Actually I find that hard to 

believe because Enterprise is supposed to be on the opposite side of the world right now. In fact it 

might pay to check that.” He rapidly accessed other windows, portals and directories in a tense 

silence punctuated with rapid bursts upon his keyboard. “Well for some reason I can’t access that 

stuff just now, which is, you know... a drag, but not all that uncommon, sadly.” He sighed and leaned 

back in his seat with his hands behind his head. “Obviously I’d lodge an incident report with WAL 

over something like this, but currently WAL and I are in a cooling-off period for both parties, so it can 

wait. But what this is saying,” he pointed to the text, “is that we could both be there at the same 

time, which is a little too much of a co-incidence for my liking.”  

Enterprise was newer and even larger and Rudy had visited it not long after its inception but 

disapproved of its contingent of Abkhrics. “Call me old-fashioned, but I just don’t trust them”, he 

confided. “Who does? They don’t even trust each other!” He snorted with derision, gestured with 

both hands. Before long they neared the satellite. Like the previous one, it was large with clusters of 

round golden solar panels at the top or tapered end and managed a nearby field of lesser satellites 

that Rudy vaguely indicated. At most Gyll perhaps glimpsed two golden orbs somewhere above 

them. Rudy circled around Joosta-04, confirming they were alone and kept glancing at his radar 

while gently closing in on the service hatch and using the lifter’s arm to secure them. Both donned 

helmets and air tanks and exited. Once the service hatch on the satellite was opened, Rudy seemed 

reluctant to enter and kept looking around. A vast blue world looked back, but Rudy never 

acknowledged it. “This is more or less the same make as the last one, as you can see, except that the 

hatch is nearer the top, so the layout inside may be inverted as well.” Gyll watched his notepad 

closely. “If you want to wait here, that’s OK,” he said absentmindedly and then ventured inside. 

Rudy affirmed that he would inspect the exterior as Gyll closed the hatch and waited for the air lock 

to open.  

Once inside, there was the same dim green light to guide him and an enormous column of 

technology all but filling the cylindrical satellite. Again, his notepad somehow acquired vast 

directories that took some time to digest and eventually it looked as if the layout was indeed 

inverted, so that the sought component was nearer the hatch this time. He moved around the 
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column, orientating himself and soon found what he was looking for. He turned the audio in his 

helmet down, finding Rudy’s constant commentary to the autopilot a distraction and commenced 

work. The module slid out from the column on a tray this time, making the exchange easier but the 

initialising was just as exacting and he patiently worked through the separate layers to building the 

desired pattern and colours. After, he pondered for a moment before sliding the tray back and 

unplugging his notepad. Suddenly he was aware of someone beside him, but upside-down and 

without a helmet so that their faces were only centimetres apart but inverted. “Nice going Walker,” 

complimented the stranger, holding onto the column with one hand, the other on his hip. 

“Personally, I’d have crushed the black a little just to speed up the whole thing, but all in all, a very 

nice job.” Gyll was speechless, the man was wearing a headset but he could hardly hear what he 

said. Gyll squinted. The man’s face was quite lined, perhaps in his fifties or sixties, with close 

cropped grey hair and a trim beard. The deep set eyes and square jaw unmistakeably marked him as 

an Abhkrik, but Gyll could only stare with jaw dropped, “Who are you?” he asked finally, feebly. The 

man leaned forward and pressed a button on Gyll’s helmet restoring the audio volume. “That 

better?” he asked. “There’s air in here you know, you don’t need the helmet”. “I know but if I take it 

off it’s just one extra thing” he shrugged, “It’s easier this way.” “Allow me to introduce myself. I am 

currently trading under the name of ‘Peabody’ he pointed to the name tag on his suit with a little 

flourish. “But please call me Rain” he winked conspiratorially.  

“What are you doing in here, Rain?” asked Gyll incredulously. “I’m servicing the stabiliser jets, 

apparently. “Sharpening up a few tolerances in the field, let’s say” again he winked and smiled 

knowingly. “You’re from The Enterprise?” Gyll asked. “I am not. I am from The Abkh!” he replied, 

backing away slightly with a slight bow. He was still upside down and Gyll struggled even to maintain 

their conversation. “Well I’m going now,” Gyll said after another awkward pause, the whole situation 

seeming unreal. He closed the tray. “By all means, time is marching on, is it not?” He looked up 

quizzically, fixing Gyll with his penetrating brown eyes. “You know you will be well rewarded for this, 

don’t you?” Gyll could only shrug. “I’ve done my best” is all he could say. “I think perhaps you don’t 

realise what you have just accomplished?” he added gently. Gyll was again stuck for an answer and 

after a moment Rain dived slowly below him. “How do you know what I’ve just done?” Gyll called 

after him. Rain paused and spun around awkwardly. “Oh... news travels fast in space,” he grinned 

and flicked his eyebrows and turned again as Gyll made his way back around the column. When Gyll 

reached the airlock he called after Rain, knowing he had a headset. “Won’t this become a vacuum 

once I’m in the airlock?” “No, the satellite will know I’m still in here,” came the reply from 

somewhere below in the gloom. 

Once outside Gyll found Rudy in conversation with two other spacemen beside a second lifter, this 

one carrying a circular solar panel at the end of its arm. The conversation was jovial, as Gyll found he 

had to retune his audio from Rain’s deft adjustment. The two strangers returned to their lifter and 

Rudy waved them farewell with a few wisecracks. Gyll watched as their lifter slowly withdrew, rose 

and rotated. “Were they from The Enterprise?” he asked finally. “No, they’re actually from Gemini, 

which has a much more irregular axis to its orbits now, so it does coincide with Orion at certain 

points, but those guys were also misinformed and need to replace the solar panel on the other 

Joostra”. He laughed mirthlessly. “Were they Abhkriks?” Gyll asked. “No, that was John and Tom. 

John I’ve known since the academy. Tom’s new but he’s not Abhkrik, at least not that you’d notice. 
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They were pretty unhappy with the situation, as you can imagine. They didn’t know we’d be here, 

either.” Rudy deliberately wobbled his helmet to indicate he was shaking his head in disbelief.  
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Gyll watched the lifter vanish among the stars and then contemplated the enormous blue world 

beside him. At this point it felt like angels were his only friends and that he would never know the 

world in the same way again. “C’mon, no time for daydreaming, champ” Rudy reminded him, as he 

began to retract the boom. For some reason Gyll could not bring himself to tell Rudy about Rain. 

Maybe he had hallucinated the whole episode. He did not want to appear delusional. He would wait 

for Rudy to mention him, but that never happened either. In any case it was no business of theirs, 

whether Rain’s colleagues had abandoned him there or were deceiving Rudy with some false 

manoeuvre somehow. That was not in the brief. Gyll had done what he had been sent to do and now 

he could go home! Well not really home to his parents, but back to the real world at least, where 

things were a little more straightforward.  

On their way back to Orion Gyll was still dumbfounded by events and could find little conversation 

for Rudy, who took his silence for exhaustion. “Well that’s it, then, mission accomplished, Gyll. You 

must be feeling relieved, huh? No glitches, no hitches, a clean record. Boy you’ve taken to space like 

you were born for it. Some guys never get that comfortable up here – the whole scale, vacuum and 

gravity deal – can’t get past it and focus. You – you’re up here hours and out their logging in and 

reprogramming real time, like you belong here. Got to hand it to you champ - that was impressive.” 

Something about Rudy’s tone did not sound impressed though. Gyll wanted to say that the job was 

only half done but before he had decided how much he could explain to Rudy a message appeared. 

“Hey look at that! You’ve got mail champ!” Rudy pointed to a little window on Gyll’s side of the 

console. Gyll opened it to find WAL beaming at him. “Hi Gyll! Nice going! I see you’re on your way 

back now, so let me be the first to congratulate you on a job well done, heh heh heh. Yessir, a lot of 

responsibility for a young guy, first time in space and all but you’ve really come through for us and 

I’d just like to say we’re real proud of you, proud to have been part of this, heh heh heh. Now I 

probably shouldn’t tell you this but I wouldn’t be surprised if you get an audience with CAESAR 

himself at some point, yessir. But what I can tell you, officially, as of this moment, you are directed 

to forward yourself to ROME 7.3 on the next available shuttle! There will be a hardcopy of this order 

in your pigeon hole when you get back and appropriate accreditation. Wow how about that young 

fella? Ever been to ROME 7.3? WAL’s eyebrows leapt provocatively followed by an exaggerated 

wink. You are to attend a special conference at the space academy there! That sounds like one giant 

step, doesn’t it Gyll? Heh heh heh. Young fella, you are most definitely on your way, heh heh heh. 

Yessir and we could not be prouder.” 

Finally he rambled to a halt and Gyll closed the window. “Now that’s what I call a rapid response,” 

said Rudy approvingly. “But the job is only half finished,” complained Gyll. “I don’t know why they’re 

saying all this so soon. I still have to upgrade a bunch of transmitters around the world. There’s not 

even any detail on the numbers there yet. But this could take months, in fact I’m sure it will - easily. 

It’s not something we can just take for granted.” “Didn’t you say you discussed this with Hammond 

yesterday?” asked Rudy and Gyll immediately noted how he had remembered the name of his 

supervisor back in Inshek, and was puzzled, if not a little suspicious. “All I could discuss was whether 

he was back on his feet yet. You know, my security clearance up here is pretty strict. I couldn’t say 

anything about how the work was going and we both understood that, obviously. The most he could 
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say was that he was almost fully recovered and that Jason, his associate professor, was now also at 

liberty to return to his duties. There was no talk of them commencing the upgrades down there or 

anything. That would be... Do you suppose that’s what’s happened?” 

“Beats me – you’re the coder. I thought only you could set these things up?” “So did I. But there 

were demonstrations I did. I haven’t stuck exactly to them... but maybe someone has gone ahead 

and started the upgrades... maybe they don’t need to be... I hadn’t realised...” “Yeah life’s full of 

surprises.” Rudy switched his screens around idly without looking up. Gyll quietly deleted documents 

from his notepad and rinsed the hard drive, burying them deep. The rest of the journey passed in 

silence until they neared Orion. “Well today we will have a copybook docking, Gyll. Watch and 

learn.” Rudy proceeded to follow the protocols with almost robotic precision. Their arrival passed 

without incident. They trooped through portals carrying their helmets and air and changed out of 

their space suits with the help of deferential port assistants, simpering young men aspiring to 

positions in catering, from what Gyll could gather. They dressed in standard blue overalls, covered in 

the usual extravagant badges and strange arrangement of zipped pockets and proceeded to Debrief. 

Debrief consisted of a short multiple-choice questionnaire onscreen and a declaration that they had 

not introduced any organic substance to the station. Once cleared, they went their separate ways, 

Gyll to his quarters, Rudy to his desk up on Sub-Bridge Four. Rudy called after him that they would 

meet up in the bar before he left and without turning Gyll gave the thumbs up.  

In his quarters, Gyll ‘showered’ in a tiny booth, where his body was subjected to intense but brief 

jets of steam, while his clothes were subjected to similar treatment in one next to it. When both 

were dry he dressed and checked the envelopes that had been left in his slot. The order to visit 

ROME 7.3 came in a fancy design, a shuttle boarding pass in three hours time was attached and a 

steep increase had been made to his credit . His appointments in ROME 7.3 covered the next few 

days but there seemed plenty of leeway there for a little private research. He put in a call to 

Professor Herbert Hammond. There were delays filled with inane music before the call was relayed 

and old Herb clicked on. His mass of dark curls framed aged features behind heavy-framed, pebbly 

glasses, the entire arrangement rocked gently against a window, presumably of a moving vehicle in 

bright sunlight. Gyll deduced this much from the radically low camera angle, much of which was 

devoted to a ceiling filled with dancing shadows. Background noise picked up a squealing infant 

somewhere but Herb remained oblivious, studied the screen for a moment. “Gyll, what’s up?” asked 

the imperturbable Herb. “Herb, I was wondering if I could make an appointment for next week 

sometime?” They both knew he could not say anything on screen, and what the appointment would 

be about. “Sure, let me just check with Meredith and see what she’s lined up.” There was another 

interval filled with appalling music. “Okay, Wednesday or Thursday are free”. “Wednesday, say two 

o’clock?” Gyll suggested. “Wednesday afternoon it is Gyll. You’re looking very fresh and corporate 

there by the way,” he smiled benignly. “I probably do, but I’m not feeling it for some reason”. “Uh-

huh. Well until Wednesday, then.”  

There was only so much to be learned directly, so Gyll switched to campus websites, searching for 

news of Herb or Jason. Sometimes there was a bit of gossip on social networks there. Students! He 

found a departmental notice that Professor Hammond was taking a six month sabbatical and that 

Associate Professors Jason Rechleiner and Adele Robards would be heading the department in his 

absence. It was dated three days ago. Jason and Adele were sworn enemies, which added an 
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amusing note to Gyll’s day, but it did not detail Herb’s movements, which is what he really needed. 

Other searches were no more enlightening. Mercifully, there was no mention of his own activities. 

Herb’s site was hopelessly out-of-date, although it did include a photo of he and Gyll at a conference 

earlier in the year. Gyll stared impassively back at himself.  

In the countdown to his departure he called his parents and was able to vaguely indicate that things 

were going well and expected to be home in a week or so. They remarked how smart he looked, 

perhaps had lost a little weight but looked tired. Gyll conceded a sleep cycle was elusive up here. He 

added that he missed them both and had been watching as the world rolled by, trying to see their 

little corner, but usually it was too dark or concealed by cloud. All Gyll had for luggage was a small 

backpack with his own tablet and civilian clothes in. It did not take long to pack and clean his 

quarters. Standing by the door, he realised it was not that different to a prison or monastery cell. 

The bar was just a small lounge on the Sub-Bridge level where officers could prepare snacks and 

drinks, usually at the end of a shift. It was semi-circular with huge wall screens that functioned as 

windows when the atmosphere was to be lively, but were mostly tuned down, for more intimate 

ambience. Gyll wandered in, about ninety minutes before his departure and found around ten from 

Signals and Security flopped around on couches and armchairs. They greeted him casually, raising 

glasses, calling out “Well done”. He spotted Kilgore and Rudy in conversation with two women that 

managed a moon base, Abigail and Suzanne. The rest he had only seen around; could only guess at 

their positions from their badges. There was a farewell toast. 

Talk was soon of his completed assignment and Kilgore wanted to know if such upgrading would 

become routine? Gyll disliked being the centre of attention, but as he began to answer the rest of 

the room fell silent. His own voice took on an eerie isolation and he found himself listening to its 

faltering phrasing and pauses. He did not think the upgrade was properly proven yet. There were 

two issues involved. One was whether the new hardware could deliver the volume of data required 

and two was whether it was sufficiently secure and reliable. Basically what they had done was to 

introduce encryption between uplink and downlink, so that if the signal was intercepted, there was 

no way to know from where or to where it was sent. The installation as he saw it was an experiment, 

and if successful on both counts would undergo refinements allowing less tricky upgrades in future. 

The room looked on, expectedly. Someone asked how it was to be tested? Gyll did not know. Signals 

would have to chase up Buzz’s bulletins or ask the Synate for that, he supposed. All Gyll had to do 

was implement it, others would do the rest. The room was restive. “Maybe ask Tinkerbelle who in 

Inshek has connections in ROME 7.3?” muttered Rudy in a stage whisper to guffaws. Again, Gyll was 

alerted to Rudy’s unexpected familiarity with Hammond and faith in connections. But he saw no 

reason to be drawn into any of that. He cradled a tiny drink, circulated for a while and bid everyone 

a fond farewell. 
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Confusion over the location of the departure port meant Gyll was soon running late, literally. He 

waded desperately down long curving corridors where grav-clips on his shoes left his feet heavy and 

sliding along the carpet. He heard a disembodied last call for departures and after another flurry of 

skating strides, his name was paged on the PA as well as passing screens, where CCTV footage 

replayed his progress. There was no-one else around. Lights all seemed to hum impatiently. He 

watched for a gate number above a doorway. He was the last to board and the rest of the shuttle 

stirred with indignation, as he waltzed sideways down the narrow aisle, dodging limbs and kit, 

breathlessly apologising. He found his seat right at the back. It was a much smaller shuttle than the 

one that had delivered him to Orion. The rest of the passengers were a visiting cabinet minister and 

his retinue, apparently. Gyll recognised no-one, although all met his eye icily as he passed. The 

shuttle seated just a dozen passengers and felt more like an airport mini-bus than a space shuttle. It 

was clammy and smelled of something. 

Gyll stowed his backpack in an overhead locker and caught his breath. There were no windows, just 

small screen substitutes that showed a simulation. For the moment that was a slowly revolving 

wheel to the outer rim of Orion and above, just the glowing tip of the enormous arc of their blue 

world. Muzak played a bright upbeat ditty as a knowing voice patiently ran through protocols, the 

passenger list and seating allocation. A hostess reeled toward him in a crumpled scarlet jacket and 

skewed pillbox hat, her fixed stare disturbingly vacant. Her hands were raised to her shoulders and 

performed a strange little flicking dance across her chest and back. She reached Gyll and looked him 

up and down with wild eyes, a small scanner in one hand fluttering with a blue light and its own 

insistent little melody. She smiled abruptly and gripped the top of the adjacent seat to steady herself 

as she reeled into an about turn. Gyll watched with concern as her eyes rolled back into her head 

and her head shuddered involuntarily, causing one hand to readjust her hat. She heaved a sigh of 

composure and proceeded back down the aisle, into a kind of dance with the other hostess, 

approaching from the front of the shuttle. Each raised both hands to their cheeks with index fingers 

pointing in a contrapuntal jabbing toward each other, as they approached in a synchronised shimmy 

that bore no relation to the tepid Muzak, wide-eyed, wrinkled noses and insane silent delight.  

No-one else paid them any attention. The rest of the shuttle continued to chat and joke through a 

string of announcements on ETA, atmospheric conditions and re-entry blackout. Then there were 

sponsorship announcements, advice on retirement and investment opportunities, unusual statistics 

for the journey. Gyll had heard the rumours of recreational drug use amongst space crews but until 

now had seen no evidence. It was a little scary. The two hostesses, perhaps in their thirties, 

continued to gesture and gyrate as they moved back up the aisle to their seats, which glowed red 

until filled. If the flight up had seemed slow and filled with painstaking adjustments prior to docking, 

the flight back was a more straightforward plunge back through the stratosphere and a rapid spiral 

down to a reassuring world. It would take just under two hours. The piloting was largely robotic, but 

on this flight they were honoured with the presence of none other than Capitano Ringo, a veteran 

commander and very popular with his loyal staff, by his own reckoning. The hostesses had their 

heads together and eyes closed at this point and showed no sign of endorsement. The bronzed and 

deeply lined visage of Capitano smiled broadly on the main screens and winked conspiratorially. He 
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wished them all well as the craft began the cautious departure in a gently rising reversal to its own 

little piping accompaniment.  

Gyll had not really considered ROME 7.3 so far, but once under the stratosphere it occurred to him 

to check its location. He got down his tablet from his backpack. ROME really only denoted the 

current seat of the World Council. In principle, this changed every four years by election, offering 

lucrative opportunities in construction and infrastructure for the nominated host nation. But in 

practice the term was often extended or rotated through favourite capitals. The elections were 

reduced to little more than a pantomime of bribes and marketing. Gyll actually had no idea where 

the current ROME was, although three denoted its third term as a location. He hoped it might be 

London or New York, Paris or Berlin but discovered it was still Salaneh, the capital of an obscure but 

powerful state in the Southern Caucasus. It had been Salaneh when he was an undergraduate and 

he couldn’t believe it was still ROME. He took only a vague interest in politics and ROME’s location 

did not make that much difference to his plans but he had been to Salaneh once before, as an 

undergraduate and knew it was pretty dull. It had a very high reputation in scientific research and 

was extremely wealthy, but its nation The Abkh, were a very reserved and secretive people, rarely 

helpful or fun. 

He concentrated on the meeting with Herb. He would fly back to Inshek at the first opportunity, 

possibly tonight. He had no idea what the local time would be in Salaneh, not that they would 

actually land there. Generally it was served by an airport in neighbouring Ceivers, an equally small 

nation that at least had a coast. From there one reached Salaneh by very fast train, in maybe forty 

minutes. Salaneh was on the other side of the world from Inshek, but Gyll’s credit was good. He 

studied the details of the conference where he was to appear on a panel discussing recent 

developments in post quantum cryptography. That was a laugh. Plainly, he was not going to be 

telling them much, certainly not without some guidance from Herb or higher. It seemed a crazy 

arrangement and the announcement made no mention of the other panel members. And it was to 

be held at Soames University, not the World Council’s Space Academy. WAL had evidently got that 

wrong. Soames University was one of the big four campuses that ringed Salaneh. He could guess at 

the calibre of the other members and felt even more uneasy. Last time he had visited, as part of a 

team from Inshek they had only attended workshops at a lesser campus for four or five days. Herb 

was not even in the picture at that stage. Gyll was not even involved in cryptography at that stage. 

Soames was big time and mainly for foreigners. Herb had more explaining to do and Gyll had a lot 

more flying ahead of him. 

But even this much of a plan soon unravelled. It began when he was revisited by the lurching 

hostess. Following the blackout the hostesses roused themselves and began distributing drinks from 

a slender blue trolley. The drinks were little sealed plastic cups with a sucking spout one bit upon to 

release the fluid. They soon fell into cheeky banter with senior members of the government retinue 

followed by sipping from passenger’s cups, clapping and whooping, unpeeling of arms from around 

limbs, playful slaps and finger wagging amid much hilarity and things tossed and falling gently in the 

low gravity. Gyll couldn’t quite detect the language or languages. Eventually the hostess’s head rose 

up above the seat in front of him and smiled lopsidedly down on him, “What’ll it be, kiddo?” “Just a 

coke, thanks,” he found himself smiling in spite of himself. The drink arrived by a hand snaking 

around the aisle side of the seat and a muffled “Here you go.” Gyll smelled the rum but sipped 
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politely. “Are you Abkhric?” he asked. A voice gurgled. “No – we’re Romanian.” He couldn’t tell if she 

was being sarcastic. “But we have residency...” she added with possible resignation. “This is an 

Abkhric shuttle though, isn’t it?” he ventured. It was something he had suspected about its Spartan 

design since they emerged from the blackout. “Yes, an old one, but you’ll see the difference when 

we land.” “At Devaerik?” he added the name of the airport in Ceivers to sound informed. “No, 

Questhepat.” 

Questhepat was another surprise. He had heard of it, vaguely. It was a small, private or military 

airport, as he recalled, on a plateau to the north of Salaneh, secluded, very elite. Occasionally one 

heard of VIPs arriving or departing there. Now the alarm bells were really starting to sound. How 

was a shuttle ever going to land there? Not long after this thought, the smooth announcements and 

warning lights started. The hostesses cleared away the refreshments and returned to their seats 

which glowed green once occupied. Conversations grew subdued, hushed. Traditional Abkhric 

hymns began to play softly as the shuttle smartly descended vertically. There was no physical sense 

of descent or gravity. The window screens pictured a serene late evening, sprinkled lights in the 

distance under a clear sky, the silhouette of steep mountains obscuring them the lower they 

descended. The shuttle obviously used the new de-grav propulsion, an Abkhric discovery, was very 

smooth and quiet. The hymns could be heard perfectly, intoning eternal verities. And the feeling was 

unmistakably a sinking one for Gyll. He would have loved to have seen the exterior of the craft, 

wondered about all sorts of things, but had more pressing issues. Capitano thanked them for their 

custom with a mischievous wink; bid them a fond farewell, hoped they would meet again, “real 

soon”.  
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Gyll was the last to disembark. He followed the chattering entourage at a distance, up the narrow 

corridor from the shuttle to a transit lounge, pausing to swipe his passport card at a turnstile and be 

duly admitted. By the time he emerged the preceding party was being guided by two cloaked 

attendants to a rail connection at the other end of the terminal. The terminal was reassuringly 

conventional and modest in scale. There seemed only four gates. The ground staff had already 

dispersed and the lounge was all but deserted. Screens flickered and buzzed inconsequentially. It 

was 10.03 pm. Gyll had half expected a reception party of armed guards or grim Abkhric officials but 

the only other person left in the lounge was a tall, older woman holding a small LED display in one 

hand, the other propped on her hip, akimbo. The sign flashed ‘Mr. Argyll Walker’ and then 

transformed into a pointing hand, jabbing in her direction. She stood some distance back from the 

arrivals gate and they regarded each other impassively across the room. She wore the standard 

guide’s uniform of a trim peaked cap, short military-style jacket with epaulettes, buttoned to the 

throat, long heavy skirt and high boots, all in dark blue with light blue piping. She had a stern, 

somewhat weary expression, a heavy jaw and pursed mouth, her grey hair cut in a stylish bob, pale 

eyes and no makeup. Eventually she cocked one eyebrow at him. He approached her warily. She 

collapsed her sign into a baton with a deft motion of the wrist and tucked it into her matching 

shoulder bag. “Welcome to ROME 7.3 Mr. Walker I am your guide to our fair city, Erla,” she recited 

formally with a nod. 

Gyll said he was pleased to meet her but relieved was probably closer to the mark. He knew all 

visitors were assigned a guide in The Abkh, although generally they were younger than Erla. It was 

an indication of how few visitors were permitted that they had not run out of guides. But this at 

least seemed expected. He explained he wished to continue immediately to Inshek-Dili and enquired 

if there were connecting flights. Erla answered that he must go by rail from ROME 7.3 – or Salaneh - 

to Devaerik and that it would be prudent to book ahead. She plucked a small screen from her 

shoulder bag and worked it smoothly with her thumb while her other hand perched glasses on her 

nose. Her eyebrows rose slightly as she scanned the information and her head tilted to one side with 

pique. He had not booked. She could book him on a flight for eleven tomorrow morning, but it 

involved many stopovers. A more direct flight would be much later in the day, in fact tomorrow 

night. They started slowly in the direction of the rail connection. She looked up from screen and 

peered over her glasses searchingly. “But you are here for an important conference on Thursday, are 

you not?”  

His shoulders slumped. After a moment he asked where he had been billeted, assumed it was a 

dormitory somewhere on the Soames campus. That much would be usual. Erla announced brightly 

that he was booked into The Raven’s Croft for the duration of the conference. From the way she said 

it, he could tell he ought to have been impressed. But the name meant nothing and he had no 

interest in learning about it as they descended a series of long escalators to the rail platform. It was 

deserted and she pressed a button on a column to summon the next train. A distant tune played 

until it arrived in a few minutes. It was a small, single carriage but comfortably appointed, fully 

automated. She selected their stop from a map on its wall and the doors closed with a hush, 

followed by a small sigh as they glided forward smoothly. The ride was entirely underground and 
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impossible to guess at speeds until it flashed through stations when one realised it was travelling 

extremely fast. They alighted at a bigger, busier station in the centre of Salaneh and ascended 

various levels by escalator, their progress slowed with increasing crowds and queues. Gyll found it 

hard to imagine only a few hours before he had been in space. At one point they were stopped by 

two cloaked guards, escorting two older, smaller men in brightly striped cloaks. The cloaks were 

traditional costume denoting region and status. Gyll supposed the older men held some public 

office, were perhaps politicians or public servants. They were both chubby with shaved heads, 

tattooed pates and heavy-lidded, petulant expressions. 

The guards wore traditional lambs-wool hats pulled down to their eyes and trimmed beards. One of 

them withdrew his hands from his cloak ceremoniously and held the palms up to Erla as he stepped 

in front of her, head inclined, in what seemed a gesture of respect. The other remained a pace 

behind. The guard addressed her in a quiet, confident tone, it was surely official phrasing. But Erla 

was quickly indignant, flipped a card from her breast pocket with two fingers and gestured toward 

all four with it as she remonstrated forcefully. Passersby slowed and paused. It was a terse exchange 

and she seemed to fire off a series of rhetorical questions, leaving them no time to answer. She had 

a commanding turn of phrase; that much was obvious. Onlookers soon became impatient with the 

obstruction though. At length the guard turned to his seniors, one of whom waved the matter away 

through narrowed eyes, pursed mouth. The other busied himself consulting his small screen. Erla 

brushed past them imperiously and Gyll hurried after her. “Is there a problem?” he asked as they 

reached ground level and a rush of chilled night air. “Plainard lowlife” she growled. Her rage 

lengthened her stride and Gyll skipped to keep up. “Is it me?  Is there a problem with my status?” 

They paused at a street corner. “No, it’s my status. That smug little pig and his brother scanned you 

and know that my daughter Kviv is supposed to be your guide.” “Scanned me? How?” She turned to 

him, still seething. “He photographed you as we crossed between escalators because he found you 

desirable. For some reason he put your face in his official files where a face-recognition routine 

identified you and your visit details. Those details included a picture of Kviv”.  

They crossed a narrow street, filled with as many pedestrians as small vehicles. “They told you all 

that?” he asked incredulously. “Not in so many words”. He pondered that for a few paces. “You 

know them?” “I know their kind”. They wandered along the edge of the street as well now, the 

footpath overflowing, the chill of the late summer evening reminding Gyll he wore only a short-

sleeved summer shirt. “So where is Kviv?” he asked at length. “She has a bad cold so I’m standing in 

for her tonight”. Erla was more composed now, a little glum, she regarded her boots. They were in 

the Old City, its narrow cobblestone streets veering capriciously around irregular curves, rising and 

falling drunkenly. Its buildings literally falling over themselves to accommodate ancient ways and yet 

all was in appearance. It supposedly dated back to the dark ages and several blocks were surrounded 

by a high rambling wall and ramparts, worn round and overgrown, except for signage and posters. It 

all looked a little too artful. The Abkhrics endlessly rebuilt and remodelled their heritage, preserved 

the look of things, at a glance, while slyly enlarging and upgrading amenities, materials and 

functions. Nothing was ever what it seemed. Nothing ever did quite what it was supposed to do, 

although all appeared practised, reverent and decorous. Advertising was, if not medieval, at least 

antique, quaint in text and lettering. Even the cobblestones probably weren’t real cobblestones, just 

machined sheeting in durable nylon. Cables and aerials were discreet. Little faux-wooden doorways 

offered cafes, souvenir shops, boutiques and night clubs. It should have felt like a tourist trap, but 
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few passersby were actually tourists. They were mostly bureaucrats of one nation or another, 

dutifully socialising. The impression was more like a theatre set, complete with extras. 

They reached a swaggering white building, perhaps four or five storeys; successive floors 

overhanging lower ones with balconies at a jaunty angle. Heavy black braces divided white walls and 

recalled perhaps fifteenth or sixteenth century rustic fashions. Yet the whole thing was plainly on an 

inflated scale, the windows a little too plentiful, the slate roof a little too extravagant and even. A 

large swinging sign hung across the street, like a monster version of an old inn sign, looking 

completely antique and yet improbably large, floodlit and with a recorded sound effect of creaking 

as it swung back and forth mechanically. On it, a silhouette of a raven stood proudly upon its croft in 

a flourishing graphic, while at intervals its eye lit up scarlet and raised an eyebrow, its beak stretched 

into a cartoon smile.  

Erla’s arm gestured to it listlessly, “As you can see, this is The Raven’s Croft. It’s four star in some 

guides with an excellent restaurant although it’s probably too late to dine”, she glanced at her 

watch. “I assume you have not eaten?” He had not and had only planned on modest room service. 

“There are places quite near, but perhaps you are tired?” He nodded, rubbing his arms 

absentmindedly. “Have you brought warmer clothes?” “No, this is all I have. I thought I was going 

straight back to Inshek”. “The hotel can book you a flight for tomorrow if you still need to travel 

there.” “I’ll have to talk to people. Thank you for your guidance Erla, I’m sorry to have caused 

trouble.” It had been no trouble Mr. Walker she had enjoyed it and would be available for the rest of 

his stay, if he transferred her number to a screen? He took out his tablet and dragged the number 

across before they bid each other good evening. 
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The hotel was very busy, even at 10.30. There were always a lot of conferences in ROME, so it was 

not really surprising. They inevitably brought entertainments, later more private meetings. It was all 

good for business. But it was unlikely the various languages he detected would be guests to his 

obscure little gathering out at Soames. In the city centre like this, it was more World Council 

business of every colour and stripe. Eventually he was shown to his room on the fourth floor. 

Typically, the labyrinthine layout bore little or no relation to the exterior. Windows were impossibly 

high or inaccessible, when not screens. Split levels to corridors introduced random flurries of steps, 

curved walls and fire doors were left open, sometimes propped with cleaning equipment. His 

bellhop was from Ceivers and privately despaired of Abkhrics as well. His English was barely 

adequate, contained long aaahhhs and errrs, effectively dissolving grammar. Gyll’s room had heavy 

dark beams across the ceiling and a double bed with a canopy. The corners of the canopy were 

decorated with fake deer antlers. He slung his backpack onto a chair and dropped on the soft bed. 

On the facing wall a fake broad sword and buckler gleamed down at him. The screen next to the bed 

had a message, blinking away. He tapped and jabbed at it on one elbow until it released a keyboard.    

Herb appeared looking very smart in a dark business suit, his tumbling locks improbably marshalled 

for once. He was in some sort of office and looked off-screen for a moment, listening and nodding 

before addressing the camera. “Gyll congratulations on mission accomplished! A shame you’re not 

at the hotel yet. But this is to confirm our meeting will happen tomorrow in Salaneh-ROME 7.3, 

probably around three. I’ll confirm that nearer the time. I will be joining you at the conference and I 

can answer a lot of your questions then. Right now I’m in Plennet (capital of Ceivers) tying up a deal 

with a manufacturer for The Blinker (his cryptographic component). That gentleman you can see 

behind me is Akhist and he has been responsible for your VIP treatment. Akhist turned and stepped 

toward the camera, a radiant grin beneath sunglasses, a trim burgundy suit, possibly Italian. 

“Congratulations Argyll Walker – brilliant work! I trust you find the hotel to your liking? And that 

Kviv!” Eyebrows leapt, teeth flashed “Hot huh? Sorry but hands off there, my friend. You should 

know her fiancé is... a real killer!” His head inclined lethally. “And is - what is it? - Your fourth cousin 

or nephew once removed?” added Herb bemused. Akhist’s head sprang back, “It is an old and noble 

family and I am honoured to have made his acquaintance...” he slithered away off screen. “There 

you go Gyll. You are in good hands. Things have gone a little quicker than I’d anticipated and I’ll be 

able to tell you more about that tomorrow. Until then, relax and take in the sights.” He winked and 

the screen switched back to its menu. 

Gyll called room service and ordered ordinary sandwiches and a cold drink, reflecting on the news. 

The smooth Akhist was obviously Abkhric and well-connected. Gyll knew they used neighbouring 

countries for a lot of their manufacture and it made sense that if Herb’s component had been 

approved the next step was production for the rest of the satellite fleet. Herb was a sharp operator 

but dealing with Abkhrics was always dangerous. The rest of the world remained extremely 

suspicious of them because they usually came off second best. Even within the country there were 

bitter factions. Gyll guessed Akhist was from the plain, the flat expanse surrounding Salaneh. His 

chubby, extroverted character and eagerness to do business were the stereotype. They were called 

Plainards by the rest of the country and contrasted with the taller more reserved segment from the 
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central region of lakes – called Lakards – and beyond that, a mountainous region of slight, agile 

people – Mountainards. All dealt with each other with great reluctance and caution. Gyll knew that 

much. Everyone did. Erla was almost certainly a Lakard, hence her contempt for the Plainard 

officials. And she clearly carried some hefty connections herself; from the way that card of hers 

cowed everyone. He shuddered. He wanted to steer clear of all of that, get the conference out of the 

way and go home. It was time to get back to his own dissertation. He still had some tidying up to do 

there, although working on Herb’s project had proved instructive.  

In the morning the screen paged him with bleeps, announced a visitor. He rolled over, bleary eyed. It 

was 8.27. Erla was in the lobby, trying hard to smile. It was like being greeted by a prison warder. 

“Good morning Mr Walker, I trust I haven’t woken you? The manager tells me you have not booked 

a flight to Inshek-Dili so I assume you will be attending the conference? I am pleased. And for your 

stay you will surely need some warmer clothes? Our autumn can be severe for the visitor. I know of 

some suitable menswear stores not far from here...” Her head tilted in a delicate appeal. Ordinarily 

his reply would have been short. But this was not an ordinary situation. There was too much at stake 

and he had to play along, be nice. He could hardly think how. He told her he would be down in ten 

minutes, then slouched to the shower swearing. When he joined her she was joking with an older 

man, presumably the manager, in an empty foyer. They sat in armchairs by a window overlooking 

the street. The manager introduced himself and offered a hot drink but Gyll declined. “No Kviv?” he 

ventured before sitting down. He had had time to think how he would handle this. Erla’s expression 

sobered and she took a deep breath. “No, the little vixen was not home when I returned and has not 

returned still. I am very disappointed. Very. I have left her a stern message – several actually – and 

there will be consequences” she tried to sound reasonable, but there was steely resolve lurking. Gyll 

watched her closely. “It wasn’t really ‘a bad cold’, then?” “No, these things are more complicated in 

our country. There are obligations and rewards that play hell with one’s health”. She looked at him 

evenly and paused, sadly. “Sometimes it is better to plead an excuse than pledge what one will 

regret. Or what one has no intention of delivering.” She looked at him hard now. “One needs to be 

so careful at her age.” She paused again, measuring her words. “My daughter has a habit of doing 

favours where there can be no return, of seeking attention in the wrong quarters. She is... young and 

beautiful... and sees no harm”. She shrugged. “Am I wrong to point this out? To care too much for 

her health? I worry less about colds than collisions.” She let the last remark sink in and shook her 

head wearily, “I know I do too much for the girl but she is all I have left.” She looked at him 

genuinely distressed. “I shouldn’t burden you with all this Mr Walker, but you seem... 

understanding.” She drained her cup and rose.  

He asked her to call him Gyll and tried to cheer her by telling her she made a good guide. She 

nodded readily and explained she had done a lot of guiding before she married. That was a long time 

ago, a very long time ago. Now she was a widow, with two sons in far flung China and Japan, 

prospering there but what good was that to her? Here she had only little Kviv to care for. And 

occasionally a little guiding, very little actually. Then, as they passed through the rotating door, Kviv 

and her fiancé entered. All four circled several times amid cries of surprise. Finally they assembled 

inside. It took a moment for Gyll to realise who they had encountered as both women circled 

squawking and pointing. By the time all was reconciled, introductions made and Erla’s shopping 

expedition proposed, Gyll’s own plans were hopelessly skewed. It was a lot to take in. Kviv was 

probably around eighteen, shorter, pretty and shapely, her guide’s uniform tailored to flatter, cap at 
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a rakish angle and little blue boots with raised heels, slightly scuffed. She had long blonde hair worn 

loose, little makeup, a mischievous smile and brown eyes. There was not a lot of family resemblance.  

Her fiancé on the other hand, was perhaps the same age as Gyll, but tall, debonair and affected 

western dress. This morning he wore a short tweed cape and deerstalker, rugged Fair Isle sweater of 

ridiculous length – almost to the knee, plus fours and cream suede loafers, for some reason. He 

carried it off because he was outrageously handsome. His dark hair was worn modishly long; he had 

luxurious eyebrows and a pencil moustache on a long, mobile face with dancing green eyes. His 

name was Hamlo and he was supposed to be an investment consultant with the family bank. Every 

time Erla would start to chide Kviv, Hamlo would smoothly intercede on her behalf, qualifying 

circumstances, modifying sentiments, deepening allusions, toying with phrasing and just plain 

teasing. Gyll understood almost none of it, since Hamlo fell into Abkhric for greater intimacy, but 

clearly it bore little or no sincerity, rode entirely on an irresistible rhetoric that Erla had no answer 

to, fell hopelessly in with, besotted. The two exchanged repartee with the relish of old sparring 

partners and in truth they looked more like mother and son than Erla and Kviv looked mother and 

daughter. Their bickering drifted into rhyme or song almost and Kviv exchanged a sidelong glance at 

Gyll, shook her head ever so slightly. Hamlo began to gesture theatrically to some traditional lyric, 

while Erla laughingly burying her head in his chest. Kviv rested an elbow on Gyll’s shoulder, crossed 

her legs and confided, “They make a lovely couple, do they not?” Other guests weaved past the 

party, smiling politely.  

Finally Gyll squeezed a word in, announced that he was expecting a call this afternoon and that their 

expedition must return by then. All three immediately reached for their screens before Erla 

remembered his tablet. He couldn’t get it to work here, assumed there was some block placed upon 

it. All three urged him to tell the clerk at the desk, to have it cleared immediately. Once remedied, 

they set off, zigzagged for a few blocks and left the Old City, turning onto a broad tree-lined avenue 

with the usual luxury retail chains. They could have been anywhere. Mother and daughter argued 

about Gyll’s tastes, pointedly not consulting him while Hamlo raised both hands in surrender, 

winking at him. Everything was expensive here, while Gyll’s tastes were always low cost, low 

maintenance, strictly functional. They marched into The Swineherd, Kviv’s choice, where they were 

beset by sycophantic assistants, quickly on the hop under a barrage of designer names and 

discerning details. Gyll patiently modelled a heavy waterproof jacket with hood, a fur-trimmed hat 

with folding flaps and gloves that could have withstood an arctic winter, a dark blue overcoat that 

reached to his ankles, slacks and jackets in a range from ochre to russet, according to the tags, 

before turning to shirts, where he vetoed ties. Gyll was going along with all this, because it all 

seemed part of the game, but he drew the line at ties. The others were crestfallen. “I think I 

preferred him in the light brown” concluded Kviv regarding his current ensemble, “...if we can get 

the shoes”, while her mother thought the russet more dignified for a conference. Hamlo wished they 

could do something with the hair – Gyll wore it very short – “...the shape of the face...” he gestured, 

frustrated. A solicitous assistant cupped Gyll’s face in his hands and tossed it back and forth critically, 

before removing them and turning to Hamlo for advice, wide-eyed.  

Then there were shoes, socks, handkerchiefs, scarves, caps. The panel seldom found consensus. 

Hamlo insisted on picking up the tab and when Erla protested, he clasped her raised finger and 

pressed it to his lips, drawing her close with irresistible, pleading eyes. She had to laugh. Meanwhile 
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Kviv arranged for it all to be delivered to the hotel. Gyll said nothing because he could see the money 

meant nothing to them. It was all an indulgence. As they departed, Hamlo received a call and 

promptly begged their leave. He looked up at a sleek little flyer drifting along the avenue, perhaps 

five metres in the air. He held his hand up and it quickly descended to the curb. It was much like a 

sports car, but without wheels. It was just a tinted glass bubble really, above a modest black 

platform of the same shape. It hovered centimetres about the ground when at rest. It was the first 

time Gyll had seen one up close. The door slid open and Hamlo ducked in with a wave and ascended 

smartly, accompanied by a slight hum. The rest of the street paid no attention and Gyll found 

himself thinking of the strange Abkhric engineer he had met in the satellite and his appraisal of the 

upgrade, “You know you will be well rewarded for this, don’t you?” and “I think perhaps you don’t 

realise what you have just accomplished?” Gyll was beginning to wonder just what had he 

accomplished. 
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They were having coffee, seated at a pavement table in a quiet backstreet; dappled sunlight 

shimmered over them, even as the plain trees were starting to shed golden leaves. Then Gyll got his 

call. Herb was also outside, in sunglasses and casual dress, curious firstly about Gyll’s location. Gyll 

introduced his guides with a wave of his tablet and explained his morning. He was still wearing the 

brown jacket and slacks, with a matching flat cap perched on the back of his head, to humour the 

ladies. Herb was down by the river Barcief, which ran through the capital on its way across the plain 

to the border. Wind ruffled his unruly locks. His glasses tinted to the bright light. He was waiting for 

Akhist. He wanted them to join him at a restaurant there called The White Trout (in English) in 

around twenty minutes. Erla and Kviv confirmed it was easily reached. They took a taxi that looked 

like a 1920s Rolls Royce but proved a great deal more agile. It had a driver but it turned out he was 

just a robot, or perhaps only pretended to be a robot. It seemed best not to pry. It swept them along 

broad avenues in moderate traffic of equally eccentric and deceptive appearance down to what had 

been Salaneh’s docklands. They were now greatly gentrified and westernised. A sprawling container 

port further downriver inherited the traffic.  

Herb was still standing outside the restaurant, his new little screen in hand, reading. He waved as 

they approached across an expanse of lawn. “Well that’s more like it.” He looked Gyll up and down 

approvingly. Gyll made the introductions again and Herb explained they had a reservation if the 

ladies cared to enter, but he must speak privately with Gyll for a moment. They nodded graciously 

and Herb steered Gyll away along the pier frontage. “Okay, let me start by explaining what 

happened with The Blinker. I set up three transmitters back here, two in America, one in China and 

Jason was supposed to set up two others, one in India, one in Australia. That was three months ago, 

using your initial proposal. This is way before your demonstration, which was superb by the way. But 

Jason only managed the one in India when this weird business with the police came up. I don’t know 

anything about that and Jason is not being helpful. I think he may have been got at. Anyway once 

the spread of satellites initiated it was clear we were comfortably handling the kind of volumes and 

frequency required and the modelling indicated perfect integrity – well not perfect, but near as. Now 

our run at this has not been a given, obviously. It has been closely contested – extremely closely. You 

know we have rivals at other universities, sure, but that’s nothing to the backers and lobbies. This is 

worth mega, mega bucks and for those kind of numbers these guys play rough, Gyll. The reason I’m 

with the Abkhrics now is self-preservation mainly. If I’m not with them I get eaten by even hungrier 

fish. It’s tricky. So my first play was just to get a shot at this and then the Abkhrics wanted to shut 

out the opposition. So we had this “Look! it works perfectly!” just to hold the stage. And it worked 

with the Synate, by all reports. The only problem was CAESAR didn’t buy it. CAESAR wants the whole 

six month trial and we know the other sides will go all out in that time to find stuff for their systems 

to out-perform us on.”  

“Now I’m comfortable with that, but the Abkhrics place great store in holding the floor, being in the 

lead. And part of that is rolling out an academic front, reinforcing intellectual credibility. That’s how 

they intend to use this conference. It’s not what it was designed for obviously, but it wouldn’t be the 

first time. So we’re here to claim the high ground, to press our credentials.” Gyll shook his head 

warily. “I don’t know that I’m up to this Herb. What am I allowed to say? I thought it was all top 
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secret.” “It is. We deal only in principles, just in theory. We suggest a long and comprehensive 

programme, trail a few red herrings. All you have to do it talk a little about multi-directional 

sequencing and real-time modelling. That’s not even PQC at that stage. Just let them try and follow 

that and I’ll hound them with the old chestnuts, oblivious transfers, noisy positions, entanglements 

and the rest. The whole thing has to be Q&A to have any legitimacy, so obviously there’s an element 

of risk, but it will get special coverage. And I know who’s going to be there and what they are going 

to come after us with, so we play this as just keepings off and fetch. We will be seen to be top dog 

and that’s step one to being top dog.” Gyll was still not convinced. “We’ll see where we stand, one 

way of another,” Herb added, mischievously. 

‘This Akhist – what does he know?” asked Gyll. “Precious little. You’ll know more Abkhrics in PQC 

than he does. He’s all about the leverage. But I need him if I’m to get out of this in one piece. So be 

nice. After tomorrow you’ll be back in Inshek, visit your folks downunder and enjoy a little prestige. 

You can’t have much more to do on the doctorate, surely?” Gyll still wasn’t convinced of his role 

though. “So I’m just talking software, basically?” Yep, I’ll handle anything on hardware. All you really 

need to do is rehash stuff from your paper last June. Leave out the meta language and 

spectrographics”. “But won’t they spot that? If they’re coming after us, they’re going to have done 

their homework.” “Maybe, but I’m betting it’s too soon. They will get to that, but by then we’re even 

harder to budge. By then I’ll be on the counter attack and I’ll be dragging in a few more Abkhrics. 

You know those guys aren’t exactly publicity shy either.” Herb was always like this. He was actually a 

very gifted research engineer but a whiff of politics and he became Machiavelli. Gyll liked him 

because his world was always vivid and exciting. There was not a lot of that in the dry calculations 

and painstaking testing that made up the bulk of their work. They had wandered some distance 

along the river bank and the wind made Gyll glad he had his new jacket. Huge barges eased past in 

the middle of the wide river. Behind them someone called out something in the wind. They turned 

and saw Akhist. He beckoned and they returned to the restaurant.  

Inside they were introduced to Akhist’s wife, Sharona, a more reserved version of her husband, 

looking stunning in the latest fashions. She had fallen into earnest conversation with Erla over details 

to the menu, earnest on her part at least. Akhist had more news to impart to Herb and the two 

shuffled to one side, turned their backs on the table. This left Gyll trying to make conversation with 

Kviv. With Akhist’s warning ringing in his ears, at first he hardly dare meet her eye. She was 

undeniably beautiful and longer glances only confirmed it. Everything about her was perfect. She 

returned his attention with a more open and frankly bemused look. It was unnerving. After 

exchanging favourites among movie and pop stars, she asked his age. He was twenty-six. Her mother 

thought him the same age as Kviv, but Kviv was only twenty. She laughed and then complimented 

him on looking so young, achieving so much. But Gyll sensed it was not exactly a compliment and 

any care he had taken in keeping his distance was suddenly unnecessary. Her gaze roamed across 

the rest of the restaurant, looked far into the distance as their conversation dwindled to remarks on 

the menu and could not be recaptured. It was mid afternoon, and at best they were having a sort of 

high tea. The large restaurant was less than half full, adding to a distinct ennui. Another party 

leisurely prepared to leave and as they stood, a young girl Kviv’s age caught her eye and approached, 

beaming. There were formal introductions in English but the conversation soon fell into Abkhric in 

hushed tones, as Perin questioned her closely about some party or other. There were rapid, giggling 
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exchanges. Gyll could see where Kviv’s world orbited, felt as remote as a passing comet; no nearer to 

her than a video. 
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That evening back at his hotel, he went through the conference schedule Herb had just sent. The 

conference covered a broad range of disciplines, addressing language and communication, devoting 

a good deal of time to the issue of translation, predictably, and to long-running debates between 

semantics and linguistics. Cryptography regularly appeared, but was usually taken as a special case 

of translation. Gyll only vaguely followed the issues as general background. His panel was to lead 

discussion following papers by Professors George Sayers and Leonid Kinsky, veterans of the field. 

Their papers were not directly concerned with cryptography but carried grave implications for stable 

long range signals. The big attraction was to confront current practitioners with a troublesome 

model of massive volume and frequency increases resulting in diminished information, diffuse 

reception. Herb and Gyll would be billed as consultants to the World Council and would be expected 

in indicate how cryptography might meet these challenges; sustain security and integrity of data.  

George and Leonid would not be asking the questions, merely following up points in response to 

their papers. They were not controversial or combative personalities, at most, regarded each other’s 

standing with smouldering resentment. George held a key post at Berlin-Harvard, Leonid at Beijing-

Sorbonne. Both were in their sixties and spent a good part of the year on the conference circuit. The 

host was to be Professor Werner Pabisch; the main fly in the ointment as far as Herb was concerned. 

Pabisch was around Herb’s age, a rival with interests in a company that had until now enjoyed 

favour with the World Council and held many defence contracts, as many as its lavish Californian 

seaside romps, interestingly. He and Herb had clashed many times over their careers, careers of 

contrasting fortune. Herb’s great failing was a blithe indifference to making enemies. Originally 

Pabisch was to have delivered his own paper in response to Sayers’ and Kinsky’s findings, but with 

the unexpected opportunity to interview Herb and colleague, had agreed to drop it and host a 

discussion on secure and stable signals. Did Pabisch suspect a trap? Pabisch was cunning, as cunning 

as Herb, even by Herb’s guarded admission. But given the eccentricities of Salaneh, not too much 

could be read into the hasty amendment. 

Would Pabisch have others planted in the audience to outflank Herb and Gyll? Herb conceded, he 

would do the same in the situation. But there was no way of knowing who exactly would end up 

attending. Guest lists were notoriously unreliable. Akhist had organised journalists to attend as well, 

which Herb feared might tip Pabisch off. Then again, since Pabisch was also a Grade-A publicity 

hound, this too may well escape his scrutiny. All in all, Herb was confident they could mount an 

impressive advertisement for their product – and it would be done with Pabisch’s unwitting 

endorsement! That part was particularly sweet for Herb.  But his real trump card lay with Gyll, 

imported from projective 3-D modelling in organic chemistry. That was definitely one out of left 

field. Gyll was not the only one of course; he was part of a team and there were at least three others 

more able and deserving of recognition, by Gyll’s reckoning. It was just that Gyll happened to be in 

the right place at the right time. But it was typical of Herb’s lateral thinking, to fossick through 

ignored masters theses looking for potential non-linear data models. Gyll went along with it because 

his two best friends Narin and Rod had also been recruited; may have even suggested Gyll to Herb. 

But everything Gyll knew about cryptography, he had learned from Herb. Gyll was not strictly a 

cryptographer. 
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He accessed his drop-box and found a couple of old papers – not the ones he was looking for – but 

reread them trying to get himself into the right frame of mind. In the morning Erla reported at the 

appointed hour and he quickly joined her in his russet suit and matching shoes, together with trusty 

backpack. They rode the underground out to Soames. It was a more conventional train, much as he 

remembered them, three or four carriages with quite a few passengers. Erla explained Kviv had 

transferred her guidance to Erla, so that she was now officially his guide. Kviv meanwhile was 

escorting some VIPs to Questhepat from the World Council quarter, on the other side of the river. 

There was pride tinged with envy in her British accented English. Soames had a station at either end 

of its campus. They emerged on a tree-lined square filled with a lawn and gardens, sprinkled with 

students. Little paths carried equally little signs to key buildings and schools. A temporary sign for 

the conference had been taped over some, peeled away and flapped from others. The university was 

mainly anonymous high-rise buildings, not all that different from a business precinct. On the fourth 

floor of their destination they registered at a desk and were given name tags to hang around their 

necks, something Gyll hated as much as ties. He left the tag protruding from his top pocket as they 

circulated through the waiting numbers, looking for Herb.  

George’s presentation was already underway. A screen above the door showed him before a lectern, 

one hand in his pocket, the other gesturing expansively; behind him, animated statistics. The sound 

was muted. A video crew loitered outside as well. Gyll thought he recognised the heavily made-up 

young lady from the evening news, in earnest conversation with her cameraman. A young female 

sound recordist hovered behind her, gaily mouthed lewd repartee over her shoulder to some 

presumptuous Abkhric students, then noticed Gyll and winked mischievously. He looked away and 

Herb caught his eye, over to one side. He was with a group of Abkhrics, one in a ceremonial cloak of 

restrained stripes, the others in business suits. Herb introduced Gyll to the head of the conference, a 

dean perhaps. He was an unsmiling man with a shock of white hair named Ighr who looked forward 

to their discussion with a curt nod. He and Erla then stared each other down for the palest eyes ever. 

The rest of the party filed in unobtrusively and took their seats to one side of the stage. Werner 

Pabisch was already there, seemingly in rapture with the presentation but nodded to them 

discreetly. The suits vanished along with Erla. Gyll had skimmed through the two papers on the 

conference website but found them so general it was difficult to see how he might contribute. 

Leonid’s presentation was a kind of mirror image of George’s. One fretted over a vague message, the 

other over a vague readership. Herb was absorbed in his screen.     

There was a brief recess before the panel assembled in the centre of the stage. Five swivel armchairs 

curved around a glass topped coffee table with a jug and glasses of water. Lights were adjusted, 

microphones attached and tested with the usual repeated syllables while the audience grew restive. 

Finally Ighr crept to the lectern and with a short burst of Abkhric acknowledged sponsorship and 

administration with a perfunctory bow before switching to English to identify the panel and remind 

the room how fortunate they were to have an exchange between current academic theory and 

industrial or market practice. Discussion was to be led by a distinguished contributor to both camps, 

Professor Werner Pabisch of Munich-MIT. There was respectful applause before Werner launched 

into his own preamble, drawing some surprising and not entirely compelling conclusions. Finally he 

turned to Herb with all courtesy and asked if encryption was at best temporary, after all? How long 

could any system be maintained, even in PQC? Herb was sprawled back in his seat, his gaze mostly 

upward, as was his custom. But he replied promptly and with equal polish that the broad model of 
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communication proposed did not apply to his sphere because encryption there dealt with a very 

confined message and closed reception. He had no experience of the inflation through volume and 

frequency the preceding speakers had suggested. As for measures of security, these were a matter 

of wider intelligence and fell outside his competence. But he could at least say any system 

commenced from suspicions of rivals and interested parties, involved some disinformation and 

scrutiny of adverse or unexpected outcomes. He allowed his gaze to meet Werner’s on the last 

point.  

There need not be a confirmed breach to instigate reform, of course. Sometimes updates merely 

paced a change in information. Werner asked whether he saw no greater need, with greater volume 

and reach of communication? Weren’t things just getting a lot busier? Herb admitted 

communication had increased but disagreed that this implied a greater volume of encryption. The 

information was just handled differently. Werner nodded, a little tersely. They could not of course 

discuss current developments in this area but he wondered whether adjustments within PQC could 

prove sustainable? Whether it was only a matter of time before rivals devised extendable storage 

and so on? Herb was gracious, allowed no system lasted forever but he was content to concentrate 

on a more modest time frame. Werner then threw the discussion back to George and Leonid where 

they lumbered through various clauses to Werner’s conclusion and took issue with Herb’s distinction 

between encryption and communication. These took some time and were accompanied by more 

statistics and graphics and pretty much killed any momentum the conversation had attained.  

Finally, Werner turned to Gyll and explained to the audience (more or less restating Ighr’s 

introduction) that Gyll had just returned from a tour of duty on the space station Orion, where he 

had been a consultant for Signals and Security. Werner supposed that was quite a responsibility for 

one so young, how did he find the transition from theory to practice? Gyll tried to be relaxed, but he 

was not as practiced as Herb. He explained the change was not so vast. Laboratories required a lot of 

discipline as well and in both cases it was a matter of good teamwork. Things like upgrades and trials 

were routine really. There was no rush or crisis. When things reached a certain stage of development 

they were implemented without too much difficulty, and as best practice. Werner quickly countered 

“From what Professor Hammond has said, these changes accompany a change in data. Would you 

say the data has changed the cypher as well? Gyll thought the change had been slight, that it was 

more a matter of refinements. Where the data was modelled in non-linguistic terms it still relied 

upon quantum transmission and brought the usual issues of commitment, position and storage 

extent.  

Werner thought this sounded like it inherited precisely the problems of volume and frequency the 

speakers had raised. Herb interrupted. “Not necessarily. A multi-directional model has quite 

different measures of volume and frequency”. “So this amounts to a meta-data or meta-cypher, 

then?” inquired Werner, unimpressed. “It seems to take post quantum cryptography quite literally.” 

He permitted himself a little smirk, “Can you say how this enhances security?” Herb straightened in 

his chair a little. “I can say it addresses the issue of volume and frequency to data. I can say 

transmission and reception have proved to be extremely efficient.” “Well that remains to be seen, I 

think”, Werner countered. “... And I can say what remains to be seen is where potential threats now 

reside...” Herb’s eyebrows hopped slightly, “...And what market is most at risk and how long it can 

be tolerated” added Gyll, fixing Werner with a thousand yard stare that left the German 
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momentarily nonplussed. Even Herb looked askance. The room stirred, cameras clicked and flashed. 

George and Leonid chimed in with some closing remarks but the discussion was effectively over. Ighr 

too had to snap out of it and then thank everyone with nods in all directions, throwing a final glance 

to Gyll. Microphones were discarded with loud clunks and scrapes and the room buzzed. Werner 

was joined by a colleague from the audience and they drifted away in a huddle. Herb hauled himself 

from his chair and drank some water. His Abkhric associates reappeared, as did Erla.  
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“That went quite well, I thought.” She told him, “I don’t know why you were so nervous beforehand. 

You were impressive.” The word had a strange finality to it, he had not heard before. But Gyll was 

not so sure it had gone well. He scanned the room as it emptied, recognised colleagues from Asia; 

could not see Herb. Inevitably, there was a reception somewhere and groups meandered along 

corridors, into lifts and out of them and down more corridors eventually to reach a luxurious lounge 

opening onto a patio with tables of refreshments, light curtains floating lazily amid trailing 

waitresses. Herb was in great demand and could be glimpsed chatting to George and Leonid, to the 

young lady with the video crew, with other foreign staff from Soames, to adoring young female post-

grads, and with Ighr, especially, leaning close and confidentially, each glancing in Gyll’s direction 

from time to time. Gyll on the other hand had to contend with Werner, once more a model of 

urbane condescension with his sly associate Jean-Marie Metz at his elbow, also known to Gyll by 

reputation. Werner apologised if he had made Gyll uncomfortable but Gyll laughed and said he had 

enjoyed the whole thing. He had not been the one that looked uncomfortable, he considered, but he 

dare not say that. People were still taking photos as he stood there with Erla, toasting each other for 

their benefit, he with a lemon squash she with a Harvey Wall Banger. Leonid stepped up to 

congratulate him on a tricky assignment and remarked he had come a long way from organic 

chemistry. Akhist and Sharona sidled up beside him, garish cocktails in hand to congratulate him 

with a toast. Alcohol was forbidden in The Abkh although foreign universities were exempt. Abkhrics 

were not slow to take advantage of opportunities there. 

Eventually Herb motioned to him with a flick of his head. Gyll made his way across the laughing 

room. Herb was looking around for someone else as well but gave up to greet Gyll with a firm clasp 

of his arm and “Well done!”  “But was it though?” Gyll replied. “It seemed to short-circuit.” “I 

thought it would go longer too” Herb admitted, “But Werner was off his game today, for some 

reason. Anyway Akhist is happy. They have their academic flag so... we’re looking top dog. And there 

will probably be a little paper co-authored with a couple of the post-grads here for the house journal 

and maybe elsewhere. I’ll keep you posted.” Gyll nodded, “So you’re happy? I’m done here?” he 

asked. “Well that’s another matter actually. I’ve just been speaking to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, I 

think he was, Brice Marlowe, a Canadian originally. Bright guy. He’s discussed you with Ighr and 

they’d like to offer you a scholarship to complete your doctorate here. I’d still be your supervisor of 

course, external supervisor, but they like it for the PR value and Inshek will as well – for one of theirs 

to transfer to Soames still looks good.” “But I’ve only got maybe six months to go at most, - at most. 

Is it worth it?” “It’s worth it for your career, if a bit inconvenient in the short term. All you have to do 

is take the money, write up your modelling tests and coding and you get a much better doctorate 

and a lot more contacts. What’s not to like?” 

“The Abkh”, he said before he could stop himself. Erla’s eyes lit up, behind a glass of something. But 

it was a helpless, hopeless objection. “Look, you can survive on a space station you can survive in 

ROME 7.3. Granted, there’s not a lot of difference, but just do the time and think of the money and 

we can still talk on the screen”. Herb could see from his slumped shoulders it was not an instant sell. 

It was all too sudden. “You’ll have a few weeks to go home and straighten stuff out, see everyone 

and think things through. I’ll talk to Tom and Liang in Dili. I’m sure the school will go along. As I say, 
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Soames will sound good to them. You could probably stretch it to a month.” “When do you need an 

answer?” “Any time before Brice gets back to me. That’s him now.” A tall, clean shaven man with 

tidy hair and bifocals low on his nose picked his way across the room, Ighr in his wake. He looked like 

a bank manager, one that went to a gym. Herb made the introductions and Brice tried his own pitch. 

“Look I know it’s all a bit unexpected but we think you would be good for our School of Virtual 

Modelling and Simulation right now. We’ve not cutting edge just yet but we are recruiting and even 

if we could just have you for...” He looked to Herb. “Six months? It would help raise our profile in the 

right places and obviously we would make it worth your while.”  

“When do you need an answer?” “Take a few days; our autumn syllabus is still being adjusted. What 

about Monday?” They watched him closely. Erla reached for a glass from a passing tray. “I’m going 

home and I’ll let you know Monday then.” It didn’t sound hopeful but Herb caught Brice’s eye and 

motioned to be patient. Gyll told Erla he was taking the train to Devaerik and started to leave. She 

threw down a shot of something, held it in her mouth with a sharp intake of breath, before whirling 

after him. She wanted to know about his luggage, for one thing. He asked her to have the hotel 

return it to The Swineherd. She asked if he had booked a flight, dogging his heels. He had not but 

there was one at six and there should be enough time. They said nothing more until they were on 

the underground heading back into Salaneh. She asked him if she wanted him to book. He said 

nothing and she took out her screen and glasses. “To Dili?” She asked. “Blaxland”. She repeated the 

name, uncertain. It was a country on the south east coast of Australia. It was a long way away. Its 

capital was Palmerston. It had its only international airport. “You will be flying Australair, via 

Chungking.” There was no reply. “Return?” He shook his head. She consulted her screen. “A return 

would be the same price as one-way, if you returned before the 12
th

 of October this year. Plus you 

would get a lot more fly-bys – look at them all. There’s a lot of credits there. And – depending on 

capacity at departure - you are automatically upgraded to business class, if it’s an evening flight on a 

Thursday or Friday! Plus - the current movie in business class stars Myriem Godard – Crimson 

Cartouche”. She hummed approvingly. “Kviv told you about Myriem, didn’t she?” “She may have 

mentioned her in passing. A very attractive young lady, in the western style.” “I already have the 

file.” “Do you want to know the menu?” He shook his head. There was a long pause. “Alright make it 

a return.”  

They changed trains in Salaneh for a high-speed express. It involved no more than a swiping of cards. 

Most of the journey continued underground, pacing The Barcief across the plain to where it met The 

Prnk and marked the border with Ceivers. The train rose above ground there, stopped briefly at its 

chief port then launched itself across a high arching bridge and curved around to trace The Prnk 

north for some distance before plunging underground again and reaching the airport. Gyll 

remembered the journey from simpler more carefree times. It took just under forty minutes. The 

airport was large but rarely busy. ROME 7.3 had bolstered traffic but it was not a holiday or tourist 

destination while the local population was small and did not travel in numbers. Flights were 

available in every direction but few started or ended there. It was, at best, a shrewd intersection. 

They strolled past vacant check-in desks; guides seemed as numerous as ground staff or passengers 

and greeted each other discreetly. It was 4.20 

Erla was sorry to see him depart and had enjoyed being a guide again. ROME 7.3 was a fun place 

once you got to know it. Gyll thanked her for her efforts and hoped they would meet again. She 
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reminded him he had her number, if ever he needed it. They shook hands and parted. He continued 

through to the departure lounges. Most of his flight were Asians, going as far as Chungking. He had 

an hour and a half to kill. The solitude was just what he needed – downtime. Yet again he tried to 

think about a career but as usual nothing came. He had no great ambition or cherished aspiration. 

He immersed himself in technicalities and enjoyed their difficulties. He toiled there, testing and 

understanding them. He loved whatever hard-won mastery he achieved, but that was all. He had no 

wider perspective. He achieved ingenious and intriguing insights but they had no wider context for 

him, no real application without someone like Herb. And he knew Herb would use him up and move 

on sooner or later. Then he would have to settle for something more routine like teaching or 

working for some big corporation, like so many of his former colleagues. That bored him. It put a box 

around the whole thing and absolutely killed it. And already he could see that once out of the 

laboratory he was way out of his depth. Something as confined as Orion merely toyed with him, 

somewhere like ROME 7.3 would simply devour him. For the moment they adored him there but 

that could change in an instant. That was obvious. He could trust no-one there and he had no real 

plan. 

The flight was long and tiring and involved a stop at Darwin, Carpentaria as well. Ordinarily, he might 

change here for a flight across to Dili, in East Timor, which was where the small campus that swept 

up misfit and errant technologies under resourceful mavericks was located. Inshek was actually a 

string of campuses across the whole of the Indonesian archipelago – a considerable distance - 

financed by Russian and Chinese money to foster a technological corridor as well as launder dubious 

profits. It was seen as a ‘long term investment’ or ‘infrastructure’. The name was supposedly a kind 

of bi-lingual pun. All the same, it had built a respectable reputation in ten years or so. Competition in 

the global academic market was ruthless though and anything or anyone of merit was promptly 

traded up to more prestigious brands, often in exchange for older experts with failing reputations. 

When people talked about Firstlanders and Outlanders they weren’t so much talking about places, 

as this globing pecking order. Inshek had come to be known as a sort of academic bargain basement. 

Still, it made for a very cosmopolitan, supportive community, competition blunted largely by 

obscurity of projects and specialisation. Gyll had thrived there but his time was almost up.  
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His parents met him at Palmerston and drove back into the hills for two hours to his home city of 

Wilberforce. It was Saturday afternoon and sunny. His mother was impressed with his new suit but 

appalled that he travelled with just his backpack. His father laughed, “Same old Gyll”. They lived 

comfortably on the outskirts, a national park not far and orchards all around. His father was a 

partner in a small farm machinery business, customising and leasing remote controls for tractors and 

drones. He had a younger sister, Mora, who had started college in Palmerston this year and was 

away up north on a field trip in Capricorn.  The house was much the same, his father had a new car, 

his mother had been ill (heart) but improved with new medication. His room was little changed – 

slightly tidier. He came home three or four times a year but never knew what to do when he got 

there. He might look up friends in Palmerston if they were free but mostly grew bored after a week 

or so and drifted back to Inshek.  

In his bedroom he sat at his old desk and screen, looking at ancient apps and docs. He belonged to 

the second internet generation, when the languages became hyper hyper and school maths paid 

more and more attention. In high school his circle had started hacking early but never ventured 

further than pirated games, the school system, teacher’s addresses and wages. But at university in 

Palmerston the challenges were greater, their respect much less. They would take on the top dogs, 

crack the walls and back doors; learn a thing or two about structure. But the more one learned, the 

more one wanted to do more than spoil the work of others. The more one saw more constructive 

options. The language enabled other languages, boiled with possibilities. At dinner he recounted his 

travels in more detail. His mother wanted to know if there was a job at the end of all this. She 

followed little of the science and valued an income. His father had started in the air force and 

attachments in America led to the opportunity for duty in space. That was a long time ago, in the 

early days. His interests had moved on with more qualifications and he grew disillusioned with the 

politics involved, the “office politics” as he called it. He did not think that had changed. Gyll 

explained his reluctance to take corporate positions but his father did not think he had much choice 

at this stage. He needed at least some experience of that world before he could launch something of 

his own. He had to prove himself on a broader front. His mother looked on gravely. Gyll was not 

even sure he had something of his own yet. 

On Sunday he drove into town on errands and ran into an old school friend at the supermarket. 

Diane was wheeling a trolley down the aisle toward him with a toddler in the front. It took him a 

moment to recall her name and she too was caught off-guard, was grateful when he reminded her of 

his name. They had shared several subjects and been in groups on class projects together. He 

remembered her ambition was to teach. She had been a very earnest, thorough student, probably a 

couple of sizes smaller then. It was a shock to find her married with a three-year old daughter. Did 

she still plan on becoming a teacher? Yes, but it was not her priority now, obviously. She thought he 

was still at Palmerston, lecturing or something and had hardly changed at all, her eyes sweeping 

over his t-shirt and jeans. He told her he was at Inshek but didn’t go into details. She nodded. She 

had changed a lot, even the way she spoke, and it brought home to him how quickly the years 

passed. It was not just measured in semesters. She had married some guy named Ryan that he could 

hardly remember. Ryan had joined their school in the senior years but they had only dated after they 
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had graduated. Now he was a real estate agent with a big national franchise, an office on the south 

side. Gyll knew the signs. They smiled at one another but had little more to say and soon parted 

wishing each other well. Life was taking them in different directions but Gyll had trouble recognising 

his direction, seeing a life there. All he saw was what a neat job he had done. 

That evening he called old friends in Palmerston, just seeing who was around. Dave was out. He did 

his Masters at Palmerston at the same time as Gyll and now tutored there. His girlfriend, Amber, 

answered. They had met once or twice and Gyll found her a bit bossy. She took deep breaths and 

her nostrils flared as she spoke in clipped sentences. Dave was still at the library, apparently. She 

assured him she would pass on his message. Next there was Karin, who had broken up with Glenn 

who now worked in Beijing in finance. Both had been at Inshek, working on each other’s 

dissertations or so they said. In those days they looked permanently frazzled, stunned by everything 

and were inseparable. Karen was now a management consultant who lived with two terriers, Archie 

and Angus who were duly introduced. Gyll regretted the call. Karen had become a completely 

different person, her life unimaginable. He started to delete her from his address book, even as the 

conversation dragged on, but could not. She was telling him something about his life; even if it was 

something he did not really want to hear. The only one who seemed unchanged was Rod. He was 

four years older than Gyll and called back about thirty minutes later, smoking heavily in a darkened 

office.   

Rod was heavy set with a mop of dry blonde hair and a slightly flushed completion that gave the 

impression of a surfer gone to seed. He had worked for Herb for a while, laying out a preliminary 

ground plan and suggesting techniques or tools. Rod was also great at scavenging and re-purposing 

stuff. He wouldn’t always tell you how or where he got things from either. He’d just smile 

inscrutably, raise an eyebrow. He didn’t want credit, didn’t want debt. He just wanted results. Then 

he got an offer to work in insurance, big insurance, modelling risk, premiums and dividends or 

something and moved on. Who knows how word got around? Rod wouldn’t tell you that either. He 

was not strictly a team player, but then none of them were really. At the time it seemed like a 

challenge. Sometimes he was in Palmerston, sometimes he was in Cook, Albertia or good old KL. He 

laughed. Could Gyll guess where he was now? At least he didn’t take it too seriously. He laughed at a 

lot of the stuff he did there and he laughed at his bosses’ plans and understanding. Like Herb, he 

didn’t suffer fools gladly, made enemies easily. But where Herb had a plotting, paranoid side, Rod 

was more happy-go-lucky. If Herb’s weakness was a Machiavellian calculation, Rod’s was a Mr 

Micawber-like optimism.  

Gyll asked him if he had a goal in life and he leant back and stubbed his cigarette with great finality. 

“To be frank Gyll, I think I’ve passed it. I think I peaked two years ago. I was just really on fire there 

for a while. The amount of stuff I got through and the ideas - wow. I think I’m burnt out now. I just 

get by fobbing them off with what they ask for”. He sighed. “Fuck. I think you only have so many 

years of that kind of mental agility and then you lose it. You use it all up. The neural paths, synapses 

or whatever harden and those imaginative muscles slacken. It’s not forever. And if that’s all you ever 

really wanted to do, then you’ve done it.” “So where do you go from here?” Gyll asked after a pause. 

“I don’t know. I’d have gone there by now if I knew.” He looked away. “It’s a bit like coming off an 

addiction I suppose. Nothing tastes the same. Nothing is as good.” In the gloom he flicked his 

cigarette lighter and the flare below camera momentarily caught his downcast expression. He leaned 
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out of frame, lit a cigarette and returned. Then took a deep drag, eyed the screen directly and blew 

smoke straight at him.   
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On Monday he and his father went to the workshop in the morning. It was on an industrial estate on 

the northwest side of the city, mainly warehouses jammed with long lorries. They had been talking 

about de-grav and his father wanted to show him a deactivated de-grav drone he had bought on the 

web. At first he had doubted its authenticity but the seller provided plausible provenance. It had 

been found in remote terrain in Eastern Kurdistan, where Abkhric troops had been part of a World 

Council force some years earlier. At first the seller had thought it just wreckage or shrapnel but 

private military advice convinced him it was a surveillance drone   stripped of its cameras. But he 

could do nothing to activate or dismantle it in any way. Many inspected it but no-one wanted it until 

his father. It was leaning against the wall in his workshop, a smooth grey disk, with fixtures either 

side of its centre. Gyll picked it up in both hands and weighed it. It was quite light, maybe ninety 

centimetres in diameter, fourteen centimetres thick at its centre, three or four centimetres at its 

circumference. There were no seals or edges indicating access or moulding, it was perfectly smooth. 

All manner of scans had failed to identify the metal - if it was a metal. X-rays revealed only a lesser 

density to the interior.  

Gyll shook it. “Can’t hear any gravitons rolling around” he joked. “Yep. It’s a real UFO alright” his 

father went along. The Abkhrics famously would not explain, did not even refer to the technology as 

‘de-grav’. De-grav was just the name the media gave it and it stuck. At most, Abkhrics rejected 

theories of particles, waves and strings, but would not say how they otherwise conceived of general 

relativity’s fundamental forces. “I wonder why they abandoned it?” Gyll asked, turning it over. “My 

theory is it ran out of whatever charges it. It’s used up,” answered his father. Gyll ran his hands over 

it absentmindedly, “No radioactivity? Magnetism?” “None in significant amounts”.  He returned it to 

its place. “Whatever it is, I suspect there’s a trick somewhere. We don’t live in a science fiction 

world, Gyll, we live among science facts.” “Well it’s a pretty good trick, if it is a trick” said Gyll. “Why 

do you suppose the military didn’t want it?” “Good question. Maybe they had enough of them 

already; maybe what’s missing from this one is the real secret.”  “The military have their share of 

secrets as well”. “Oh yes, and tricks.” 

They wandered away, inspecting larger, more conventional drones used to monitor all sorts of crop, 

soil, moisture and animal data. Wallace Walker was fifty-seven, stout with red hair and a pale 

complexion, a long lined face and green eyes. His partner Tony was younger, taller and the 

agricultural expert. Their offices were upstairs. In the workshop three mechanics worked 

unobtrusively on various maintenance; a radio playing insistently. There was a broad, deserted 

service lane adjacent to the property they used as airstrip, surreptitiously. But as often they would 

transport the drone by truck to a farm. Tony offered to show Gyll over the new software, sensing a 

position might be on offer but Gyll deferred for another time. They were due home for lunch. Over 

the meal he told his parents about the offer at Soames, although they had not heard of the 

university. He would be there until around February, it would upgrade his qualifications. It seemed a 

move in the right direction to them and they toasted him enthusiastically with a dry white wine.  

Because of the seven hour delay between Blaxland and ROME 7.3 he would call Soames later, maybe 

around six. He packed warmer clothes, needed a bigger suitcase. The rest of his personal effects 

were still in Dili. There would be a stopover there to clean out his lodgings and confirm the 
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arrangement with The School of Cyber Science. While he waited for the hours to roll around Dave 

called back. He had long dank hair, little square glasses, a broad easy smile and a two or three day 

beard. He sat at a busy cafe, on a terrace by the water. There was chatter off camera. He apologised 

for the delay, wanted to get together on Wednesday afternoon, if he could. He needed to talk 

through a few technical things. They eyed each other knowingly, that slight smile when the word 

‘technical’ was used in a conversation. Gyll took down the address. It was not the university or a 

library. It was a yachting club apparently. Dave had commenced a doctorate, but was struggling with 

his supervisor. He had to do a PhD to stay in the queue at Palmerston, but maybe he’d not chosen 

the right topic or supervisor. He smiled the irresistible smile. If Gyll had some time, he’d appreciate a 

bit of feedback. Gyll was happy to look at something, if he could mail it to him now, he’d respond on 

Wednesday. Dave was grateful, was glad to have him back in town. Gyll mentioned his plans and 

Dave nodded admiringly. Then Dave blurted out he thought he’d broken up with Amber. Gyll didn’t 

know what to say, couldn’t say he was glad. But he was not going to be drawn into being Dave’s 

ghost supervisor either. He’d done enough of that at Inshek. He invented a departure date for Inshek 

on Thursday. Dave looked forward to the sit-down.  

Gyll started to book his flight but had to think it through. Dave wanted to meet at two-thirty, not 

exactly lunchtime and not exactly on campus so something else was going on there. A Friday flight 

would make for a less hectic schedule. His parents would want to drive him to the airport and 

everything. In Dili there were a few things to tidy up – he lived off-campus in a shared flat and had a 

motor scooter. There were loans and favours he needed to call in, if possible, people to see before 

he left for good. He was not going to book the rest of the flight to ROME 7.3 just yet. Finally six 

o’clock arrived. Contacting Soames was straightforward enough on an academic network, but 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor Marlowe was elusive and Gyll could only leave a message. His secretary 

called back ten minutes later to thank him and asked for details of his arrival when available. There 

would be someone at Devaerik to meet him. Gyll wondered if anyone ever drove there or came by 

boat? It was do-able. The woman’s accent reminded him of Erla, but the secretary was just a cartoon 

graphic of a middle-aged woman with glasses and a permanent wave. She was just an app. The voice 

could have been Erla’s, if she ever did any voice-over work, but something told him Erla was not 

exactly strapped for income, picked her appointments as carefully as her daughter did.  

On Wednesday he drove down to Palmerston in his mother’s car. It was a city of three or four 

million, sprawling and industrial on both banks of a sluggish brown river that provided a harbour at 

its mouth on the Pacific Ocean. There were actually four universities there, but the main one took 

the name of the city. It was the oldest and most reputable. When people said they went to 

university in Palmerston, they usually meant Palmerston University. He walked across its dry, worn 

lawns, along its Revived Gothic Revival cloisters and headed towards the department of Digital 

Research. He still had clearance for a couple of the labs and found Chloe, a one-time supervisor at 

her desk behind partitions. He knocked on the metal framing to get her attention and they 

exchanged courtesies. He explained his visit and his meeting with Dave and wanted to know what 

was happening there, if she knew anything? Old Chloe always had an ear to the ground and from 

just from the way Gyll asked her, nodded emphatically and rolled her eyes. There were rumours. 

Dave had promised to do a doctorate for a couple of years, while always hustling for more tutorial 

work. He was behind in his research, possibly in an affair with his supervisor, a young woman from 

another university. She was an issue in herself and angling for a position at Palmerston.  
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Gyll explained he had been looking over Dave’s work and had been surprised how careless it had 

become. It was embarrassing. It was hard to know what to say to him. Chloe urged him not to get 

involved. Everyone loved Dave but he just wasn’t prepared to do the hard work anymore and there 

was nothing Gyll could do about that. Good old Chloe, as usual she really sized things up. She was a 

small woman with a deeply lined face and long white hair, given to wearing just black or grey. Her 

surname was Massey but her nickname was Mathsie, maths being her first love. They talked about 

others and their projects and she urged him to make the most of Soames. Inshek she had been leery 

of, she now confessed, but Soames would be quite a step up. Others noticed him on passing and 

introduced still others but eventually he slipped away, drove across to the south side of the river and 

wound through picturesque hills and inlets, housing the well-to-do until he reached the Albacore 

Club. 

He brought a laptop with Dave’s notes on it. In theory they could have just accessed the notes in 

Dave’s drop box but Gyll had highlighted a few things on his copy, if only to show he had gone 

through it. He gave his name at the door and was ushered through a lounge onto a terrace lined with 

empty tables and flapping sun shades. Below was a modest marina. Dave sat with a woman right at 

the end. Gyll was introduced to Linda Gancey, a senior software lecturer at Hughes University and 

his supervisor. She was around forty, with shoulder-length brown hair, a broad face and amused, 

watchful eyes. She wore a smart summer business suit and toyed with sunglasses. Gyll quickly 

decided he would not be doing much talking. Dave was smiling, saying he had been working by 

himself too much and had lost his way. Linda was having trouble following his line of inquiry as well. 

Gyll nodded, watching them both like a therapist. She asked Gyll what he had made of it? Did he 

have any constructive suggestions? She gave him a look of mock self-pity, stopped short of pouting. 

The waiter came and they ordered coffees. Gyll opened his laptop and brought up the highlighted 

files. He said he was puzzled as well. They gathered behind him to look at the screen. At first he just 

pointed to basics, procedurals, expecting them to understand. But it became obvious they did not. It 

was embarrassing. He showed them a few more, where there were no qualifications, no extensions 

or adaptations, properly no coherence to definitions. Was it any wonder a specimen was proving 

elusive? 

Linda tentatively admitted she had sensed that, knew something was missing. Dave was blank, eyes 

glazed. “I’ve really fucked up, haven’t I?” Linda tried to console him, saying it was not fatal, just a 

setback, another setback. But he and Gyll locked stares as he returned to his chair. He knew he owed 

Gyll more of an explanation. “What should I do, Gyll?” he sat down; arms folded on the table, head 

resting on them and looked across at him, hopefully. Gyll cringed inside. Dave had been as fanatical 

and driven as the rest of his class when they did their masters together. They were all competitive, 

they all went off on their own and made sure not to come back without something pretty special. 

When they made mistakes, they were inventive, original mistakes, mistakes worth making. Now 

Dave wasn’t even doing the spade work, had only half a dream that was not much more than a 

convenience. It was all about his life now, not the work. Gyll felt sorry for him in a way but did not 

want to be dragged into this. He had contacted an old colleague only to find they were no longer in 

the same league. It was another nail in the lid to Gyll’s past. Linda was left to string the conversation 

out. She said how impressed she had been with some of Dave’s papers and the topic was timely, one 

bound to receive attention. Gyll agreed and left it at that, as they finished their coffees. 
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The plane touched down and ran beside the sparkling sea, engines roaring in reverse. It was late on 

Friday morning and Gyll gazed across the blue expanse, planning his weekend. East Timor was half of 

an island; a tropical paradise with a troubled colonial past. Its capital Dili had eventually reinvented 

itself as an educational hub, unable to compete for tourism with neighbouring Kupang or Bali, 

supplementing its oil and gas reserves, prudently.  In the scramble for investment it had gradually 

been acquired by Inshek in larger and larger holdings, until they provided most of the university as it 

sprawled and merged with the Institute of Technology. It became the principle industry of the city. 

At some point it became Dili-Inshek University and grew more specialised, the Faculty of Computer 

Science dominating, student residences and amenities proliferating. The city sprawled along a 

narrow plane on the north side of the island, before a spine of rugged hills. The airport was on the 

western end of the plain and quite busy. Gyll dragged his suitcase on its little wheels to the taxi rank, 

his backpack over one shoulder. There was an onshore breeze and the air was rich with a tropical 

tang of ripeness and spices, warmth and damp. The heat had not yet built and he wound down the 

window as the cab crawled east toward the city, savouring the buzz, past the turnoff for the 

university and on to the eastern side of town, turning down a busy street filled with shops and cafes, 

the buildings mostly two or three storeys with high, pointed roofs, many with enormous radar 

dishes. They pulled to the curb where space permitted.  

Gyll alighted, paid and heaved his luggage past a scattering of tables and chairs to a discreet gateway 

to one side of a cafe entrance. It was an old wrought-iron affair with peeling yellow paint, he 

unlocked it and it whined open. A long narrow flight of stairs led to the first floor. It was a large, 

open-plan living room and kitchen, leading onto a wide veranda that ran all around the building, 

partitioned by tenant. A series of distinctive colonial arches in cream and maroon divided the 

railings, gave the place a vaguely antique, stately air. Gyll shared the place with two couples. There 

were three bedrooms, two at the front, his at the back.  There was no-one home and he made his 

way down the corridor to his room and unlocked it. It was dark until he folded the full length 

shutters back to one side, revealing the veranda and back gardens. The room was spare, blank walls 

and a few shelves for clothes and video discs. He propped his suitcase against the bed and turned to 

his desk and screen in one corner. There were old messages, reminders about bills. Downstairs in the 

cafe he looked for the proprietor, his landlord. It was coming up to lunchtime and things were 

getting busy. They met as Gyll headed toward the kitchen door.  

Duarte was a small, care-worn man with an apron and keen business sense. Gyll offered only a 

week’s notice and must therefore forfeit three quarters of his bond. In a less gracious  mood Gyll 

would simply have told him to keep all of it, but he did not want to appear just another 

condescending western ‘rich-boy’, (for once) so he offered to find another tenant for his room for 

half of the bond? Duarte agreed, if the new tenant paid the bond within the week. Gyll closed the 

negotiations and moved through the kitchen to the backdoor, out into the overgrown yard. His 

scooter was parked by a narrow door cut into the back fence. He wheeled the scooter through into a 

shady alley, then followed an intricate network of unpaved back alleys westward, on a route riddled 

with puddles and pugnacious small dogs, up and over and down and across to the campus.  
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The campus was in finals and the carpark bustled, buses hovered. He strode into the strangely empty 

cafeteria, with its echoing clinks and tinkles of crockery under a high ceiling, indistinct cheer from 

the kitchen. Everyone was probably sitting exams. He placed a hastily improvised notice on the 

student activities board, amid the usual flyers and stunts and recognised someone’s dog trotting by 

outside. Then he made for the post-grad labs over in Digital Cryptography, Herb’s fiefdom. It was a 

large spacious room on the first floor of an anonymous white concrete bunker. Desks were 

occasionally partitioned, venetian blinds deflected the blazing sun and the air conditioning was 

always on. Even when people talked, it seemed quiet, remote. There were five or six people he 

needed to see, to clear workloads, reschedule deadlines, agree on authorship and exchange favours. 

They were not the sort of discussions one wanted to leave a record of anywhere. The first on his list 

was Jason but he was not there, nor in his office down the corridor. Instead Adele spied him as he 

passed her doorway and called after him. Adele was a few years older, long dark hair, sultry 

complexion and somewhat stiff in posture. She was pretty, with little granny glasses and an 

American accent, although not actually American. He couldn’t remember her origin, at a guess 

somewhere in South America. And they never got along. She thought he was not open enough, not 

willing to look at other perspectives, not patient enough. He thought her manipulative and tedious. 

Rumour had it she slept with Herb. Other rumour had it Herb had only done it for a bet. Now she 

was co-head of the department he could not just pretend he had not heard. He stuck his head back 

around the doorway and she congratulated him with a minimum of enthusiasm and reminded him 

of more administrative loose ends he must tidy before leaving. He congratulated her on her 

promotion and pledged to meet all of his departmental responsibilities. They both smiled the same 

empty smile.   

He hailed Oleg on the other side of the room, made his way over and talked shop. Gyll would cede 

authorship on a couple of things to give Oleg his own paper, if Oleg would paste a couple of cracks 

over on things he wanted to take with him. “I’ll still have to do some of that in Alligator – will that 

read there?” “Probably not our version; they might not even have real Alligator.” They tried to think 

of workarounds. He would not be able to access this stuff from Soames. He must cancel all his passes 

before he went – Adele had just been on to him about that. “What I really need is our Alligator on an 

external drive.” “You know that is completely impossible and strictly illegal! And I of all people was a 

prime suspect last time,” Oleg kept his voice low, dead pan. “But in the circumstances... Give me 

until Monday, so I can time my run”. He flicked his eyes toward Adele’s office. There would of course 

be a farewell party at the local watering hole, other colleagues pretended to have already organised 

it, somehow just knew he would appear this afternoon. They all joked about Herb’s ‘sabbatical’, 

would meet up again tomorrow night at the Remixio.  

He wrote out larger, more legible vacancy signs and took them to various departments. While 

crossing a stream on a little footbridge between blocks he ran into Jason. Again, there was 

something a little awkward about the meeting, but Jason was mainly grateful that Gyll had stepped 

in when the chips were down. Gyll asked about the police thing and Jason was indignant. It had all 

been a set-up. The students had eventually admitted as much. He and Herb were now at 

loggerheads over The Blinker however, so he was going in his own direction, one the School was 

happier with. Gyll asked for favours in that but Jason would give none. All work must remain the 

property of the project and department. Gyll feigned surprise, as would the rest of the team and 

both knew that in court the case would disintegrate into technicalities. Who had brought what with 
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them? What was original? Jason knew it too, but in his new position was just towing the party line, 

drawing it between them.  

The Remixio was a little south, in the foothills, squarely aimed at a student clientele and 

consequently younger staff were often to be found there, furthering interesting leads, fanning a 

reputation. It had a tiny dance floor and bar but it was the rambling backyard with its benches and 

lanterns strewn under broad, outstretched trees that were the real attraction later in the evening. 

Gyll got there around nine. The local food was just too spicy so he ate at the cafeteria where there 

was a western menu or at home. He didn’t really drink or smoke, rejected drugs and couldn’t dance. 

He usually came here very late, after a marathon session at the lab, when the clientele were 

exhausted and the music was just a long quiet mix of beats. They would recognise one another like 

vampires among the slumbering; slowly rise and converge upon a bench out the back, under 

mosquito nets, to gossip about their world, its politics and passions. Tonight he was early, the crowd 

livelier and he held a bottle of beer for the sake of appearances. The congratulations and slaps on 

the back flowed, the wisecracks snapped and he knew he would miss this, that it would assume 

mythic proportions in his mind and become a yardstick for acceptance.   

He rarely led the conversation. Narin and Han arrived, furious that they had been away when the 

opportunity to visit a space station had arisen, although the fury was playful. The glory should have 

been for either of them they teased and Gyll agreed. They didn’t envy him going to Soames though, 

the place was overrated and the climate terrible. They joked about his limited wardrobe as others 

joined them. Ginny, Paul, Andreas and Dee were all from the School. The evening wore on, others 

drifted away and Gyll noticed Dee was still there for some reason, hanging on his every word, 

laughing at everything. The numbers dwindled further until it was obvious he must say something. 

She was a young New Zealander who worked in admin. She was slight, quick witted with a blonde 

fringe and a couple of degrees in something. He liked her and had tried chatting to her on numerous 

occasions, not that he had much small talk. Did the lyrics to P. J. Harvey songs count?  Up to a point 

he had been encouraged and then not. He had suggested dates and always been gently rebuffed. 

She loved the attention, loathed involvement was his conclusion. She went on other dates though, 

but never more than once. Tonight, now that he was leaving, seemed to present a more limited 

engagement however. He smiled, asked how things were going with... was it Brad? Brian? “Bram” 

she shrugged, “Didn’t work out”. He nodded deeply, slowly, kept nodding until she smiled. “You’re 

quite a nodder.” “Thank you.” His head started to wobble sideways as well. “You can stop nodding 

now, people are looking”. Finally he stopped.  

“So - here we are - again.” He clinked his glass against her bottle, expectantly. “Yes,” she replied 

quietly, paused “If at first you don’t succeed...” It was pretty clear what was on offer, but in the 

circumstances Gyll found it sweeter to decline. “Got any plans for the rest of the night?” she asked 

playfully. “Just to go home” He replied. “Want some company?” He smiled what he hoped was a 

gentle rebuffing smile and sighed “Not tonight.” He finished his soft drink and watched her turn on 

her heel and pace away. She brushed past another woman spilling her drink and drew a stream of 

abuse. ‘Hell hath no fury...’  
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In the morning he was awoken by voices in the bathroom on the other side of the wall. The shared 

bathroom was the biggest drawback to the place. After a while he got up, put on some music, 

wandered out on the veranda and then around to the living room. The day was overcast with a fine 

drizzle, the distance lay in mist. But as usual, it was warm. His flatmates were an older couple from 

Seattle, Harry and Lois and a younger couple from Sheffield, Chris and Chrissie, who had only been 

there a couple of months. Harry and Lois sat at either end of a couch reading magazines. He 

announced his plans and they were keen to vet the new tenant but unwilling to compromise their 

movements. They were often out touring the island. Lois was a botanist. Chris and Chrissie emerged 

from the bathroom looking invigorated. They too wished him well but could not be certain of their 

whereabouts, when it came to meeting the new tenant. Gyll opened the fridge to see if he had 

anything left. He didn’t. He settled on a glass of water. Chris and Chrissie continued through to their 

room. The other bedrooms were larger and overlooked the street. Gyll gazed out there at the trees 

through their open doorway until it gently closed.  

Most of the morning was spent stripping down the screen in his room to just the basic apps. It would 

stay with the room. He would take just his laptop and tablet. He kept everything on external drives. 

All his summer clothes were dumped into bin liners then trashed. He would learn to live without 

shorts. Then he rode over to the campus cafeteria, it was closed but had vending machines. He sat at 

a table with a coffee and a couple of sandwiches sealed in cellophane and checked his tablet for 

messages.  There were two replies to his vacancy notices from the same person, Ming. She was a 

young, very serious looking Chinese girl with heavily accented English. He called her back but she 

wasn’t there. He unwrapped a sandwich and even the bread seemed vaguely spicy. Everything was 

spicy on this island. He pondered blowing big credit and going to one of the tourist hotels where 

they boasted a western menu. What was stopping him? What would he order? Then Ming called 

back, smiling with wet hair plastered back and a towel in one hand. He thought he heard someone 

laugh. They set a time to inspect his room and he bought fruit and water on the way there. She 

arrived by cab, looking chic, over-dressed for the neighbourhood really, high heels and a scarlet 

beret. She was okay with everything except the single bed. She explained she had a room in a college 

residence but needed a place where she could bring her boyfriend, Arinaga. Her parents did not 

approve of him and had spies. It was one of those arrangements. Gyll had doubts but kept them to 

himself. Harry and Lois found it romantic and their heads inclined to one another. Gyll took her 

downstairs to meet Duarte who looked at her hard then at her ID and shrugged. 

On Monday he went to work early. He had patches to finish, check or modify. He completed them 

sooner than expected, but that was luck as much as management. He flicked some stuff over to 

Oleg’s desk and they agreed to meet later in the cafeteria. Oleg palmed a drive to him as they shook 

hands in a crowd then sat with coffees for a minute on a bench by the garden. Oleg liked Gyll’s work 

but “You might want to talk to User before you sign off?” Gyll had almost forgotten User. He had 

been working on some of the same things, had some great ideas. Gyll might like to do a trade there. 

User was a local – Eusebio – known as a tireless, subtle worker. Back at his desk Gyll looked at some 

of User’s stuff; saw what Oleg was getting at. He found User in the courtyard talking to his dog. 

There was a bowl of water and blanket in the shade for him. He came straight to the point. User 
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listened patiently, finally shrugged “Sure.” What could Gyll do for him in return? User shook his 

head, it was no big deal. However Gyll used that stuff was his business. User had done his job and a 

modest grant paid him. Gyll could only vow to recommend him for suitable openings. User nodded, 

looking away. Then Gyll offered to throw in his scooter. It was only a couple of years old; had a 

courier box and helmet and registration paid for a year. User and his dog exchanged fleeting 

consultation then he held his hand out to Gyll “Deal.”  

Next Gyll began to extricate himself from the system, to relinquish all privileges. His last duty was to 

drop by the office of Head of School, Tom Roulent. He had received an invitation that morning, but 

Tom wasn’t there for the moment and Gyll could only leave a message. He was now free to book the 

rest of his flight to ROME 7.3 but this quickly turned into a tortured negotiation with the airline. 

Since they had allowed him to take a flight to Dili as part of his return route, he must continue from 

there on a leg to KL, a fourteen hour haul around the equator, as opposed to returning to Darwin, 

Carpentaria and connecting there with a flight to Chungking, a mere ten hour hop. He had not 

understood this when he booked, probably because of the deliberately obtuse interface. He could 

buy a separate ticket from Dili to Darwin, but that was an extra expense. The KL leg wasn’t even on 

an Australair flight and from there went via Teheran. Either way it was going to take days to get 

there, days of just sitting! The only consolation was that the airline menu may have less spicy 

options. In the end he splashed out on a bucket ticket to Darwin with a two hour window on a 

connecting flight. He forwarded this itinerary to Soames and planned to be at the Dili airport by six. 

He took a bus back toward his neighbourhood and walked the last handful of blocks. It was hot and 

dusty now and there would probably be rain this evening, around the time he was leaving. He 

climbed the stairs for the last time and there was no-one home. His suitcase was still only three 

quarters full with everything in it, awkward rather than heavy. He made sure his anorak lay on the 

top, along with a scarf, anticipating the climate shock. 

It was sunset when his taxi crept through the Dili peak hour, this evening composed largely of 

enormous empty pickups with ecstatically grinning youths at the wheel and poorly maintained 

minibuses in zany livery. The Nicolau Lobato International Airport was a fairyland of randomly placed 

traffic lights and vivid airline imperatives as they inched closer to the departures short-term parking 

rank. Local drivers exchanged exuberant challenges in the heavy fumed air. Gyll reminded himself 

that he was saying goodbye to a whole phase of his life but suddenly none of it seemed real.  All 

along he had been only a visitor, an interloper. His true habitat was here, in transit, arriving or 

leaving, ever hopeful, ever disappointed. Whenever he felt he had earned his place, it slipped away, 

proved chimerical.  

In Darwin he checked in at eight thirty for a flight at ten. He asked about the upgrade to business 

class but was told that did not apply on a return leg. He did not have enough fly-bys to pay for an 

upgrade either. His seat allocation was an aisle seat right at the back. “At least you’re close to the 

galley and toilet,” the check-in hostess pointed out. The movie would be Crimson Cartouche starring 

Laszlo First and Myriem Godard. The menu would be more tasteless plastic muck in miniscule 

portions, to be washed down with a medicinal dose of red something. There would be at least four 

of these elaborate eating rituals in the ten hour flight, keeping everyone awake, if not interested. He 

sat staring out into the warm night with its sprinkle of distant lights. There were plenty of other 

forlorn and frustrated travellers drifting around. He had his backpack as hand luggage, his laptop and 
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tablet inside. At first he just wired into music on his tablet but as he began to think more about his 

dissertation he got out the laptop and browsed through a few things, just skimming over them.  

The next thing he knew a last call was being made for his flight and he was hurrying through security 

and down to the departure gate, onto the end of a disappearing queue and aboard. Once airborne 

he retrieved the laptop from the overhead locker and once more immersed himself. He had started 

in botany through chance connections and while attached there had built a predictive model for 

conservation programmes, measuring changes on a given species over intervals of five and ten 

years. It was basically a map of changes to a tree for a given horticultural regime. The map did not 

record every change, or only the predicted changes, but those inferentially significant but outside 

the explicit prediction. It provided a little landscape for the prediction. Herb’s project was to then to 

build such a landscape for a message, using dimensions (or directions as they came to call them) for 

people, places, objects and events. It still required cipher but carried more complex information, 

more uncertain interpretation. Gyll’s contribution had been to condense the landscape to broader 

patterns for rapid transmission. This proceeded by subtle increments. His thesis would deal in just 

how a linguistic message may be complemented by a spatial or graphic one, on differences in 

information. It would steer clear of the security issues, obviously. 

Going through it very generally, he saw now what he needed to do in terms of sharpening aim and 

method, what should count as test and findings, how far his conclusions need extend. He realised in 

his efforts to be completely thorough he had hoarded excess material, had far more than he would 

need. He set about restructuring his research. Since the seats beside him were vacant, it was actually 

just the kind of little cocoon that suited him, that confined him in a reassuring way. By the time he 

touched down in Chungking the bulk of his dissertation was completed. There were things he would 

need to check in other apps and various citations and cross-reference of course, but what he 

imagined would only crystallise for him over weeks if not months, had taken only hours of the right 

kind of time. He was stunned to find the plane landing. The seats beside him were taken on the next 

leg but the spell had been broken by then. And Gyll knew it was time to take a rest. He went back to 

the music. 
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On the dark blue screen the enormous golden head slowly looked up with a discreet fanfare. “Thank 

you all for attending at such short notice. I have convened this meeting rather than the full Synate 

because of concerns I have for the current economic situation and for the reliability of our data 

measuring this. I fear the difficulties here may not be fully appreciated by all members”. CAESAR’s 

face was as usual largely immobile, the voice a calm, reassuring simulation. Before him a panel of 

nine elders sat in a World Council chamber. “So this is to be a sub-committee briefing on your 

suggested course of action?” asked the First Minister, who sat in the centre of an arc of desks. “It is 

my hope that a preliminary discussion here may help to convey the delicacy of the situation to the 

rest. My hope is that you will have time to digest my findings and to share them with colleagues”. 

They nodded and murmured assent. “Then how say you, CAESAR?” came the inevitable rejoinder. 

 “As you know, communications security has recently been upgraded to prevent or to test outside 

interference and although the test period is not yet complete I am satisfied that our data has not 

been tampered with from without, that the problem does not lie outside of the World Council. “So 

who do you suspect, CAESER?” asked the Second Minister, trying not to appear too anxious. “Before 

we can entertain suspicions we must establish whether the data we have is accurate or 

uncontaminated. So far we have assumed it is reliable while then doubting its implications. The next 

step ought to be to change our collection, to test our method and instruments.” “And who is to do 

this?” asked the Third Minister, a little sceptically. “Who will have the expertise and experience that 

is not already employed in the task?” CAESAR permitted himself a slight smile and nod of 

acknowledgement. “As is practice in institutional fatigue, we must look to the periphery of our 

system, to the lower ranks and auxiliaries. We cannot step outside our vessel while once at sea, 

obviously, so we must choose those materials that allow us to remain afloat.” “In other words, the 

dead wood”, interrupted the Fourth Minister, a little cynically. 

“We need to step as far back from vested interests as we can” CAESAR maintained. “It sounds like 

charity then”, added the Fourth Minister. “I need hardly remind you all of the gravity of the 

situation. The damage and continuing deterioration is not confined to economics, extends to health, 

security, education, law and the environment. If we do not address this the consequences are 

potentially catastrophic.” “We can’t pretend they will be independent though. They’ll be just as self-

serving” complained the Fifth Minister. “My advice is to gather our data under a new regime and to 

then see if it is consistent with our present figures. Let us first see what they find. If it confirms the 

preceding data then we have a bigger problem. If it refutes past data then we have a different 

problem. Either way we still have a problem, but it is not one we can remedy without a better 

understanding.”  

“Someone will have to pay” said the Sixth Minister. “Sooner or later they always do,” added the 

Seventh Minister, gloomily. “And the later they pay, the more they pay” added CAESAR. 
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Gyll found Soames cooler in every sense. The days shortened, storms of leaves fluttered down wet 

streets like new students, milling at the curb, slowly soiled by routine. The facilities were the latest, 

most comfortable and efficient. New passes brought extensive access and he had his own little office 

up on the eighth floor with a window on the northern hills. He watched rain frequently beat upon 

them both. He had a dorm on the tenth floor of another block with a window on the western plain. 

Market gardens disappeared into the distance there. Everyone spoke English when asked, but no-

one seemed curious about his presence. He had spoken to Herb by screen in New York and then 

London and he planned to be in ROME 7.3 in the New Year, hoped to get in a little rock climbing.  

Gyll hadn’t seen Brice Marlowe or Ighr again, but initially was assigned a young male guide, Fsort, 

who, it turned out, was from Ighr’s office. Once he had settled in, Gyll no longer needed him and as 

long as he remained within the university zone, he was free to roam.  

The zone cupped around the northern outskirts of Salaneh, its ring of high-rise towers much higher 

than anything else on the skyline. It was effectively a self-contained city and a very expensive one. 

There were little shopping and dining precincts, affiliated business, sporting amenities and squares 

with striking contemporary sculpture. Traffic was primarily pedestrian, bicycles the preferred second 

option. It was not always easy to say where one campus ended and another began, sometimes a 

building might contain departments from two or three different universities. Students were almost 

entirely drawn from overseas and were for the most part post-graduates. Everything was new and in 

pristine condition, but somehow the luxury did not seem to register. Generally the vibe was anxious 

going on grim. The Soames brand carried prestige because of its core campuses in New Jersey, St 

Petersburg and Durham. The name of the franchise originally obscured dubious investment but 

gradually grew to be an acceptable compromise in mergers or takeovers and had come to stand for 

impeccable research. It had three Nobel Prize winners.  

Initially there was some confusion concerning his role in the lab. Following introductions, the 

nominal team leader, Briony was happy to offer his consultation to any of the team for their own 

assignments, but team bully, Gordon directed him to supervise a stage now lagging in the 

department’s project. Gordon Hinson was also a doctoral candidate, originally from St Louis and 

around the same age. He specialised in a similar area to Gyll but with a slightly different focus. He 

had been lured to the campus six months earlier with the prospect of supervision by a noted 

Russian, Grigor. But when Grigor was traded back to St Petersburg, Gordon’s work became bogged 

down. The department’s project, a lucrative collaboration with a pharmaceutical corporation also 

stalled. Briony pointed out Gyll was here on a Lee Rourke Scholarship and under a different 

arrangement to Gordon. Gordon was just trying to get the thing done, he reminded her. But he had 

the people skills of a bulldozer. He was tall and athletic with well groomed collar-length hair and a 

wide, sly grin, lots of teeth. He quickly raced through the project for Gyll. It was a kind of virtual 

engineering package, used for remotely building complex molecules or something. Gyll couldn’t get 

interested. Gordon started talking about nodal apps and time trails and Gyll nodded politely. It 

sounded like Gordon wanted this map to do too much at once. In a pause, Gyll started to say 

something about his experience using Alligator only to have Gordon interrupt dismissively. Gordon 

preferred a rival software, Pelican, with a more accepted coding and he played to his little following 
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in the team who smiled indulgently at Gyll. Gyll shrugged and concluded he would be of no use to 

the project then, before joining Briony in the common room.   

She rolled her eyes. She could see why the girls liked Gordon – three of the team were young 

women – but he was so cocky and overbearing. She recoiled with disdain. Gyll supposed that’s what 

they liked about him. He liked Briony; she was sharp but modest with a sense of humour. She was 

originally from Durham, hoped for a position in St Petersburg as well but was tied to teaching duties 

here. She was a little older than Gyll, with a plain, open face and dressed conservatively. Gyll 

suspected, expensively, with velvets and delicate prints. At one point, recounting her career path she 

exclaimed with mock indignation “And I, a St Aidan’s old girl!” summoning an image of a frail young 

nun amid ancient cloisters for him, that he found strangely exciting. She was engaged to a brilliant 

young Russian though, and could afford to leave the department’s problems to others.  

Later that afternoon he was sitting at the top of the steps outside the building, talking with a couple 

of other PhD candidates about music when the three girls scuttled by. One of them suddenly 

doubled back to stand at the bottom of the steps facing him and flicked her hand back and forth, 

miming slapping him in the face while making a “Tsh – tsh – tsh” sound with her mouth before 

hurrying to catch up to her friends. Yusuf nodded after her, “Tap that one”. She was petite, with 

short dark hair and green eyes, dressed in heavy woollen tights with a little doe’s tail attached, 

slippers that looked like cartoon hooves and a knitted hat shaped like a Bambi head with flaps over 

the ears. Nabil looked after her dreamily “Tell me that was for me”.  No-one did. Gyll steered clear of 

the lab but left his office door open after that, in case she felt like slapping him down again. At the 

vending machine in the corridor he struck up a conversation with two guys on the project, Volker 

and Armand. They considered all three girls part of Gordon’s harem. “The guy is a babe magnet,” 

concluded Armand, hopelessly. “I think they take turns.” Volker suspected Consuela was the main 

beneficiary of his attentions, currently at least. All agreed Consuela was the killer of the three. Gyll 

learned that the lively gamin was Tiffany Long, an English girl from Worcestershire. The in-between 

one was Jocelyn from Bristol, who probably had the most clues, if it ever came down to just doing 

the work. But they were tight, always together and only had eyes for Gordon.  

Volker and Armand preferred to forage wider but the zone was not that wide when it came down to 

it. One night in a club a distant table beckoned them over. There was a circle of five or six including 

the three girls, but no Gordon. They found chairs, squeezed in. Gordon left on weekends, headed 

somewhere warmer by all accounts. Armand supposed hell. But Jocelyn thought to the coast, 

possibly Antioch. Gyll did not know them all but caught Tiffany’s eye and smiled. At first she looked 

away but then she returned a slight smile. This time she was dressed more conventionally, a jacket 

and long dress. The talk was of a protest several had been caught up in earlier. The cause was animal 

testing in bio-labs. A colony of dust mites had been liberated. Armand pondered whether Gordon 

may have been swept up in it. Security personnel had descended swiftly and sprayed everyone with 

unpleasantness. The talk drifted to movies and was divided between those that had seen the latest 

Corneille and those that had not. Tiffany and Gyll had not. Someone suggested they all go but no 

plans were made.  

The next day he had a message from her. She was standing way off on a balcony, her screen on the 

other side of a chaotic room. She stood sideways and wrung her hands theatrically, declaimed 
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loudly, “I am... thinking... of going to see... Land of Scooters... Would you like... to... accompany 

me?” She looked up, but it was impossible to read her expression from that distance. He watched it 

a couple of times and replied asking for a time and place. Normally he would just find the title on the 

web and download, but it was fun sharing, going somewhere special. Her reply came as just text a 

few hours later. They met outside a cafe called The Benson where one could choose a movie to 

accompany a snack and were ushered into a small darkened lounge, hardly more than a booth. 

Tiffany adored The Benson for its tacky decor and off programming. Gyll’s hand confirmed the table 

and lamp were indeed tacky. They settled into battered armchairs to watch the latest Corneille on a 

wall screen. They had the option to pause for a break at one point but chose to sip and munch on to 

the end. Gyll stole glances across at her profile. She had big green eyes, widely spaced, pale skin and 

her dark wavy hair was cut short, reminding him of old Audrey Hepburn movies, perhaps prompted 

by her name. Except that where Hepburn had a sexy lower register to her voice, Tiffany’s tended to 

turn shrill with her many excitements. She had had no trouble making herself heard across a room 

with competing background traffic for a call, for instance, a challenge that no doubt inspired her 

performance.  

Afterward they wandered aimlessly into the evening. Gyll was surprised how much more attentive 

she was to the details of the movie, how much more perceptive she was to the twists of the story, to 

looks, gestures, framing and movements. The thing really came alive for him listening to her 

commentary. He loved movies but he tended to drown in the spectacle, just the tone and look. She 

found echoes and friends there, places and glimpses she could recognise. He wondered why she 

didn’t work in movies. Simulation didn’t really seem to suit her. She agreed. She had drifted there 

because of friends. But she also knew that if she tried movies she would only end up wanting to 

write novels or plays, to make music or paint or something else. There would always be something 

else for her. What she had to learn was to stick with something. They talked about the course of life, 

about what one wanted from life. In movies life came down to a string of intense episodes but in 

real life it was the continuity, the constancy that was the real challenge. One was always in the 

midst, denied a broader perspective. That had been Gyll’s experience, exactly. One played the hand 

one was dealt, but one wasn’t even sure of the rules, of what game was in play. She judged people 

intuitively and when they disappointed her, felt there was no way to learn from the experience. The 

singularity of the circumstances proved incalculable. Whatever adjustments she might make would 

prove no more astute.  

Gyll felt himself caught up in a conversation in a way that was completely new. They exchanged 

more experiences, found uncanny, magical correspondences. Finally he looked around and had no 

idea where they were. They had wandered eastward to the end of the zone, where the land began 

to rise in small foothills, the street lighting dimmed and the main road plunged into a deep tunnel 

that would soon carry it under the river to the south side of the city. They stood on the edge of an 

old square with Abkhric buildings on three sides. They were in a variety of period styles, none more 

than four storeys. Tiffany nodded to the nearest one and said “I’m staying in a flat here, would you 

like to come up for a coffee?” She said it so quietly and casually he accepted without thinking. There 

were a lot of narrow stairs involved and she urged quiet for the first few flights. The upper floors 

were desperately rundown, peeling paint and rolled-back carpets. In olden days it had probably been 

servants’ quarters, with low ceilings and a primitive kitchen. The bedroom was crammed with stored 

furniture. She had had plans with someone and they had fallen through. She stayed on enjoying a bit 
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more space. They cradled mugs and waited for an ancient heater to contribute. She insisted he take 

the one armchair beside an unmade bed. She squatted against the wall at first then slowly sprawled 

across the floor. The room was lit by a small lamp also on the floor. 

They exchanged histories, long histories of families, schools, friends and holidays, amazing 

coincidences, exciting opportunities, adventures, disasters, mistakes and triumphs. They talked on 

and on, past the empty mugs and on to the dawn, the grey light slowly overtaking the lamp, 

modelling her face more subtly, her expression full of care and wonder. Outside they heard the 

clatter of horse hooves. From the balcony in a cold drizzle they watched a ceremonial guard go 

through their paces, rounding the square in dull overcoats and caps. They exercised here every 

morning for duties at more central and prestigious addresses. It was one of the secret little corners 

of ROME 7.3, she confided. They shared a searching smile. He had to go. For once he had an 

appointment for a consultation at nine and she too had work. He picked his way back along an 

overgrown path to the front of the building and tried to get his bearings. It was a much longer walk 

back than he had supposed, maybe a dozen blocks and in the cold and wet he looked for a bus or 

taxi but could find only a bicycle rank. 
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Other dates followed, messages streamed back and forth and they found more and more to say to 

one another. They could talk about anything and the more they realised that the more they had to. 

They ventured further afield, to museums, ruins and concerts, avoided being seen around the zone 

for the moment. It was a meeting of opposites, a rise of complementaries and collision of curiosity 

with need. It was unchartered territory for Gyll. He was thrilled to find himself so involved with 

someone but anxious where it would end. Walking down a crowded avenue by the river one 

afternoon she took his arm then leaned her face against it and smiled up at him. He turned and they 

kissed for the first time. “Where shall we go now?” He asked, expecting a lengthy debate on a 

suitable cafe. “My place” she said. The bed had been made and kitchen tidied and in daylight he 

could see an extra wardrobe and tallboy occupied the middle of her bedroom for some reason. Both 

now overflowed with her clothes. She had a lot of clothes, clothes of every wear and everywhere. To 

these were added more as she quickly undressed and climbed between the sheets, told him to hurry 

and keep her warm. He obeyed. 

A regular sex life soon carried them away. The rest of the world blurred, dimmed and twinkled. Days 

were found weakly, weeks passed in a daze. They were in the realm of the carnal, the primal and its 

glory. It felt like an adventure, but told the same old story. They were both ever-willing, convinced 

and consensual; protection crossed their minds in smalls, robbed endeavour of the eventual. They 

gripped and groped, rolled and flexed, heaved and tossed, rocked and shuddered, lay stunned and 

sated, momentarily. Their bodies chased their minds mad meeting, were released and realised, too 

summarily. They had all of each other and it was never enough. They were forever undressing but 

bearing was never bare enough, they were always nude but knew not hot enough. They soon had 

their holds, their places, turns and touches, kisses before and after neck or lip, kneading a buttock, 

guiding a penis, fondling testicles amid thrusting uptake, cupping a nipple, teasing a clitoris, legs 

hooked inside legs, holding hands behind head while elbows took the weight. Her head on his arm as 

they lay side by side, their toes stirring blankets on a post-coital tide.  

They could not keep their hands off one another and lost all sense of time and place. On a train, he 

would find his hand snaking around her shoulder, surreptitiously caressing her breast, almost in spite 

of himself. Their desultory conversation finally brought to halt as she turned to him smiling. “Sorry, 

what was that again?” On just as many occasions it was her fault. Late one night on the top floor of 

the Maths & Magic building, while walking toward the lifts holding hands, heads together, she 

suddenly spied an unlit corridor off to the side and darted down it tearing at her tights and urging 

him to hurry. Aghast, he looked around and could hear distant voices, but dashed to the invitation 

anyway. In a frenzy of writhing gasps upon the linoleum they executed a quickie, rolled apart, 

tugging at dress and struggled to their feet. “Thanks - sorry about that,” she apologised, regaining 

her composure instantly and strolling back toward the light. “I just had this sudden urge.” Gyll had 

lost one of his shoes in the scramble and as he knelt to pull it on, a passing guard shone a torch on 

him. “Anything wrong?” “No, we were just playing a game” Gyll smiled. 

Their romance did not go unnoticed. He had all but moved in with Tiffany, but continued to use the 

laundry service at the dormitory. Remarks were made in passing, and he did not deny it. He tried his 

best to avoid it though. Tiffany welcomed it with characteristic panache. There were parties, 
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receptions, previews and farewells to attend, to be seen as a couple, as part of the scene. Gyll could 

see the value of fitting in, up to a point, but for Tiffany it was more about showing off. She relished 

dressing up, outrageously, gossiping and vying to be the centre of attraction. He was hardly a catch 

or trophy of course; it was more a kind of challenge or riposte to standards. He got that. He was 

happy to go along for a while, although dress codes were sometimes a sticking point. He circulated, 

worked the rooms, met many of Tiffany’s former dates on their own ready admission; perhaps a few 

too many, on reflection. He steered clear of Gordon, who was escorting the Dean’s beautiful young 

daughter on one occasion.  

Yet Gyll had been drawn back to the lab, after hours, helping Tiffany with a few things. She was 

pretty near hopeless and he quickly wondered how she had ever been admitted at this level. 

Basically, Jocelyn had been covering for her most of the time but Jocelyn had recently become 

engaged and now divided her time accordingly. Distant rumours rumbled about the influence of 

Tiffany’s father, a distinguished diplomat, ensconced over at the World Council. Other rumours 

mentioned diplomatic immunity invoked over a minor scandal involving Tiffany and some Abkhric 

entertainer. Her current residence, it seemed also rested on her father’s connections in some 

obscure way. Tiffany had a colourful past, he concluded. As Christmas neared he had word from 

Herb. He seemed to be back in Dili again. It was somewhere tropical, at any rate, to judge from the 

background. Herb asked about the dissertation. Gyll had hardly done anything to it since arriving but 

was confident he would submit early in the New Year. Herb would be back in ROME 7.3 around then. 

They joked about all roads leading there.  

Inevitably, Gyll was to be introduced to Tiffany’s family. She and he had travelled over to the World 

Council zone several times, usually on shopping expeditions and there had been no mention of her 

father. Gyll had not asked. The zone curled around the south west of the city, was virtually 

indistinguishable from the universities in architecture, but there was much less of a contrast with 

local building. It was Salaneh’s more westernised sector, with its own skyscrapers, shopping malls 

and sports arenas. The train took about twenty-five minutes from Soames, including a change, 

continued under the river to a string of new underground stations. The World Council Headquarters 

was a vast circular edifice, not unlike a sports stadium, but much taller. Radiating from it were 

numerous adjunct administrations, legates, delegations, consulates, embassies, lobbying agencies, 

media centres, security and escort services. Gyll had said nothing of the rumours and when Tiffany 

explained, a little hesitantly, that her father was Sir Horace Long, a noted civil servant and now 

Attaché to the British Consulate, the name still meant little. It sounded like a character from an old 

Ealing comedy. Sir Horrie had been here for three years; Tiffany had joined him after the first. Her 

mother, Hester, remained in London, improbably running a school of martial arts combined with a 

plant nursery. Her younger brother Jeremy was up at Oxford studying law. Both would be joining her 

father for a brief seasonal celebration. It was the ideal time for Gyll’s acquaintance. There would be 

many others there as well, colleagues from here in ROME 7.3 and the odd Abkhric, several of whom 

she had got to know rather well. Gyll fought the urge to raise an eyebrow.   

It was late in the afternoon and orange streetlights were already on when they emerged from the 

underground on Lomoshep Square. In summer an expanse of lawns, gardens and stately elms but 

now blanketed in pristine snow, faint silhouettes of buildings on the far side. They stood admiring it 

for a moment. “Doesn’t that look sexy?” said Gyll, reading her mind. “Imagine streaking naked clear 
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across to the other side, disappearing into the mist?” She smiled and glanced around at him, “It’s 

been done actually.” Her father’s lodgings were not in the consular building, surprisingly, but a 

luxury Abkhric hotel a few blocks away. He seemed to occupy the entire penthouse floor. The decor 

was lavish, high double doors with intricate inset panelling and gold-leaf trim, walls that appeared to 

be fabulous dark oak and walnut panelling, displaying facsimiles of famous treaties and legislation, 

antique furniture and chandeliers. A butler in eighteenth century costume and periwig ushered them 

into the study. It could all have been a movie set, and in ROME 7.3 that was entirely the point. 

Appearances, while eminently attractive were almost always deceptive.   
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Sir Horrie bustled in shortly. Indeed he was not tall, stocky with a busy manner. He was in his fifties, 

wearing a dark suit, pink shirt and Dingwalls tie. His round, fleshy face and slightly bulging eyes gave 

him an expectant, slightly manic air. His mouth was unusually mobile, rapidly pouting and grimacing 

by turn, adding to the impression of energy and decisiveness. “You must be Argyll – call me Horrie.” 

They shook hands speedily. “Hello darling”. He kissed Tiffany on the forehead. “I’m afraid your 

mother and Jerry are running late. A hold-up at Heathrow – if you can believe that – and I must duck 

back to the office for a moment, Charles informs me.” Charles was a tall, bald young man with 

glasses and a sour expression who loitered in the doorway. “So you and Argyll must hold the fort, 

dear. Leslie and the usual crew will be along presently and Hector will do your bidding – as usual.” 

His eyes widened briefly at some obscure allusion. “But I must away. Lovely to have met you Argyll – 

I look forward to learning more about you later in the evening. Until then, m’dears, adieu.” He spun 

on his heel and skipped away. Gyll found it a commanding, theatrical performance with a vaguely 

military undercurrent. Later he learned Horrie had been in the navy in his youth. Hector, it 

transpired, was the butler or possibly footman. In the background, catering staff in similar costume 

unobtrusively prepared tables in the large reception room opposite.  

“Come this way m’dears,” mocked Tiffany, leading him down a corridor to a small bedroom with a 

giant double bed, its elaborately embroidered spread in white, brown and gold aspiring to the 

illusion of a wedding cake. Four large white twirling posts arose suggestively on the corners, rhyming 

candles with other nocturnal pride. She leapt upon it, bouncing up and down. “This is where we’ll be 

sleeping!” she announced, “well, maybe not exactly sleeping...” she winked mischievously. “Are we 

staying the night?” he asked, trying to conceal anxiety. “We might. If we lose all our clothes in the 

snow and everything”, she squinted and wrinkled her nose at him. She was dressed in a dark green 

voluminous dress with intricate folding and pleats, a matching jacket flared at her tiny waste with big 

brass buttons dividing into two columns, a large floppy beret of jade green with peacock feathers 

and green ankle-length boots with subtly raised platform soles. She called it her Neo-Balenciaga look 

with ‘a touch of air’. Gyll wore an augmented version of his russet suit, a shirt and tie of her choice. 

He strolled over to the bed and wrapped his arms around her thighs. “Have we got time?” he asked, 

burying his head in her dress and growling. She laughed “Of course! But we must save this for afters. 

We must learn to pace ourselves, Master Walker.” Disengaging herself she sprang to the floor 

expertly and scooted across to a full length mirror that turned out to also be a discreet door to the 

next room.  

She opened it carefully and peeked, then beckoned to him. It led to the master bedroom with an 

even grander bed. She looked around, listening, regarded the bed with a sigh and then danced 

lightly to the sliding doors of the closet. Opening one she turned to him “Step into my office, young 

sir”. It was a very long but narrow closet, this side filled with her mother’s clothes. Once inside she 

began to undress, still watching Gyll tiptoe towards her. He stepped in and closed the door leaving 

just a slit for light. They kissed and did the usual things. His trousers were around his ankles in an 

instant, underpants wrenched from him. As she climbed and clung to him they rocked unsteadily and 

braced themselves against the sides with spare limbs. Various wrapped ladies’ items intervened in 

their courtship. They lost sight of one another with a fir Stoll flopping over her face at one point, 
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both giggling and hushing the other. The Stoll also tickled his nose, or perhaps set dust afloat and 

soon induced a sneeze. He fought against it and lost his rhythm, his eyes watered, “I have to 

sneeze!” he whispered quickly before expelling mightily, “Shhh” she tried to say, helpless with 

laughter. “Sorry... Did I get you?” he managed to wheeze, shaking with suppressed mirth. He 

grabbed the nearest gown and blew his nose. “Oh no!” she sobbed, struggling with suppressed 

laughter, “That was mummy’s best evening gown”. They both cackled conspiratorially, pausing only 

to reignite their union. “It’ll wash out...” he tried to say but couldn’t get the words out. Her hand was 

over her eyes. “That was absolutely...” she couldn’t manage ‘disgusting’ before a paroxysm of 

laughter. They both shooshed one another feebly. Then they heard someone in the room, a click or 

footstep, unmistakably. They could only hold their breaths, still grinning at one another maniacally in 

the gloom. Then there was a respectful knock on the closet door and Hector announced “Miss 

Tiffany, Lady Long and Jeremy have arrived.” After a moment they slid the door open in time to see 

Hector retreating around the side door. “That’s more than we managed” added Gyll. 

Gyll could see it would be difficult fitting in with the Long family. He had no idea what expectations 

they held for Tiffany’s former partners, how many of them they had actually met. But the occasion 

suggested he was at least to the fore there. It was after all, almost Christmas. It would be a test of 

how much he had learned from her about this more polished socialising, about avoiding disapproval, 

eliciting admiration. He was introduced to everyone but instantly forgot their names. It was a very 

crowded gathering, but sedate by the standards of his Soames circle, everyone slightly pleased with 

themselves, no more than reasonably pleased with the rest of the room. He toured the 

establishment slowly, watching and listening politely. He thought he might recognise politicians he 

had seen on the news, but that was a very different circle again. These were the behind-the scenes 

people, the bureaucrats quietly engineering things, ensuring smooth relations among players and 

onlookers. At one point he spied Yusuf, in catering costume and periwig, carrying a tray of drinks. 

When he finally caught his eye, Yusuf winked and made an old gesture, he had rarely seen in ROME 

7.3. Forefinger and pinkie were extended, middle fingers tucked back, the hand held horizontal or 

pointing to someone. It was street signing for ‘F’ and stood for Firstlanders. Gyll felt a mixture of 

reassurance and guilt and nodded, then turned abruptly to check the rest of the room. He thought 

he glimpsed Ighr at one point but had no interest in touching base there. Herb would arrive in a few 

days and he would deal with that then.  

Hester Long was taller than her daughter, with a narrow jutting chin and a smile seemingly held in 

permanent abeyance. She had a searching look in conversation, her beady eyes dancing, as if not 

quite comprehending or always expecting a little more from a speaker, as if a sentence were never 

quite complete. Her wavy, greying hair fell immaculately in a shoulder-length flourish, perfectly 

instep with her dark pinstripe ensemble, sensible pumps. She was, by all accounts the consummate 

merchant and entrepreneur, turning her hand to any number of small businesses and prospering, 

endlessly plotting and prying. She remained self-deprecating though, or perhaps just cagey about 

profits. She exuded a confidence and optimism Gyll recognised as prime Firstlander traits. He was 

once more struck by the gulf between mother and daughter in appearances, reflected upon the 

lottery of genes. What did she make of him? Gyll sensed he passed muster in a pinch. His turn on 

Orion had probably been the cinch. And also, that deep down Tiffany was not quite a priority.  
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A longer conversation with Horrie never eventuated. On rejoining the party he was soon immersed 

in the company of Abkhrics, the gloomy Charles hovering in attendance. Half of them looked from 

him to their screens and back, exchanged looks of concern. Tiffany introduced him to her younger 

brother Jeremy who was tall, blonde with a bad complexion and a bemused expression that was 

unmistakeably the work of his mother. The only conversation Gyll could muster was to ask which 

college he attended. “Worcester, naturally” he answered, a little stunned anyone would even bother 

to ask. “A bit of a family tradition”, he added, while Gyll practiced his nodding. He was rescued from 

death by small talk when Tiffany hooked his elbow and towed him away, waving farewell to Jeremy 

with her fingers.  She had learned of a fabulous gig at the Chemo Club this very evening and they 

must accompany Shaky – Shyki – who was thinking of investing in the establishment. Tonight’s band 

would be Gaverill, from Wolverhampton of all places and currently extremely hot. They had had a 

billion hits on SiteUnheard and Now Play This and it would be a surprise appearance, a little 

Christmas present from the management, none of whom were Christian, incidentally. Gyll had not 

heard of the band, thought they ought to have just called themselves Wolverhampton, the wolf part 

sounded classier. “Well not really” corrected Tiffany, about to recount her impressions of the city as 

they reached the foyer where Shaky awaited, a small beaming man with pebbly glasses and 

prominent teeth ringed by five o’clock shadow.  

Outside it was freezing and an ancient London taxi awaited with its familiar purr. Gyll could not tell if 

it was really a vintage cab or another ironic replica but it sauntered along the slushy streets expertly, 

drew up at a line of clubs on one side, a line of takeaway food stalls on the other, all garishly 

illuminated. It was meant to be a seedy, forgotten corner by design, yet sensible, convenient and 

efficient by current Abkhric standards. Gyll and Tiffany exchanged knowing smirks. They shared the 

ride with Shaky’s date, Neveti, a tense beauty from Ceivers and their silent, forbearing guardian, 

Imotip, or ‘Gravel in the Hand,’ a diminutive Mountainard in traditional costume. As they descended 

short zigzagging flights of stairs toward the deafening rumble of the stage, they met Kviv and Hamlo. 

Kviv started to say something in Abkhric then switched to English for a cheerful greeting. Gyll 

introduced her and Hamlo and the ladies probed prior acquaintance and occasions while he quietly 

asked Hamlo what she had called him in Abkhric. He laughed, and translated it as “Baby Face”. The 

two parties soon parted under protest from following ones and Tiffany asked with some animation 

how he came to know that little hottie? He shrugged, trying to sound blasé, “Just another little 

Plainard princess doing the rounds”. “Sounds like you’ve been getting around a bit yourself” she 

countered. He explained she had been his guide at one point, which was technically true. “Guide, 

you say?” she replied, raising an eyebrow and cocking her head. Shaky laughed and added that her 

father had been a Plainard, not exactly a king though.  

The rest of their conversation was drowned out as they approached a small clearing in front of the 

stage amid a wildly distorted introduction for Gaverill. The band was four young men of 

unprepossessing appearance. They might have been schoolboys or army cadets. Each was stationed 

in front of a keyboard and screens. None looked up. Headsets caught muted announcements as their 

hypnotic chords built in volume and urgency, weaving a slow, melancholic melody over an insistent 

base line. One or two in the crowd recognised the tune and let out strangled squeals or yelps, as if 

under passing assault, but otherwise the audience remained impassive but attentive. What vocals 

there were, were so synthesised there seemed hardly any point in a live performance, to Gyll, 

beyond cuing a prepared track or file and even that could easily have been programmed. But Tiffany 
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was certain that that was the point, or, if not the point, then a steeply inclined and terribly sensitive 

region, directly adjacent to the point, as she hugged him hopelessly, her big green eyes teasingly him 

mercilessly. Instrumentation and arrangement were equally abstract, with samplings, filters and 

settings rarely disclosing a familiar instrument or tuning, source or score. They had no idea what 

they were actually listening to. All was ingenious and undeniably rousing but ineffably remote, 

ethereal. He realised it was the perfect sound track for ROME 7.3.   
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There were more problems with Tiffany’s work. She made light of Gordon’s complaints but his 

official texts made it clear that she was not pulling her weight, that her standard would not be 

tolerated for much longer. It was puzzling firstly because Gyll had checked her assignment before 

she submitted it – had frankly done the bulk of it - and secondly because it had no real bearing on 

the things Gordon complained about. Tiffany suspected it was because Consuela was leaving. She 

had an offer to work in Argentina and although she and Gordon had had an intermittent affair, he 

resented her desertion. He was very insecure when you got up close. He had had rows with Volker 

and Armand as well. Now he was looking to lose more of his team as an excuse to abandon the 

project and move on. It was all part of a pattern to Tiffany. She saw the sex in everything. Gyll was 

less convinced. He needed to look at the project again. The main problem was the modelling was 

breaking down, giving objects absurd properties at certain stages. Tiffany showed him the tests late 

at night in the lab and he could not work it out. Up to a point everything looked right but add a little 

more variation or perspective and it all fell apart. Motions went crazy.  

It nagged away at him, even though the molecules and proteins bored him. There was a spatial issue 

that was intriguing, may be useful in another realm. It was worth just trying to work out what had 

gone wrong. Sometimes it was worth standing back just a little from these things. He found himself 

going back over it in his mind, back in the flat, looking around aimlessly, irritated by Tiffany’s chatter. 

She could see he was locked in on it, tried to tell him it didn’t matter. Gordon didn’t matter. In the 

end Gyll started working on it in his office, grabbing larger and larger slices of the project using 

Tiffany’s pass, taking longer and longer. This was just after Christmas. He suspected it was the stupid 

Pelican coding, played with it but couldn’t see what it was doing wrong. A few days later, he cycled 

back to the flat around dawn, having tried everything without success and feeling burnt out. She was 

asleep, her clothes in a trail across the floor. He sank into the armchair, now placed against the 

window, idly looking down at her clothes when suddenly it dawned on him. He was looking at a bold 

floral pattern to a blouse when he noticed that the folds distorted the motif in various ways, could 

add or subtract portions, stretch or squeeze them depending on curve to plane, angle of viewing. 

The problem was that when the project moved objects it dragged other planes around with them. 

What they were seeing was not a distorted object but one confused with its surroundings.   

He got his laptop out and checked a couple of things. It was not strictly a Pelican problem but it was 

not something Tiffany’s assignment was responsible for either. Gordon was just using her to shift the 

blame, and that would only be temporary. Maybe Tiffany was right, maybe it was really a kind of exit 

strategy. He put on his headphones to listen to some music and made a coffee. His rattling in the 

kitchen woke her and she wandered out in her blue velvet robe. She could see right away he had 

worked it out. She lifted his headphones and kissed him good morning. He went through the 

explanation using her blouse, demonstrating the confusion to dimension or planes. She more or less 

followed. Gyll was not going to restructure the whole project, obviously. That was beyond him. All 

he was suggesting was a few short texts to Gordon. Since he could not be sure at what point Gordon 

had taken on the project, it may be a problem he had inherited. She was reluctant. If she told 

Gordon what the problem was he would automatically know who had solved it and that didn’t work 
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for her either, not yet anyway. She wanted to sit on it, to see what Gordon would do next. She had a 

pretty good idea. What Gyll was going to do next was get some sleep. 

It was probably the last decent sleep he was to have in ROME 7.3. Early in the New Year he met Herb 

for lunch at a nice restaurant in the World Council zone. Tiffany travelled on to see her father. Herb 

was not happy. This time he sat with his laptop open on a table by frosted windows, despondently 

going over things. Gyll wore an anorak and beanie and at first Herb did not recognise him, told him 

how much he had changed. “This is my cold weather version: Argyll Walker 2.0” he joked but Herb 

was in no mood. “What’s wrong?” Gyll asked. “I’m not sure” he replied, tight-lipped. “I think I’ve 

been double-crossed.” This was a typically melodramatic opening for Herb, so Gyll was not unduly 

perturbed. But Herb was not excited either, and he was picking his words carefully, which were bad 

signs. “The Blinker has been rejected?” Gyll guessed. “Not exactly, but it will not go into production 

in the form we know it and we will not see any credit. That’s just for starters. I’m sorry Gyll I should 

never have dragged you into this. The Blinker did its job but it turned out there was a whole other 

agenda there. See The Blinker also shut out CAESAR for a moment on inception and a moment is all 

it took to re-channel his feed. We addressed a legitimate problem with the data but what I hadn’t 

seen was that this could be used as a pretext for others to interfere higher up in the chain of 

command.” 

“It was only when CAESAR finally gave the thing the green light I got any feedback. I was in the 

telecommunications centre in Miami, one of the points where I’d installed The Blinker, and we were 

going through the records as a formality when I saw the hole. See, CAESAR’s deliberations are also 

an input for the data flow and for a moment there wasn’t any. That shouldn’t be – his monitoring is 

meant to be constant. I didn’t say anything but I knew what I’d seen and it didn’t play for me right 

off. Then when I went back to Plennet, they told me they were introducing some ‘modifications’ to 

The Blinker but wouldn’t or couldn’t say why. When they showed me I could see they pretty much 

bypassed the thing. I think it worked just too well. But now they’ve slapped a patent on it and given 

it a new brand. Hey business, right? Then I started to put two and two together but I couldn’t come 

up with four. Not until my little bird in the Synate stopped taking my calls and then the rest of ROME 

7.3 got a little frostier, then the penny dropped. The big production has someone else’s name on it 

and I’ve been shut out again. Again! But this time it’s big time.”  

“Was it the Abkhrics?” asked Gyll, his own suspicions firing. Herb laughed and shook his head. “Well 

Abkhrics were involved, but don’t ask me which faction. I thought I was dealing with Abkhrics but 

now it turns out they were just a willing front for I know not whom.” He paused, both hands 

upturned, to let that sink in. “The really scary part is I probably know too much now for my own 

good.” “What about Akhist? Where does he stand?” Herb shook his head. “Akhist is suddenly 

nowhere to be found. If there really is a person called Akhist, I doubt he ever stands anywhere for 

long.” “So what do you think will happen?” “Well, officially they will blame subversive elements 

within the World Council and search for them among convenient scapegoat nations, but that’s not 

really dealing with the problem, it’s actually making it worse. Whatever I try and do now may have 

the same effect I fear. But then, I start thinking was CAESAR ever really impartial to start with? He is 

just software – it stands to reason he always reflected his maker’s values...” Herb’s thinking drifted 

away. “But he was only really intended as a sounding board, wasn’t he?” prompted Gyll, “The idea 

was to just weigh options, spell out consequences” He tried to be the voice of moderation. “Yes but 
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those options and consequences were not disinterested or comprehensive. He was gently guiding 

the council.” “So why so paranoid then? We have a different CAESAR but the council can still 

discount him if he proves unsuitable.” Herb shook his head firmly. 

“I’m paranoid because there is a real problem that is being ignored and it is only getting worse. 

People have gone to enormous lengths to conceal it and I don’t like to think what further lengths 

they may resort to. I used to think this was just about the credit or bucks, now I see that’s part of a 

much greater estate. At a certain point business is government, government is business. I’m 

paranoid because I may now qualify as just the kind of malcontent they feel obliged to discreetly 

eliminate.” Gyll had never seen Herb take defeat this badly. He had had run-ins with Faculty all along 

and toyed with hiring a body guard at one point, but this was in a whole other league. Neither 

ordered anything from the waiter. “Is Pabisch involved, do you think?” “No, from what I can tell 

Werner has been dudded as well. It’s not his team, I’m pretty certain. But we spar at ghosts out 

there. People say “Follow the money trail” “tally the credit” as if that were self-evident, as if tracks 

weren’t covered, altered, erased and redirected. They might as well say “Follow the police”. All I can 

say at this stage Gyll is that Soames will take some collateral damage to its reputation as well. That’s 

not our fault, but that’s not going to make any difference to them. I understand Marlowe has 

already moved on. As for that Ighr, I would be wary of him as well.”  

Gyll didn’t like the sound of that. “So where do you go from here?” “I’m not sure where I can go. I 

have an invitation to visit a country estate up in the Lake province from a supposed colleague of 

Akhist, but that was made a few weeks ago. I’ve no idea if it is still valid.” “What about my 

dissertation?” The whole thing was only starting to sink in for Gyll. Herb’s mouth pursed again. 

“Submit immediately, you might beat the tsunami but I wouldn’t be hopeful. If Soames takes a hit, 

they will want to wipe you off the books. You can’t go back to Inshek either. You’re paid for.” Now 

Gyll was panicking. “But as my supervisor can’t you intercede, appoint external examiners, from 

Inshek, say?” “I’ll try and do everything I can Gyll but I’ve seen this happen before. They close ranks 

and that’s all she wrote. You get shut out of everywhere when they’re angry.”  They sat there in 

silence for a few minutes, each running through the implications, listening to distant customers. 

Herb rummaged in his pocket for a moment then reached across and tucked a tiny drive stick into 

Gyll’s top pocket “For what it’s worth on a rainy day – last tag.” He closed his laptop and stood. 

“Sorry to be the bearer of bad tidings, Gyll.” He held out his hand, something he usually reserved for 

peers. Gyll stood and shook it, could only watch him pull on a heavy overcoat and fur hat and leave.  
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Tiffany asked about the meeting and at first he said little. He was too dazed and confused. He was 

used to Herb’s tales of deceit and defeat but this time he was involved. On the one hand he wanted 

to dismiss it all as another overreaction on Herb’s part, but on the other, deep down he knew this 

would happen. It had been his worst fear from the outset. All along he had told himself this could go 

wrong – very wrong – and leave him out on a limb. Yet somehow it had seemed worth the risk. The 

odds seemed good. So much for his luck: for being ‘in the right place at the right time’. “Oh I am 

Fortune’s fool” he quoted to Tiffany who agreed without knowing the rest of his thoughts. When he 

told her more she tried to think of someone who might help. She confirmed that Abkhrics were a 

devious lot, that it was best to keep them at arm’s length, allies to mutual goals at best. At Soames 

she was not close to Ighr and tended to agree with Herb. But who to turn to then? She called her 

father but he was busy. She called later and kept getting Charles. He was such a creep. She called 

Leslie, the Ambassador but could only leave a message. She decided she would have to go over 

there. Gyll wanted to stay and prepare his dissertation. They looked at one another tragically, not 

saying anything, not really knowing what to say. 

In his office he went through the Soames regulations for submissions. There were formats to comply 

with, soft and hard, specific binding and so on, registration and duplication. All must be delivered by 

hand to the post-graduate administration. He would do that first thing in the morning. He sent a text 

to Herb, officially notifying him of his submission, trusting his choice of examiners would be 

available. He looked back over his work. It was not staggering stuff really. Nothing jumped out as 

being instantly marketable, but there would be no point calling it research if it did. He had been able 

to show something overlooked and fundamental about messages and understanding and it awaited 

further development. That’s all one could honestly say, all he hoped the examiners would say. It was 

not so much obscure as original, unusual. He had worked on it for over three years and it meant 

everything to him. Tiffany was something more, but this was who he was. He had a call from Tiffany 

later in the evening saying she would spend the night at her father’s. She had still not seen him but 

had an interesting conversation with Hector and laughed. She was trying to cheer him up. He 

decided to sleep at the dorm.  

He looked through the news to see if there were any items concerning satellite communication 

technology or announcements from CAESAR. There were no recent items on satellite technology and 

although CAESAR endlessly pronounced on all manner of issues, Gyll could find nothing indicating a 

subtle shift in emphasis or stance. He did find an item on the World Council Security Ministry 

debating low-level sabotage and measures considered against African and Asian members, which 

echoed Herb’s predictions but was pretty slender as evidence. But then, how much should he trust 

the news and the world media? Just because it wasn’t in the media didn’t mean it didn’t happen. To 

suppose it did happen because it wasn’t in the media was to step over the line into paranoia, 

obviously. If there was some scandal concerning Soames connected with World Council contracts, he 

had to think where it might appear. ROME 7.3 was not that place. The outlands were where an item 

like that would be of more interest. He looked where he knew best but found nothing – yet. He left a 

message with Oleg at Inshek. If anyone would spot something like that it would be Oleg.  
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The submission was straightforward and welcomed by the administration. But there was no word 

from Herb. Gyll knew these things could drag on for months so he resigned himself to the wait and 

joined Tiffany on increasingly peripheral contacts, meetings with under-secretaries, second 

assistants, publicists and lobbyists. It seemed obvious she was being fobbed off, deliberately 

deflected from her goal but she persisted merrily, collecting gossip, little hints and tips. Perhaps she 

was not so different from her mother after all. But it was definitely not Gyll’s scene. The whole 

approach was part of the problem as far as he was concerned. They were chasing around the side 

door looking for access because the front door was strictly for losers. No-one wanted to play by the 

rules anymore but they still wanted to play. That summed it up in a nutshell. If his research were 

judged on its own merits he would be fine, but who was to say what it owned for itself? Where was 

the standard? It had been eroded and compromised to the point where one begged favours at the 

backdoor, traded favours in a celebration and sold favours at the front door to all comers. They were 

a law unto themselves but prosecuted it on others. All was fair as long as someone else paid. All was 

right as long as one only counted among the righteous. All was true as long as only they applied the 

proofs.  

For the next week or so he saw a lot more of ROME 7.3. He met a lot of Abkhrics, good and bad, 

clever and foolish and he waited in an array of decors and costumes, among the many and 

splendored tongues of hypocrisy. He found it hard to hold up his end of a conversation, it was a 

question of translation. He looked increasingly to Tiffany only to find her looking back. And neither 

had much to say. They drank and listened and recounted and observed and drew a whole world of 

hedging, disillusioned cynics to their cause, if they drew anyone at all. Then he received a text from 

the post graduate administration. It was a surprisingly prompt response by their standards. 

Examiners had considered his submission and found a number of troubling points. He was to attend 

an oral examination in a week’s time, in order to resolve these doubts. It did not name the 

examiners, so he assumed they were internal or local experts. It was not quite what he had 

expected. He had expected outright failures after due consideration, so the situation didn’t seem 

entirely hopeless. But it was strangely hasty, given the complexity of the research. On the off 

chance, he sent a text back, requesting his supervisor be present.   

He wondered about portions worked on in collaboration with his team in Inshek, but they were 

minor, passing details really. It was hard to see these presenting an insurmountable objection. With 

effort he could find work-around solutions. But were these the troubling issues anyway? There was 

no indication in the text. It merely supplied a time and place for the examination. Tiffany too 

thought it positive. Maybe it was just Soames’ way of doing things. Normally, she would have 

approached Brice Marlowe through private channels but she was stunned to find he had abruptly 

resigned. In fact the university was yet to make a public announcement concerning his departure, in 

itself a little suspicious. She must see what she could learn among her network. Gyll mentally rolled 

his eyes and set to work going through the dissertation once more, this time with a fine tooth comb.  

He stayed in his office, ate and drank from vending machines, spoke to no-one. Tiffany kept 

reporting back in a variety of costumes, someone said this, so-and-so said that Marlowe holidayed in 

Greece, sent his daughters to Radcliffe, had been recruited through Porteous. None of it was of any 

use.  
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He had found no flaws so far, had resorted to checking and updating his software, trying his 

documents again. Tiffany called again. She was wearing an orange, synthetic fur hat and overcoat on 

this occasion, seated at a counter in a cafe somewhere, her face carefully made up; her green eyes 

dazzling. She had met a Soames press officer in the World Council zone and he knew about 

Marlowe’s curious departure. Gyll should really talk to him, but not on campus. Gyll declined, 

indicated his work and office and shook his head, ended the message.  She called back straight away. 

She was outside in thin snow. She stood some distance from her screen with her back to it. Behind 

her were stacked white plastic outdoor chairs and matching round tables stacked top to top before a 

thicket of bare branches with a sprinkle of snow. He guessed it was the courtyard to the cafe she had 

just been in. She turned slowly around, her arms folder with a sorry expression. “Gyll, why are you 

doing this? Why are you pushing me away all of a sudden?” It was very deliberate, like a little 

audition for a soap opera. He just didn’t need it. He looked up patiently, “Tiff I’m sorry, I know I’m 

hard to deal with right now but I don’t know any other way to get this done.” “Well I’m... I’m...” she 

choked on her thoughts. “I know, I know, you’re trying too. I appreciate it, believe me. Keep trying, 

keep calling, but try to understand. I need to get this done.” 

“I don’t think you do. I think you’re doing this to shut me out because I’m somehow to blame.” 

“That’s not true, Tiff darling (he tried to get darlings into his replies; she liked endearments but they 

did not come naturally to him). You’ve been great. You haven’t ruined my work or anything. You 

know the situation with Herb, dear. That has nothing to do with you.” “I’ve never even met Herb” 

she said sullenly. “Exactly, but you will, after this is sorted out.” “Darling you’re using this to drive a 

wedge between us. You know you are. You’re being completely irrational. You know none of it will 

make a scrap of difference.” “Tiff, I can’t deal with this now, okay?” He ended the message. She 

immediately called back, from the same location, but now sitting close to the screen. “Do you want 

to break up?” she asked angrily, daringly. “Tiff please darling, let’s not do this on a fucking screen, 

okay? If we need to talk about this, let’s do it in real space. Tell me where you are, and I’ll come 

around there right now, how’s that?” He dropped his eyes and started closing things down on his 

desk. “You don’t even have the courage to answer the question, do you?” “What?” He stared at her 

baffled. She was seething and hurt. “You do, don’t you?” “Do you?” he shot back. “Don’t answer a 

question with a question. You do! Don’t you?” “Look don’t tell me how I can fucking answer, alright? 

You want to do this on a fucking screen – Fine! – Yes! There! Consider us broken up!” She started to 

weep, in spite of herself. She was still indignant and fought for her words. “You’ll never find 

someone else, you know. I know you... You don’t... This was it for you and now...” He couldn’t meet 

her eyes anymore. “I’m sorry Tiff it’s my work. That’s all it is. I have to do this.” There was a pause 

while each looked away, took deep breaths. “What about if we just didn’t see each other until after 

this is over?” “Tiff, I don’t want you to wait for me. That only puts more pressure on me, can’t you 

see?” They looked back at each other, agonisingly. “Goodbye then.” She ended the message, 

trembling. 
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He sat there at his keyboard trembling. He got up and kicked the waste paper bin across the room a 

couple of times, strewing the contents, the whole conversation continuing in his head. He was in 

tears and gasping as he pulled on his anorak and beanie and stormed out. Others ducked and 

weaved as he marched down corridors, in and out of lifts, down steps and out across the snow-

covered lawn. He walked in circles around bare trees in turmoil. Should he call back and apologise? 

Was she right? Was he sick of her? Why couldn’t she understand his side? He knew the relationship 

meant more to her. It was her main thing – her only thing really – but for him it started from his 

work. That was who he was and the relationship was built upon that, one way or the other. She got 

along without that in her life somehow and he resented and despised her means. No, he was right to 

end it. It had gone as far as it could go. It was almost dark by the time he went back inside.  

It was not the ideal exam preparation but he was almost resigned to failure now. The breakup was a 

kind of omen, a prelude in some way. He felt the hand of fate in the darkness, the remoteness of all 

the stupid fucking screens in his life. He was calm but he saw that he could not win. He loaded 

everything back onto his laptop, deleted the working documents from his desk screen and sat in the 

unlit gloom, looking out on a vague white land, its wistful twinkles. When he reached his dorm he 

had a recorded message on his tablet. It was from Oleg. Oleg was in another darkened room lit 

mainly by the screen, his heavy-lidded dark eyes more melancholic than usual, his black hair in 

disarray, his face unshaven. “Hey Gyll, sorry I have to leave on my delivery run (he winked) just now 

otherwise I’d wait to talk about this but I’m sending this now to give you time to check it and decide 

for yourself. Most people here are treating it as true. It hasn’t had wide coverage but Inshek-Dili 

news has relayed it, so we’re assuming they checked it. As you can imagine we’re all devastated.” He 

took a deep breath. On the bottom of the screen was a link to a Chinese site. Gyll paused the 

message and clicked the link. The item was twelve hours old. The English translation was clumsy but 

the headline unambiguous. ‘World Council Expert Dies in Fall in The Abkh’. ‘Professor Herbert 

Hammond, leading cryptography expert and consultant to The World Council has died in a fall while 

rock climbing with associates in The Abkh mountains, not fat from ROME 7.3, quite unexpectedly. 

Professor Hammond was recently instrumental in controversial upgrades to satellite security but had 

been a keen climber for some years with minor injuries’. The story went on to list his appointments 

and associates, his wives and children but Gyll stopped reading.  

It confirmed his worst fears. He felt sick and furious and desperately alone but it was not 

unexpected. Herb’s paranoia had finally proved well-founded, had finally materialised as 

persecution. He had hinted at something like this, so many times. Gyll’s eyes filled with tears again 

at the thought of the injustice and mendacity of the world. He thought of all the good times he had 

had with Herb and the team at Inshek, all the stuff they had managed to do. It was hard to accept he 

was gone, that they could be no more of those. He sat there in the gloom weeping and hopelessly 

depressed. Finally he continued Oleg’s message, tried to pull himself together. Oleg was pulling on a 

track top, “One other thing – that Brice Marlowe guy? He’s very ill apparently. There was something 

on a Canadian academic site - didn’t get the link – but sounded like he might not be long for this 

world. Very sudden it seems. Soames are very rattled about something, the rumblings are on the 

core campuses, but it’s too early to tell much. I’m watching though.” He ended the message. Gyll 
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stared at his inbox. There had been no response to his request for Herb’s presence at the 

examination. Admittedly, it had been a long shot but no response at all looked telling now. If nothing 

else, he would be mention that in the examination, load up the discomfort. Those cunts! 

The post graduate administration was at the other end of the campus and in kinder weather Gyll 

would have taken a bicycle from the rank outside his dormitory, but because of the icy conditions he 

felt safer walking. He had the hood on his anorak pulled up over his beanie, his backpack with laptop 

and tablet, hands thrust deep into pockets. He trudged across windy desolate squares, the acoustics 

muffled by the snow, everything sounding tiny or distant, yet strangely distinct. He was as prepared 

as he could be and although he still expected to fail he was curious to see what grounds they would 

use. He was in no hurry, as he picked his way along the treacherous paths, he doubted he would be 

late, on previous experiences with the administration. The building was one of the older parts of the 

campus, a patterned red brick edifice with walls that curved at corners, giving it a vaguely art deco 

styling, gently deferring to a traditional preference for a circular floor plan. It was only four or five 

storeys, each successively smaller with generous balconies, suggesting something of a ship’s 

superstructure. He supposed it had served some other purpose before the spread of the university 

zone. He paused outside for a minute, took a deep breath. 

 At the reception desk a grave young man frowned down at his screen, as he found Gyll’s 

appointment.  “Hmmm” he concluded, “For some reason you’re in B-205. That’s down the stairs 

over there”, he nodded. Gyll had imagined some sort of boardroom arrangement, very grand, it was 

after all Soames. There would be a long table, probably polished oak, with him at one end, the panel 

at the other. Or perhaps it was to be a vast empty examination auditorium, a wall of stacked chairs 

and desks, he on a solitary bench before a long table seating the august panel. But neither movie 

cliché proved reliable. He descended to the second level of the basement and followed a corridor 

according to signs. He could hear a distant buzz of conversation somewhere. When he turned a 

corner he saw half a dozen people milling outside the door of B-205. They turned to him with 

anticipation and a video camera edged to the fore. “Argyll Walker?” someone asked tentatively. 

“Yes” he replied, looking into the camera. “What’s this for?” he asked the camera. “Soames-ROME 

7.3 News” the camera said. “We’re just local”. Someone else said, “Go straight in, Mr Walker, 

they’re waiting” and opened the door for him.   

The room was small and shabby. It looked like a staff lunch room. There was a sink and tea urn at 

one end. Two tables had been placed end to end and on one side sat two small trim men in dark 

suits, their traditional cloaks and hats hung behind them. At the head of the tables sat Ighr, at the 

other end a large screen had been hastily installed on the facing wall. Ighr thanked him for 

attending, as Gyll hung up his anorak and hat and placed his laptop on the table. Ighr was probably 

around forty-eight with a long grave face and prematurely white hair that accentuated his ghostly 

complexion. He looked a little like a tragic monk, with a fidgeting, exacting manner, as if a life of 

enormous self-discipline had eroded his nerves. He explained that as a Dean ordinarily he would play 

no part in a doctoral examination, but the unusual circumstances of this submission, its commercial 

and state derivation obliged his presence as representative of the faculty. He introduced Dr Rmlk 

Fnol and Dr Masnl Trpkt from two local universities who would conduct the oral examination. Gyll 

opened his laptop, thinking “Okay Snow White and the Two Dwarves, time to party...” 
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But the party proved a lacklustre affair, possibly occurred at the wrong address. Dr Fnol explained 

that he and his colleague would like to begin by asking questions about quantum resolutions for 

laser transitions, something not covered in his dissertation at all. It was part of The Blinker project 

and not strictly his area of expertise anyway. He pointed this out and Dr Fnol replied that since his 

dissertation derived from his Inshek research, it was legitimate to ask about his understanding of 

certain concepts there. This was crazy and Gyll just shook his head. Now he could see what their 

game was, why they had jumped at this opportunity to question him about The Blinker. The 

examination was just a pretext following Herb’s exit, voluntary or involuntary. He sized them up. 

They were both small and compact men with steely concentration. They were almost certainly 

military, that went hand-in-hand in Abkhric public life and probably from a university in the eastern 

mountains into the bargain, renowned for their technological research there. But there was nothing 

hostile or domineering about their conduct. He was struck by the contrast with Rudy and Kilgore on 

Orion, where they had been almost cartoon characters of sloppy authority, these men looked upon 

him with the detachment of some rare specimen. He winked at Trpkt, just to see if he could get a 

response. He could not.  

He protested that he had only submitted his dissertation to Soames and should only be examined on 

that, but he knew it was futile. What was really on the table was a deal for his doctorate in exchange 

for information on The Blinker. But what could he tell them that they did not already know? They 

had rebuilt the thing, according to Herb. He could not see the point in this line of questioning. Ighr 

replied that in an oral examination the examiners must satisfy themselves of the candidate’s 

competence on any grounds they deem relevant to the dissertation. Gyll leaned back in his chair in a 

way he hoped would recall Herb. He reminded Ighr of his request for the presence of Professor 

Hammond at the examination, in purely an observational capacity given differences between 

Soames and Inshek practices. Ighr pointed out that was highly irregular and unnecessary and hence 

Professor Hammond and not been invited.  Gyll eyed him coldly, “Wasn’t or couldn’t?” he sneered, 

but Ighr would not meet his gaze and directed him to address the examiners’ questions. Gyll 

shuttled through his files until he found something that would satisfy them and answered 

sarcastically about laser transponders for downlinks and splitters for variable frequencies and 

receivers. This did not satisfy them. Fnol wanted to know about a refraction index for a 

spectrographic dispersal. But Trpkt cleared his throat and spoke for the first time, over Fnol. Fnol 

had a slightly German-accented English which was fluent and grammatically correct while Trpkt’s 

was harsher, more heavily Slavic perhaps, reminded Gyll of Count Dracula acting as a newsreader.  

Trpkt was probably not for the most part, a scientist. He eyed Gyll from under heavy brows and 

asked when Gyll had installed The Blinker had he discussed the breakdown protocols with anyone 

onboard Orion? That was an easier question to answer, although of course, even more remote from 

his dissertation. Now there was not even a pretence that this was an oral examination. This was an 

intelligence interrogation or debriefing, but they would not admit as much. Gyll pointed out no-one 

on Orion would have understood his procedure anyway, which was rather the point. The whole idea 

was to try something completely unfamiliar. Trpkt acknowledged his point, sourly. Fnol asked about 

the installation on Joosta-04 – had his procedure been exactly the same as for the other satellites? 
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Gyll had to think for a minute. Because he had to implement a strict sequence of patterns, had he 

been absolutely precise in his recognition of every one? He had suspected there may have been 

leeway in there, afterwards, wondered if there was a self-correcting step possibly. Herb’s remarks 

later hinted at as much. Finally he had to admit to the room he could not be sure and explained his 

doubts. The examiners exchanged glances and noted things on their small screens.  

Then they brought up on the wall screen closed circuit footage of his pod secured to the hatch of 

Joosta-04, then fast forwarded to the arrival of the pod from Gemini, which only appeared in the 

corner of the frame. “When you upgraded Joosta-04 was there anyone else present inside the 

satellite?” Gyll replied that their closed circuit footage inside would show that as well, surely? Trpkt 

permitted himself a grim grin and told him unfortunately that had been deleted. Gyll got a little bit 

more of the picture. These guys were trying to find out where the switch on CAESAR’s feed had been 

made. They were not saying that to him of course but reading between the lines they had been cut 

out of the loop as well. Gyll was dealing with a rival team in other words. But beyond that no-one 

was showing their hand as usual. Gyll shook his head, he knew nothing about resetting the closed 

circuit cameras, would not have had the time in any case. “But was there anyone else present?” 

repeated Fnol. Gyll answered yes there was. Did Gyll know this person? No, Gyll had not met him 

before. Did he know where the stranger had come from? Gyll did not. Did the stranger introduce 

himself to Gyll? He did. And what was his name? Gyll had to think for a minute. He had pointed to 

the name tag on his suit, but what was the name? Pee something, Peebles? No, Peabody. His name 

was Peabody. Again the examiners briefly conferred and made note. 

Gyll did not tell them the stranger was Abkhric. Since they were not being entirely honest with him 

he saw no reason to be candid with them. They then rolled the closed circuit footage back very 

quickly, to before the arrival of his pod, to show another arriving more or less in the same position 

and a spaceman entering the satellite. Fnol explained that this man entered about thirty minutes 

before Gyll, but he could not be Peabody, who was at that time in the sick bay on Gemini. Could Gyll 

describe this man? Gyll replied not with his helmet on and those shaded face visors. He had just 

been a voice really. Could he recognise the voice? Gyll thought for a moment and said no, beyond 

that he did not think he was American or British. The examiners both looked down at their small 

screens, obviously going through more files. Some minutes passed and they seemed to have 

forgotten about Gyll. So he turned to Ighr as asked if he had passed. Ighr took a deep breath and 

looked deep into the wall screen, seemed to look well beyond it. “In view of your involvement in a 

matter of grave global security and the perceived reward derived from your work there, Soames 

University cannot accept your submission or any amendments or re-submissions thereof. Your 

submission is duly rejected outright and all privileges granted under the Lee-Rourke Scholarship 

withdrawn immediately. Soames also asserts the right to deduct such credit from your account to 

cover all expenses incurred by your stay on the ROME 7.3 campus, under clause eight of the 

scholarship. Soames expresses deep regret to the ROME 7.3 Internal Investigations Squad, thanks 

them for their time and assures them they will take greater care in future. In fact measures have 

already been put in place to stem the problem. Argyll Walker you are hereby dismissed and are 

given notice that you have six hours to vacate your dormitory.  

Gyll was not surprised. He paused, for theatrical effect, “Still, it could be worse. I could take up rock 

climbing, right?” He met blank stares as he knew he would then hauled himself from his chair, put 
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away his laptop and donned his anorak and beanie. He turned to the table on last time, “Well it’s 

been virtual, folks. You take care now...” then departed, leaving the door open. The crowd outside 

looked in as he brushed past.  A couple trailed after him asking for a word. He said “No”.  
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It did not seem so cold on the walk back. He trudged across crunching lawns, thought about kung-fu 

kicking several tempting bushes but feared he would slip and break something on the frozen ground. 

That was all he needed. In his mind he kung-fu kicked everything in sight. At his dorm there was 

already a notice on his door telling him to the minute when he must vacate. Inside he sat and 

checked his credit balance to discover the damage the Soames deductions had made. They had been 

very savage. He had barely enough for a flight to Palmerston. He could not access the School’s 

projects, although Tiffany’s password still worked. His screen could not access the wider web, could 

not even contact Devaerik airport. It was confined to ROME 7.3 for some reason. He could not 

contact his parents or Oleg. He felt like both an outcast and a prisoner. He looked through his 

address menu for options. His thumb highlighted Tiffany’s number, hovered between calling her and 

deleting her. Yes – No – Yes – No –No – Yes – Yes – No! He could do neither yet. He wasn’t ready. In 

the end he reluctantly scrolled down. He came to Erla’s surname: Parabatur. He had almost 

forgotten about Erla, smiled as he remembered her knocking back the hard stuff, freely giving her 

opinion on things. At least his screen would let him call her.  

The screen showed possibly a bedroom in tasteful shades of mauve and bruised pink, long heavy 

drapes, an out-of-focus drinks tray in the foreground. Presently a figure approached and scooped up 

the screen. It was a sad woman in a maid’s uniform. She started to say something in Abkhric but 

seeing his face asked him to hold for a moment. Erla took over, looking pretty much as usual, 

wearing a cardigan and royal blue blouse. He apologised for troubling her but explained his trouble. 

She listened carefully, asked about one or two points as the conversation lengthened. He ended up 

telling her everything that had happened to him in ROME 7.3 – Salaneh. “You’re sure this man you 

saw in the satellite was Abkhric?” she asked. He was certain and he called himself... Gyll tried to 

remember. “It was one of those warrior names they give themselves. Something about Rain.” “Rain” 

she repeated. She thought about it for a minute. Rain was very common in service names she 

explained. “Gyll I’m sorry you have been caught up in this. I will do what I can to help but first I must 

check some things. I’ll call you back in fifteen minutes or so, all right?” Gyll had that much time at 

least.  

It would not take long to pack. He was wearing a lot of his clothes. Of course, if she double-crossed 

him, he would have no need even that much. When she did call back he was relieved. “Okay, I have 

booked you on an economy flight to Palmerston via Teheran and Bangkok on Pongawee Airlines. I 

am sending someone to accompany you to Devaerik. Because of our previous conversation, it is 

possible that efforts may be made to intercept you before you depart. From what you have told me I 

have every reason to support you in this. I won’t try and explain why, some other time perhaps. If 

we don’t speak again, I wish you all the best.” She ended the message with a little smile. At least he 

wasn’t the only one feeling paranoid, but that was little consolation. He took his suitcase and 

backpack down to the foyer, told the reception he was expecting a visitor and would be in the 

lounge. He sat by the windows, watching the weather worsen. Presently he looked up to find a small 

Abkhric woman in traditional clock and lamb’s wool hat pulled over her eyes. She raised it to reveal 

very blue irises, a shy smile on a square young face. She nodded deeply and introduced herself as 

Kmbrl Vnotri – “It means Herd Bells” she translated with a smile. “Call me Bells. I will be your guard 
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until you board Flight Pgw-008”. He thanked her although wondered how effective she would be if 

Erla’s fears of ‘interception’ were realised.  

She pulled her hat back over her eyes and hid her arms inside her cloak. Her quick little steps kept 

their pace brisk until they reached the underground station. He asked how much she could see like 

that and she replied a good deal more than was otherwise available. She indicated that the band of 

the hat contained various sensors that she was wired into somehow. They stood on the platform and 

several locals gave them a wide berth. When they changed trains for Devaerik he noted how even 

other Abkhric guards deferred to her with a nod or hand signal. On the train he remarked others 

seemed afraid of her. “Oh yes” she confirmed, “because of my stripes.” She indicated the faint blue 

and beige vertical stripes on a grey ground to her cloak. “This is because you are a Mountainard?” he 

supposed. “Yes, and I am from the north. I am a Steep Climber.” Her jaw jutted proudly. “Because I 

show nothing they know I stop at nothing.” She grinned sardonically. “Down here they are weak, 

although they know how to profit by that” she added, uncharacteristically loquacious for a guard. 

“But they know when we come down here it is not for the company. When we come down here, 

we’re ready to die.” Her English again had a heavy accent he could not quite place.  

Had Erla hired her? Not exactly, the arrangement was a favour her tribe was happy to extend and 

would call in on some future occasion. It was hard to imagine Erla had such contacts but then her life 

was a closed book in many respects. The Parabatur, Bells emphasised were very powerful, very 

useful Lakards. But she had married a Plainard, had she not? Gyll queried. That was true but he had 

died in a business transaction long ago and she had reverted to her blood name. At Devaerik Bells 

led the way, at the check-in counter haggled over a window or aisle seat for Gyll. He plumped for 

aisle, preferring ease of access. Bells escorted him all the way to the boarding lounge, flashing a pass 

haughtily to airport security. “The Ceivers are a good people” she pronounced, but then rattled off 

some play in Abkhric and quickly apologised, smiling – “they have no head for heights, let’s say.” 

Eventually boarding commenced and Bells remained vigilant, directed him to join the queue last. She 

watched one last business man skitter by then tapped him on the arm. He thanked her and followed. 

As his pass was being inspected, he glanced back to see her withdrew an arm from her cloak and 

quickly make the ‘O’ sign, thumb and fingers looped, sometimes to denote ‘outlander,’ others, 

something more pejorative. The Abkhrics, ever ambivalent. She turned and strode away.    
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The cartoon figure of a spaceman, Buzz, paced back and forth across the screen, pounding his fist 

into the palm of his other hand to emphasise points. He addressed the World Council Committee for 

Funding and Stability. “The problem is these figures don’t fit our business plan and that, as you 

know, constitutes a threat to stability and peace. We have done everything we can to preserve that 

obviously. That’s what a World Council does, right? We might not prevent every little local conflict 

but overall we steady the ship, keep everyone on course. So what’s wrong? Why the figures? Usually 

they mean we have to increase aid to the needy. It comes down to that one way of another. At first 

we suspected the figures were a trick to persuade us to increase aid in some quarters. We have 

suspicions there. That would have involved external input, but that now seems unlikely. Instead it 

looks like the figures are reliable and show the aid is not even bringing peace. It’s just spreading the 

discontent around, into wider regions. There is telltale deterioration. And that’s bad for business, I 

don’t have to tell you. What do we do? Where have we gone wrong? Is it resources? Commodities? 

Loans or investment? I throw this matter open to the floor. 

“They have become too dependent upon aid and cannot stand on their own feet anymore. A 

functioning economy is beyond them. They are a bad debt. We need to write them off.” 

“We cannot afford any more failed nations. That club has become too big as it is.” The failed nations 

sat together on a couple of sofas by the wall, looking crestfallen.  

“We need to use that aid, to stop the spread. How can we do that?” 

“We need to isolate the problem”.  

“But we also need to encourage business.” 

“We need to protect ourselves from the discontent, if that’s what it is”.  

“We need a show of strength, a deterrent. We need to show them a market they can participate in, 

an avenue of peaceful prosperity and the consequences if they don’t”. 

“We need to win their trust, to show transparency in all deals. But not too much otherwise they will 

take advantage of us”. 

“It is business after all, not charity”. 

“There will have to be compromises, but on our terms”. 

“There will have to be acceptance of market forces and the cost to living standards at times. But 

these should not include death”. 

“If avoidable”. 

“There needs to be common ground, a shared culture and with that, respect for a dominant culture 

and all registered property titles.” 
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“The aid can only be to recognised administrations. We cannot be their government and still count 

them as a sovereign nation.” 

“Since they are members of The World Council, they have responsibilities to uphold. One of them is 

effective administration. The buck stops at the borders.” 

“The aid has to be made conditional on economic reform, if it has not been already.” 

“It always has been. That’s part of the reason the problem has spread. The practices have a chain 

reaction; a supply and demand enslavement.” 

“The figures are a wake-up call. It’s time to expel failed nations and preserve the business plan. The 

NPO is a figment in the imagination of accountants and only courts fatal contradiction; plays both 

ends against the middle.” 

“Slavery and charity go hand in hand and the oldest slavers are usually the most respected patrons 

and sponsors. Fact: Some thing’s don’t change.” 

“Security forces can police people but not ideas. Not even the internet can police ideas. Unless, we 

want to ban communication all together.” 

“Which would be bad for business.  A self-defeating extreme I would not wish upon my mother-in-

law... Well, almost.” 

“I don’t get it. We’re throwing good money after bad on aid. Tell me this Buzz, if the periphery is 

such a problem, why can’t we cut our losses, push them outside and quarantine the good from the 

bad?” 

Buzz bowed, acknowledging the question. “Well I’m not the person to answer that, esteemed 

member. That’s one for CAESAR, I’d say.” With that, he looked over his shoulder, backed to the side 

of the screen, sat on a stool that suddenly materialised and was cast into shadow as all attention 

turned to the massive golden head of CAESAR behind him. “I thank you Buzz for your presentation 

and the question from the floor is helpful, as always. But I think we all need to understand that the 

problem is systemic. It is a product of our administrative method rather than any member nation. 

Even if we were to expel failed nations and move our perimeter inwards, so to speak, the problem 

would only reappear for those nations then outermost to our federation. A principle of our union is a 

commonwealth that obliges aid to those in trouble. If we cease helping one another the business 

plan grows too competitive and is counterproductive.” 

“It’s not working anyway CAESAR and things are actually getting worse, if I’ve understood Buzz 

correctly.” 

“We have to try something new before the whole thing falls apart. We need a new business plan.” 

“War is not the answer,” CAESAR shook his head wearily, his brows furrowed deeply.  

“War is just business conducted under more exciting terms.”  

“We have to defend our interests somehow.” 
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“Okay I accept that The World Council has turned into a few haves and the rest have-nots. 

Firstlanders and outlanders, as they say. But that difference was there from the start to some 

degree. No-one said we wanted to share the wealth equally. We said we wanted the world to be 

peaceful and prosperous and it has been. But now it seems there’s a limit there.” 

“We need a new business plan, but it cannot be a smaller business plan. It was supposed to be a 

union of nations but now we carry failed nations. Carrying failure was never part of the plan.”  

“If nations keep failing business will follow. I urge you to reform business practices and 

opportunities, to sacrifice profits in the interests of long-term stability” replied CAESAR firmly. 

“How say you CAESAR?” 

“I just did” he replied with a tinge of impatience. 

“Sorry I missed that bit. So are we pulling aid from the Pacific or what?” 
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Gyll never did have his audience with CAESAR. Apparently he departed Orion so smartly there had 

been no time to arrange the intended interview. But on returning to Blaxland, he took greater 

interest in The World Council’s affairs and even went through back-statements by CAESAR, looking 

for any slight shifts in attitude or policy. He could detect none. The greater interest he took in global 

politics, the more aware he became of the many problems facing a governing body, from radical 

identity groups – religious and ethnic persecution, usually as a consequence of a failed nation - to 

economic and war refugees, erratic climate tolls upon agriculture, insect and vermin plagues, 

migrations and mutations, large-scale transportation disasters, disease, death and madness. After a 

while that’s all he seemed to see in the news. He realised at some level it reflected his state of mind. 

He was in fact deeply depressed. But he didn’t actually feel like weeping or anything. He didn’t feel 

anything, particularly. On the flight home he had assumed he would find work teaching somewhere, 

and that research opportunities would be closed to him through discreet exclusion. He was resigned 

to that. However, Soames had managed to block practically every avenue in tertiary education, bar 

remote work in forbidding corners on the other side of the world. Somehow he was a pariah. Even 

when he called people in Inshek and Palmerston University he got nowhere. Mysteriously, they were 

never there; never returned his calls.  

He stayed with his parents, back in his old bedroom in Wilberforce. He explained everything about 

The Blinker project to them. They understood. His father suggested he forget about the academic 

world for a while and help him with his farm drones. But first he thought Gyll needed to take a 

couple of weeks to straighten himself out. Gyll didn’t drink or smoke or take drugs. He didn’t rage 

very much at anything. He just slept for up to fourteen hours a day sometimes. It was like an 

addiction. He thought of it as release. Then he would simply lie in bed listening to music, interrupted 

only by quick meals. He led his life in the horizontal, flat out. He could find no energy, no goal. He 

didn’t want to talk to anyone about it or anything else. He stared them away. He realised he was 

waiting but he didn’t know what for.  

Eventually he started helping his father with programming farm drones. The software was not too 

difficult but flying with any expertise was. The drones came in a range of sizes and functions from 

small rotor-powered ones, usually only carrying a camera, to large jet-powered craft that could 

remain airborne for up to fourteen hours in suitable conditions and performed all sorts of 

monitoring as well as spraying, netting and laser-tagging. They were really just like enlarged model 

aeroplanes, took off remarkably easily, needed practice for a successful landing. A lot of their work 

was on local vineyards, but further west they dealt in grain crops, sheep and cattle. Because of 

recent erratic seasons, work could be delayed there or advanced unexpectedly and several times 

they arrived at distant properties only to have the day’s work delayed or abandoned. For more 

remote jobs they had a small truck with a control room and simulator fitted in the back. In theory 

the drones could be flown from Wilberforce, but in practice ready consultation with the clients made 

a mobile base more accessible and convenient. The truck bristled with antennae and had a portable 

generator. Tony had updated it several times as their contracts grew more ambitious but it was 

stuffy to work in for long periods. Some properties had their own software, their visits only had to 

update or demonstrate.  
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Their chief client out west was a large, merry man named Aloysius Henzel, a one-time 

fundamentalist preacher with a flair for all sorts of enterprises. He was around sixty, with a beard 

but no moustache, a pot belly and mellifluous voice, a vaguely Burl Ives air. In their downtime one 

rainy afternoon he and Gyll fell to talking about satellite control of drones, about the possibilities for 

interception and hijacking. Not that these were likely in their situation, but generally possible, 

perhaps on a vast-agri-business scale as a form of industrial sabotage. Gyll played along. The 

scenario was familiar in military contexts. A detected drone signal could be jammed, so that the 

drone lost input and reverted to an autopilot programme. It could then be fed false navigational 

data and if enough background information was available on the programme, tricked into landing in 

enemy territory on the misunderstanding it was landing at its home base. But the interception had 

to be made to both transmitter and receiver of the signal and the identification of the signal 

required some degree of rapid and accurate decryption. It was extremely difficult and beyond 

possession, an interception could not do much with the drone but land it somewhere convenient. 

Aloysius asked if it could be avoided and Gyll’s answer was Herb’s – not indefinitely. At best one 

anticipated the source of the threat and adjusted the cipher accordingly. And it was something that 

had to be done to both drone and signal source.   

Then Aloysius told him about another business he had that used drones. It was based in Palmerston 

and covered sporting and news events and he was looking for more pilots. Gyll quickly assured him 

he was no pilot. He just knew the software enough to get it up and running on autopilot for most of 

a circuit. But he was open to instruction. It was the longest conversation he had had since his return 

and the vague invitation stayed with him that night, staring at his bedroom ceiling. After a few days 

he called and made an appointment. He took a train. The address was in a new office block at the 

bottom of the business district, on the fifth floor. They watched a show reel featuring coverage of a 

road cycling race. Impressively, overhead trees or bridges did not interfere with the signal, which at 

such points was relayed to a waiting or following drone in open space. The coverage could even 

continue through tunnels. This was a big selling point apparently. But Aloysius needed more pilots. 

There was a bit of a turnover among them. He had all sorts of lucrative contracts for major events in 

the offering and he was anxious to take advantage of some very attractive returns.  

Gyll would give it a go. He didn’t say he was looking forward to crashes, but it occurred to him 

throughout the conversation. Instruction would be with one of the company’s senior pilots, Sandy 

Truscott, over ten days or two weeks, unpaid, depending on their progress. Sandy was an obese man 

in his forties with appropriately sandy coloured hair in an untidy thatch. He had been an air force 

pilot before he developed heart problems. Now and then he did a little private flying but mainly he 

supervised the drone programme for PicUp, the name of Aloysius’ company. The basics were winds 

and thermals, downdrafts, turbulence and airborne litter including birds. There was radar and 

forecasts to be consulted regularly, engine and fuel settings, the usual stuff. Sandy needed some 

very tricky manoeuvres from his pilots so he was exacting on positioning and anticipation, power 

and trim to directions. The camera and transmitters were a whole other thing, but again, largely 

programmable. It took a lot of practice even on a simulator. But Sandy could see from Gyll’s 

software confidence, long-term gamer skills, he would do, probably in ten days. The team was big; 

about sixteen, but in shifts he might only meet five or six at a time. Their control room was on the 

top floor with dishes on the roof.  
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The downside was that the pay was lousy, the hours long and the work largely repetitive. Gyll was 

initially given simple runs in clear skies, high, safe altitudes, to get him used to the drones and 

cameras. He covered lesser cricket, hockey and football matches, tediously. He was relieved he had 

not drawn golf. He found himself softly commenting aloud, something other bored pilots in the 

room did in Sandy’s absence. The commentaries grew louder, into distracted exchanges, wisecracks, 

sly advice; skewed allusions to screen games, movies and music. Several wore earpieces while the 

supervisor was suitably refreshing himself at pauses in the schedule. Their heads nodded. The talk 

drifted into stream of consciousness monologues. After a while Gyll suspected stimulants may be at 

play and confirmed this in the toilets where a colleague offered him some pills to help his 

concentration. His name was Phil, around thirty with a beard and receding hairline. He wore dark 

blue overalls with a logo for an abattoirs over the breast pocket. It was the closest thing he had to a 

flying suit, he explained. Gyll put the pills in his top pocket. They continued their conversation back 

at their stations, flipping back to manual and calling out coded remarks like “Flying straighter now” 

“High wide and handsome” “Oh that focus, it’s really intense”. The whole room joined in until Sandy 

returned. 

Phil introduced him to Lou who introduced him to Don and after their shift they hung out in a nearby 

pub that was open even when it said it was closed. They had different backgrounds but shared a 

disillusioned, irreverent attitude. They were not on a career path, even a decent income, were not 

stakeholders and did not have a plan. They were drifters, cynics, stopgap measures and all too 

expendable. Because they had an obvious rapport they worked well as a team – something vital to 

Sandy - and were soon rostered together on missions, as they were called, steadily improving Gyll’s 

skills over the next few months. Phil was divorced and had a drinking problem he had solved with 

illicit drugs. He had originally been a structural engineer but had gradually turned to hacktivism, 

firstly under the influence of his wife, secondly under the influence of prompt illegal transfers of 

credit that enabled a desired lifestyle. He had convictions and done community service but had not 

lost his sense of humour, as far as he could see. Lou was very tall and quiet and had been 

dishonourably discharged from the air force for assaulting a superior officer. He thought the air force 

had a problem with authority. He was a very good pilot but highly strung; extraordinary coordination 

and a lightening left jab. He had issues with his parents but still lived at home. He was twenty seven.  

Don was the youngest and coolest. He was more of a Phracktivist, a term he had just made up, 

denoting a kind of nihilistic undermining of the entire cyber world. Don was dark haired and good 

looking with a slight overbite that somehow hinted at wanton excess. Gyll had got that sort of insight 

from Tiffany, something he was painfully aware of. Don was also the most politically minded, with a 

world view that placed a premium on public property and access, transparency and shared wealth. 

Don too had convictions but these had been quashed and went unrecorded thanks to a relation in 

the judiciary. Don spent a lot of time in the dark web, doing business, making acquaintances and 

allies, participating in mischief. His gurgling, boyish laugh was infectious. Gyll felt old and old-school 

talking to him. They had all played war and slaughter screen games for too long and reminisced 

guiltily. They all battled life on similar terms, privately. Gyll was living in a bed and breakfast in a 

crummy inner suburb and struggling on his meagre wage, looking to supplement his income 

somehow. Phil and Don exchanged glances and asked if he wanted to go over to the dark side? 
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Gyll had assumed this involved hacking passwords on cards, bank accounts and so on; selling them 

on the big bad dark web or something. But it was more involved than that. What they sold on the 

dark web was select drone footage of suspected match-fixers using their little screens to talk to 

friends, occasionally access credit. The suspects were international figures, mostly drawn from Asia, 

selected by associates on the dark web. Phil, Lou and Don hacked a face identification app and 

searched likely portions of crowds in sports stadia, as opportunities arose. The zoom lenses on the 

drones were easily able to look over the shoulder of suspects and watch their fingers key numbers 

and passwords. The quality was outstanding. And on most such events the drones were small, rotor-

driven craft that could loiter quietly forty or fifty metres above crowds without attracting attention.  

The devil was in the organisation, conducted without the knowledge of management and the 

logistics of maintaining adequate coverage of games while devoting other energies to their little 

search and surveillance projects. What Phil had devised was a phantom drone. There were four 

pilots, but one flew two drones, unbeknownst to management. Phil had sourced the extra drone 

from a cash-strapped police department, had it painted in PicUp colours and matched the satellite 

access codes for remote controls. The police looked the other way, had bigger scams to worry about. 

It was easy to hide a fifth drone in a four drone coverage and because Sandy only really took an 

interest in races, he often delegated supervision to Phil for other events. The routine of coverage for 

ball sports was not difficult to learn. Lou did the flying, Don did the face matching and now Gyll 

would help maintain coverage and siphon off desired footage from the event record. It seemed a lot 

of work to hack passwords but the subsequent extraction of credit from illegal and confidential 

sources must have made it worthwhile.  

Gyll watched his credit climb and relaxed his living allowance. Don’s business associates on the dark 

web remained essentially anonymous, hip tags and avatars notwithstanding and that bothered Gyll. 

The information they gave could easily have come from a police data base and the fact that Phil had 

found such a co-operative leasing arrangement for his phantom drone did not smell right. The thing 

was, the information was coming from Florida, they had tested that and the suspects were 

international figures, moving around the globe constantly. In theory the footage could have led to 

arrests but actually it seemed only to inspire further scams. The hacks were lucrative but had 

nothing to do with law enforcement. There was also the fact that this was going on apparently 

behind Henzel’s back. It was easy to see how he might miss it shuffling between his various interests 

in energy farms, livestock, road transport, marketing and a charitable trust. He was a busy man. Gyll 

got the impression his enthusiasms were short-lived and once an enterprise was up and running; his 

interests turned elsewhere. Gyll was uneasy about betraying his trust. He had, after all, opened a 

door for Gyll in his darkest hour and he vaguely felt he owed Henzel for that. But he would need to 

build up his bank account a little further before he could afford a more effective conscience.  

The weeks slipped by into early summer and the missions switched to yachting which interested 

Sandy far more than ball games. Both teams in the control room worked on this in turn. One 

afternoon on his way home from an early shift, Gyll was cutting through a carpark toward a 

supermarket when he ran into an old colleague Narin, his wife and infant son. Narin was pushing a 

shopping trolley when Gyll called out. He had been a close colleague of Rod at Palmerston and then 
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Inshek, Gyll had learned a lot working with them. Narin was originally from somewhere in Asia; of 

slight build, dark complexion and wore gold-rimmed glasses. Gyll had expected to be snubbed but 

Narin was too courteous to resort to anything so blunt. They stopped, made introductions and 

exchanged current positions. Narin was now working for investment brokers, pushing numbers 

around. Gyll congratulated him and asked after Rod, just to string the conversation out. Narin’s face 

fell and he eyed Gyll solemnly. Rod was dead, had committed suicide in March. Gyll was stunned. 

Rod had not worked for a couple of years, according to Narin, had alienated his client base with his 

eccentric programming. In the end he had been unemployable. Gyll recalled the face on the screen, 

in a darkened room blowing smoke at him. He had no idea. Gyll and Narin parted on awkward terms, 

beside his enormous 4WD. Gyll drifted through the supermarket, had trouble remembering what he 

came for. Rod had been ten times smarter than Gyll, but in the end it looked like he had been too 

smart for his own good.  

The whole episode brought his situation into stark focus. On the one hand there was Narin, content 

with his corporate niche, on the other there was Rod, dead at thirty by his own hand and 

somewhere in between Gyll wandered aimlessly. He had to find some new calling. While the 

hacktivist world appealed, it not seem to offer a career path really. It may be a career path was 

always an illusion, a sense of belonging he reassured himself with while wilfully ignoring the 

machinations of others. He was in a sort of freefall, all foundations crumbling beneath him. In his 

room he turned on the wall screen and watched a bitter President of a small Central Asian republic 

complain about tax evasion by foreign corporations as the cause of his administration’s bankruptcy 

and disintegration. They had no budget, could not afford essential services, enraged their population 

which splintered into resentful identities, drawing on religious and ethnic loyalties. The interviewer 

asked about World Council aid packages and the President dismissed them as no more than trinkets 

in exchange for his country’s remaining assets; as receipt for foreign ownership and oppression. The 

man wore a slightly scruffy military uniform with an enormous collar and extravagant rows of medal 

ribbons. He looked desperate and Gyll could see why.  

Work took an unexpected turn when Henzel appeared one morning and announced that he would 

be seconding a team to national police surveillance for the upcoming G-6.7 conference, but was 

clearly a little reluctant. Such conferences brought national and corporate leaders together for 

proposals of supposedly mutual benefit. The conferences also brought vehement protests from 

activists that usually turned into running battles with special police squads and ingenious diversions 

and obstacles. Wherever the conference, security plans became more elaborate and militant. 

Activists travelled around the world to contest such events and in turn developed their own 

extensive networks and planning. Ringleaders and prime suspects were tracked constantly, 

undercover agents infiltrated networks brought about arrests only to see other cells reroute the 

network, possibly initiate infiltration of their own. It had become an increasingly murky world. Often 

hardcore activists slipped into a host country months before by circuitous, non-obvious routes. Their 

use of numbers, tactics and publicity throughout the protests were sophisticated, perhaps 

suspiciously so. Each conference absorbed vast resources and budgets on both sides.  

It was still some months away, but there were to be several detailed briefings at police 

headquarters, which only made Henzel more impatient, since these would tie up PicUp staff and 

sacrifice other, presumably more lucrative missions. Gyll suspected Henzel was not going to make 
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much, if anything on the secondment. When they reached police headquarters they crossed through 

old courtyards filled with parked cars and found themselves in an old auditorium, now equipped 

with the latest screens and furniture. The squad had gone hi-tech, with enormous padded chairs and 

recessed wall lighting. There were about a hundred officers drawn around the low platform for the 

speaker. Proceedings were conducted by a young superintendent named Darius La Brea, a muscular, 

compact figure with a bleached blonde crew cut, large brown eyes and a disconcertingly common 

turn of phrase, even for the force. He stood with hands low on hips, thumbs hooked to the back, feet 

apart and head cocked to one side and rattled off things at machinegun tempo. But it was the sleeve 

tattoo, visible in short sleeves, that set off tiny alarms for Gyll. La Brea was only in his early thirties 

and just did not seem like superintendent material; even on Gyll’s slight acquaintance with the local 

constabulary. His accent, vocabulary and body language were all foreign, not just to the local police 

but Blaxland and Australia. He was an implant, a secondment of a more exotic and ominous kind. His 

briefing concentrated on the surrounding streets to the luxury hotel complex that was hosting the 

event. His approach was military, with armoured cars, bulldozers, water cannon and ‘snatch teams’ 

of commandos that would launch themselves into the crowds and apprehend suspected organizers 

and animators, with all due force. Buses of reinforcements would wait in back streets. Buses for the 

arrested would await summons at the edge of the zone. The timings were precise, co-ordination left 

nothing to the inexact course of events. All was determined beforehand. 

The briefing hardly touched upon surveillance drones. There were 3-D graphics to explain the layout 

of streets and buildings and the flow to events but Darius was intent upon only the speed and 

movement of his troops, trifling eventualities and the prompt crushing of opposition. Gyll got a bad 

feeling. Later there was a smaller briefing for the airborne corps, held in a lecture theatre in an 

adjacent block. The PicUp team were introduced to their police counterparts and they were a 

surprising match, a dozen mild, mainly younger men, all, almost certainly gamers. Phil and Don paid 

close attention to the plans, to the anticipations of protestor’s strikes and feints, co-ordinated 

counter-attacks and fortifications. There were downloads but they would not be as comprehensive 

and lucid. The conference was to be held in the prestigious Radley complex, a sprawling edifice 

encompassing a luxury hotel, conference centre and casino in a redeveloped precinct on the south 

bank of the city. Staff wore a distinctive lilac uniform, quietly ridiculed by the populace. A key traffic 

artery would be the Neilson Bridge, linking the south bank to the bulk of the city on the north bank. 

The PicUp team would monitor areas to the east and west of The Radley, anticipating protestors 

circumventing the official march route across Neilson Bridge. They would be reinforced by 

helicopters and hit squads, gunships armed with rubber bullets and tear gas. These belonged to the 

mercenary force, FistFirst with offices in New York and Shanghai. Their representatives could not be 

present at the briefing, unfortunately. Don made a mock salute at one point, his middle fingers 

folded in the ‘F’ for Firstlanders. Plainly, all these plans would be relayed to Don’s dark web allies. 

Phil was more circumspect; his eyes roamed the room, perhaps looking for his drone leasing 

associates. 

Afterwards all four sat in a fast food franchise joking about screen war games and movies. No-one 

said anything about what would happen to the plans, but understood implicitly that they would be 

leaked. Gyll could not believe there had been no screening or profiling of Phil and Don’s sympathies. 

It seemed suspicious or unbelievably sloppy given all the planning that had gone into the event. He 

began to understand CAESAR’s hesitations in analysing culprits and causes to economic downturn. 
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What was wrong with people? Why were mistakes and accidents steadily multiplying? Lou was the 

most comfortable with the mission and his main concern was liaising or co-operating with FistFirst. 

They had traded under other names, had a bad name even among mercenaries for getting it wrong 

and covering up. For Lou their inclusion confirmed the essentially corrupt and commercial nature of 

law and order at the higher or wider level. The problem was they had too much authority. When the 

team returned to the PicUp control room, Sandy wanted to know everything. He was really gung-ho 

for this kind of mission and had wanted to attend but had to supervise ongoing coverage of a Rugby 

tournament. It was not quite the same. They filled him in on the basics, stuff like the presence of 

FistFirst thrilled him, but the team’s account was deliberately sketchy and non-committal. There was 

no point being dragged into politics. Sandy was not an evil man, just misguided.  
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The drone secondment comprised two larger turbo-prop ones, to be flown by Gyll and Don at safer 

heights, and two smaller, more manoeuvrable helicopter ones, flown by Phil and Lou, for closer, 

more immediate details. Henzel seethed about the expense to resources, but consoled himself with 

the prospect of favours earned, introductions made; a familiar refrain for the exploited. The PicUp 

airfield was a converted sports ground in the inner north west of the city, a suburb largely devoted 

to light industry. Gyll had only been there once. A giant hangar housed a nine assorted drones, a 

ground staff of eight and outside a modest paved runway. There was no tower, it was nothing 

special. On the big day the control room got a call from the airfield telling them about a helicopter 

that had been circling for some time. They could not identify it and given the occasion were 

disturbed. Sandy made calls to the police and got nowhere. The footage the airfield provided was 

inconclusive at best. The police eventually informed them that the chopper was part of the FistFirst 

contingent, doing some preliminary checking of their own. And right there, was a portent for the 

day. Watching the jerky handheld camera zoom in on the overhead chopper would later come to 

stand for their grasp of events for Gyll. 

At the appointed hour the four drones proceeded to their stations, checking equipment as they 

went. It was a fine, mid-summer’s day in late January. Gyll would have liked to have had a crack at 

flying one of the smaller drones, he had had some opportunities, but his skills and talent were not 

the equal of Phil and Don’s. They had clearance to fly at lower altitudes and enjoyed some unusual 

and candid perspectives on residents. There was a constant exchange with the police control room, 

confirming compliance with their strict route and coverage, although they did not seem to notice 

discrepancies between footage and confirmations. The four communicated on a separate frequency 

between themselves with Sandy occasionally interjecting from the PicUp control room to let them 

know he was there. There was a lot of air traffic around! What with the police drones and 

helicopters to the north and south, media crews on a slightly higher altitude and the FistFirst team 

above them all, circling slowly over the whole city. The background roar was intense. It felt like a war 

zone about to happen.  

They knew things would not go according to plan, but not exactly which things and when. Gyll and 

Phil were assigned the western end of their sector and did not have to wait long to be surprised. The 

crowds were larger, emerged from more stations and unexpected directions. They remained orderly. 

CCTV cameras at street level recorded numbers and routes while drones tracked overlooked corners 

and byways in response. The big news was that protestors had infiltrated The Radley complex as 

recently recruited staff and jammed the internal security system, locked the conference centre with 

some participants inside. Then they had lowered giant banners down one side of the twenty storey 

building before abseiling down to the river and escaping in a waiting speedboat upriver. Gyll and Phil 

were not allowed to pursue. The protestors had captured the press from the outset and the banners 

made headlines instantly. The second surprise was that the parking areas for police buses had been 

filled with spilt refuse and booby traps, taking time to clear and causing traffic chaos elsewhere. The 

third surprise was that bands of protestors were also dressed as riot police and intercepted official 

motorcades, surrounding visiting dignitaries and lecturing them with loudhailers. Once the real 

police realised the situation there was still confusion in distinguishing perpetrators.  
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Most of this happened to the north and south of Gyll and his task was firstly to position himself in 

line of sight with Phil and relay his signal, if only as backup. Phil flitted under flickering plain trees 

and tram cables impossibly, observing masked groups using banner poles like pikes. They seemed 

surprisingly disciplined but met practised opposition. As they moved toward The Radley they saw 

one of the surrounded motorcades from which bodyguards had emerged, guns drawn. The 

protestors protested that they were local police and drew their own weapons. There was a standoff. 

Were the protestors’ weapons real? Other protestors in standard riot apparel overwhelmed both 

groups and rocked the limousines, upturning the leading one, slashing the tyres on the last one. 

More riot police and snatch squads attempted to bulldoze their way through the official street 

procession to rescue the motorcade. They drew indignant resistance, provoked massive arrests. 

Somehow police numbers were never quite where they were needed. Phil leaped and ducked 

watching assaults and injuries but the coverage was only intermittent. Then, from an upturned 

limousine emerged a furious figure in a blue business suit, drawing a revolver and standing on the 

door and mudguard, declaiming. Something about him looked familiar to Gyll and then, as he 

covered another of Phil’s busy manoeuvres, he realised it was Rudy, from The Orion. For a moment 

he swung his own camera around to see if he could get a close-up and at that moment his drone 

took a hit.  

He lost his pilot camera and was flying blind. His instrument panel indicated he was still airborne. His 

observation camera still functioned but it was stuck at a skewed angle and was little help to 

navigation. He called out to Phil at the next desk. Phil swung his camera around to offer Gyll some 

perspective, but without Gyll’s relay his signal was too fragmented to be of much use, and in effect 

he too was flying blind. Gyll climbed steeply, maintaining a straight course in the hope of avoiding 

buildings. At a safe height he switched to autopilot, notified the airfield. Phil lost all contact with his 

drone. They did not learn until the following day that both had been hit by rubber bullets fired from 

a FistFirst gunship that had arrived smartly behind them unannounced. At the time they could only 

sit by blank screens feeling shattered, as if they had just lost a screen war game. In a sense they had. 

Don and Lou fared better and made it back to home base unscathed. They were astonished at the 

chaos that ensued throughout the day. A FistFirst helicopter deliberately obstructed the view of a 

media helicopter, media feeds from police drones were heavily edited and civilian injuries and 

arrests ran into the hundreds. Ambulance access had only compounded the bedlam. There were 

power outages and burst water mains. Phil’s drone had crashed into a shop front and was destroyed 

but at least avoided fatalities.  

The conference was to have run for four days but was effectively cancelled by serial re-scheduling. 

Organisers were furious with police incompetence and police were at a loss to publicly explain 

protestor ingenuity and sophistication. The damage to private and public property would probably 

run into millions. The media openly suspected leaks even possible collusion but the police never 

publicly acknowledged any. For a while Palmerston made the headlines all over the world, where 

pundits were resigned to escalating confrontations with ideological extremists. It had become a bit 

of a ritual, sold a lot of advertising. Darius La Brea privately blamed leaks in no uncertain terms. But 

he had a long list of suspects within the force before considering any amongst outsourcing. The 

allegations did nothing to improve his standing within the force and his generous contract might well 

go un-renewed as a consequence, prove a final casualty to the debacle. He was frustrated with 

colleagues, aware his international reputation was now tarnished. Further suspicions about his 
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defeat at G-6.7 would only sound paranoid. He lowered his profile, reverted to brunette. Henzel 

blamed police incompetence and thought PicUp’s reputation had been impugned by association. 

There was also the loss and damage to his drones. But he chose not to complain and was mollified 

slightly by payment for a mysterious fifth drone, supposedly used in the southern sector. He never 

queried this either, but accepted it as some compensation.  
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Gyll scoured reports for any mention of his former space colleague, Rudy Mann but found none. The 

glimpse of him in a blue suit drawing a revolver defiantly before a howling mob stayed with him, 

seemed dream-like, a movie clip. He told Don about it and Don resolved to investigate on the dark 

web. Don and the dark web were never long apart. Things at PicUp slipped into a autumn lull 

deepened by the transfer of the national skiing tournament to neighbouring Albertia to the south, 

where they at least had projected temperatures  cool enough to permit artificial snow production in 

their mountain resorts for the coming months. It was a blow to budgets and planning and Sandy 

struggled to find work for everyone, cut shifts and used the time for maintenance and paperwork. 

There was a lot of tidying and updating. People stood around, discussing developments, waiting to 

be laid off. The stocktaking also involved some speculation. Sandy asked Gyll to look into some 

scheme for indexing city footage, like the G-6.7 protests, on a map or 3-D map. It was something 

Sandy had promised to report on to Henzel but hadn’t got around to. It seemed far-fetched but it 

was better than being laid off, so Gyll went down to the fifth floor where Sandy had his 

administration office, his niche in the Henzel empire and went through the advertising files that had 

collected there.  

The idea had come from a police suggestion, as a way of possibly identifying intermittent or 

damaged footage. Gyll wondered how many such events they planned to cover, how extensive the 

map would have to be. It would only be worthwhile if they were anticipating many regular events 

within a confined sector of the city. Even then it seemed wishful. A parallel idea was for drones to 

keep a record of their own coverage, separate from transmissions, which seemed more practical, 

more of a hardware issue. He looked through web sources, thinking he would just make the report a 

little tidier, and recommend waiting on further development. He had some idea what the 3-D 

mapping options were and saw no fits but while surfing searches he saw items from Soames and 

paused.  His mouse roared, his cursor cursed. He clicked on the first, expecting to be rejected, but 

then he realised the academic site accepted him because he was using a PicUp account and Sandy’s 

identity.  

It was a story from the New Jersey campus at Hackettown. It welcomed Professor Gordon Hinson to 

his new post as Head of The School of Interactive Mapping and mentioned his impressive research at 

Soames’ ROME 7.3 campus. Professor Hinson had been able to solve persistent problems with an 

important bio-medical application, developed in conjunction with the prestigious De Waal 

Pharmaceuticals, an industry leader. His contribution had been recognised by a key software firm, 

Pelican, which had since undertaken a drastic upgrade and hoped to improve their market standing. 

There was a photo of Gordon flashing his toothy, ingratiating grin, his eyes narrowed in quiet 

determination, his long hair, flawlessly groomed, his broad shoulders clad in a russet sports jacket. 

Gyll winced. There were two further links, the first to an abstract of his paper ‘Moving Molecules 

and the Modes that Matter Most’ and a movie interview following his award from the World 

Pharmaceutical Association for Remote Conception and Construction. Gyll paused. He wished he 

could just pick up that magic marker on the desk and scribble all over Gordon’s face. This was just 

the kind of reminder of a career path he desperately did not need.  
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He sat there, plunged into envy and despair, looking around Sandy’s crappy little windowless cubicle, 

with its pinups of military drones and favourite flowers from his garden, its welter of ancient post-its 

in lurid colours, un-serviced hard and software, dull humming central heating, just a little too warm, 

the smell of stale snacks and coffee, its little wastepaper bin, fashioned in intricate folds from 

recycled corrugated cardboard and festooned with big yellow winking smileys, the two crushed beer 

cans inside, the floppy brown cardigan hanging on the back of the door and the drawers to the desk 

filled with pointless stationery and collectors cards of sporting heroes. It was a vision of total 

surrender, utter desolation to Gyll. He wanted to take an axe to the lot of it and then burn the whole 

fucking room, the floor! The whole fucking building! He sat seething for some time, the inane, 

teasing chatter outside his door torturing him mercilessly.  

Eventually he clicked on the interview. There was Gordon in a press conference, before a table with 

a microphone, a glass and jug of water, a temporary screen with Pharmaceutical logos in pastel 

shades behind him. It was perfect. He addressed questions from a variety of directions off camera. 

His arms were folded and his head tilted from side to side, weighing the questions thoughtfully. 

Toward the end of the interview (around twenty minutes) someone asked him about what tests had 

suggested his solution to the mapping problem? Gordon nodded sympathetically and leaned 

forward, resting his elbows on the table. He answered that actually his eureka moment had occurred 

when he noticed the pattern on one of his partner’s discarded blouses, the way a folded or curved 

plane distorted the motif of a flower, it’s links and relations – so that he realised what they had been 

seeing in the mapping as a puzzling, seemingly anomalous mutation to their molecules in motion 

was really a spatial flaw, dragging background attributes and confusing them with foreground. At the 

mention of his partner, he smiled his special smile and nodded left of camera. 

Gyll played it again, not quite believing and yet all too easily believing what he had just heard. It was 

unbelievable on so many levels. He played the little smile and glance behind camera again. He found 

himself miming them as he tried to gather his thoughts. On the one hand it summed up research 

politics, on the other academic romance. He had chased that problem because of Tiffany – because 

she had told him about it – but he had not solved it for her. He had solved it because it puzzled him, 

got under his skin, a bit like Tiffany. He had made a present of it to her because that was the most he 

could give of himself; that was him where it mattered most. If she chose to withhold it or gain an 

advantage, that was up to her. He hadn’t foreseen that she might trade for Gordon though and it 

was obvious that she was now Gordon’s partner. He felt more disgusted by her choice than hurt. 

They were welcome to each other. But that still left the dishonesty concerning the mapping solution. 

For Gordon that probably just fell under shameless opportunism of a successful researcher; a kind of 

finders’ keepers before publication. He was such a vain and cynical hustler. How did she sleep with 

that? Gyll had actually had little to do with him, had seen enough on introduction, but had heard 

plenty from those that had and all was now confirmed. Gordon got the prize, the girl and the job for 

being sleazy and dishonest. 

Gyll could only sit in the stuffy little office slowly writing up his report for Sandy and torturing 

himself. When he looked up it was six o’clock and the whole floor was vacant. He found his way out 

and into the wet evening, pulled the hood on his anorak up and headed slowly for the bus stop. 

When he reached it he decided to walk to the next stop, since the rain was easing and the cool air 

felt good. He walked all the way back to his bed and breakfast, about twelve stops, still not feeling 
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tired or hungry, just cheated. He was a world away now, standing looking over a large dark park, its 

line of lampposts disclosing distant pools of lawn and paths. It could be anywhere but it was in the 

outlands, the land of the second rate, second hand, the damaged and repeat offenders, the excess 

to requirements and black sheep in exile, the last refuge of the rolling, rumbling colony, the one big 

happy transaction that the profits called down and losers laughed off “But see how much I‘ve 

learned!” Gyll got the joke and the joke got Gyll. Eventually he went up to his room, turned off the 

light and drifted into the dark web.  
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His team were laid off for two weeks and he was torn between going home to Wilberforce to help 

with his father’s business and looking for cheaper accommodation. He had been in Palmerston for 

just over four months but nothing felt solid or settled. That seemed to be the nature of the drone 

business and increasingly, the times. Everyone was supposed to be adaptable, flexible, nimble in 

their living arrangements. Gyll was now twenty-seven and needed more stability; wanted to think 

long-term. Palmerston straddled the river Wirri Worri – usually just Worri – that wound down from 

central mountains absorbing tributaries slowly straightened, deepened and broadened to an estuary 

with the Pacific Ocean at its southernmost. Its banks at the mouth were steep and dented with coves 

and inlets. Palmerston was some eight kilometres from the coast, a new world city that borrowed 

generously from the old world, eyed the rest of the new world anxiously and invested its resources 

grudgingly in the future. It had been founded where the banks were most accommodating; labour 

most rewarding and the river still navigable. The north bank became its hub, the south its supply. As 

it grew over the next three hundred years, the north spread up slopes that afforded grander vistas 

to grandiose architecture, a measure of advancement to a maze of administration and commerce 

and the opportunity for a more rigid street plan that was never pursued. The south sprawled into 

residential suburbs, pushing industry further west, in turn pushing agriculture still further. 

Developments to the east and the coast were slower, more prohibitive. There were little ferry 

crossings to the east, but Palmerston remained the prime crossing by bridge and later tunnel. 

Developments to the east became exclusive retreats shielded from convenient access.  

Gyll’s bed and breakfast catered for modest trade itinerants and daring tourists. It was situated in a 

fringe corner, once capitalised on its vicinity to the main railway station, Hadley Street, but the 

advantage now lost to both with more air travel and higher standards. It survived as a somewhat 

quaint, boutique attraction. Cheaper digs meant further from the city centre and were to be 

balanced against comfort, greater travel time and costs. As a student in Palmerston, Gyll had lived in 

a college residence and then a shared house in a bohemian quarter abutting the campus. But that 

was away to the north, up over the slopes and along a plateau, another world really. His knowledge 

of the city was actually slight, limited to a few clubs and friends’ addresses. Don thought he may be 

able to help. He was local and had lots of friends, although they belonged to a sub-culture that did 

not place a great premium on stability or creature comforts. They roamed incessantly, nationally and 

internationally, naturally and notionally. They crashed and burned, attracted dogs, inspectors, debt 

collectors and the law and rarely tidied up afterward.  

Gyll had met some of them at parties. Don would invite his PicUp team although he was not the host 

or even resident. Gyll was the only one of the team to actually attend. The parties would be at 

squats in disused factories or warehouses, residences under peculiar and not strictly legal 

arrangements. Don’s friends there were intensely communal and idealistic yet given to protracted 

and demanding hedonism and synthetic stimulation. They shared hacktivist sympathies but all in all 

were not a good fit for Gyll. He shared their musical tastes but quickly realised they were largely 

indifferent to mixes, to nuance or invention. The one vaguely promising acquaintance was a disc 

jockey, a woman around his age with long blonde hair worn up in a bun and glasses perched on the 

end of her nose as she cued discs and adjusted samples on the mixing console. She wore a loose 
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white t-shirt and black slacks, had a large but well proportioned frame. Once satisfied with a segue 

she would step back and sip from a small brown bottle contemplatively, pull one headphone clear of 

her ear and pick up a conversation with her circle of loitering female admirers.  

Don walked up to her, flung an arm around her neck, drew her head down to his height and kissed 

her on the brow. He introduced Penny and then Gyll as “a guy with an insane knowledge of beats”. 

Gyll shrugged modestly. She had pale blue eyes and smiled in an exaggerated display of 

astonishment. “You DJ?” she queried comically. No, he just downloaded and mixed for himself. He 

didn’t play them to anyone. They traded names and labels until she was suitably impressed and her 

fans dispersed. In the intervals between segues they exchanged quick backgrounds. She had started 

off in bands playing keyboards, eventually preferred working by herself and started doing 

community radio, got to know other DJs, clubs and gigs. She wanted to go to Asia, all over, had 

friends in Shanghai and Bangkok. There was a circuit. Their eyes locked on one another like heat-

seekers. The music boomed. Don passed by again and poked her from behind, told her ear Gyll was 

looking for a place. Don was an old neighbour, possibly a relative, the music at points made 

conversation challenging. She nodded and frowned slightly to Don. She and Gyll exchanged 

numbers. Hers said ‘Penny Holt: DJ or What?  

In the second week of the lay-off he got a call. She thought his name was Lyle at first, apologised for 

not reading more carefully, for the noise level at the gig. She apologised. She was in a large, sparsely 

furnished lounge by the look of it. Behind her, winter sunlight through full-length windows cast 

much of the room in deep shadow by the camera exposure. She wandered back and forth and there 

was an echo to the emptiness. She wore a loose pink top and matching slacks and stood with one 

hand on her hip. She looked older without makeup and her hair down, sounded older, more 

business-like. She confirmed he was looking for somewhere to stay and wondered about price 

range. Gyll explained his meagre income, travel needs. She thought for a moment, the camera 

jiggled in her hand. “There may be a workaround for the travel part”. The rent, they could sort out. 

He asked about the workaround and she reminded him that Don had lost his driver’s license recently 

and was banned for a year (demerit points had killed him). Don lived not far from there and it was 

possible he might lend Gyll his car in exchange for chauffeuring to work and back. She could have a 

word. She turned her screen on its side and panned around the room, explaining it was an old house 

that needed some work, but mostly, inhabitants to ward off vandals and squatters. It had belonged 

to her maiden aunt, Cecily. He needed to visit. 

The address was uncharted territory for Gyll, out on the eastern side of the north bank. It looked 

remote on a map but there were bus and train routes. He took a bus that twisted up through leafy 

foothills for twenty-four minutes, eucalypts whipping around in wind, shimmering in weak sun. The 

driver stopped where he judged it would be most convenient for Gyll, and directed him down a 

steep unpaved lane. The address was an old red brick bungalow with a verandah on two sides 

behind an overgrown garden. The approaching path was at roof level and then spiralled down 

following the garden past the front gate. It was situated in a secluded cove; trees obscured most of 

the view. On the ten minute walk, Gyll judged by the parked cars it was a very select area. The 

verandah jutted out high on the river side to the house, had a heavy white wooden railing with brick 

pillars, a white atrium trimmed with black and an outdoor table and chairs. It reminded him of Dili in 

a way. He could hear beats as he approached the front gate, which had an elaborate wooden arch 
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with the name ‘Wirraway’ carved into it. The gate creaked. As he mounted the steps she appeared 

behind the screen door. They smiled.     

It took a moment to adjust to the dark interior. The lounge had no furniture or hangings, just a wall 

screen propped at one end. There was a small music player in the middle of the floor, thumping and 

scattered children’s toys and pillows against the walls. French windows opened onto the verandah, a 

corridor ran down the other side. Kitchen, bathroom and laundry were on one side – all messy - a 

main bedroom, smaller one and study on the other. The bedrooms had double beds, the study a cot. 

She had inherited it and didn’t know whether to sell or not, liked its old world charm. It had been 

built at the start of the twentieth century and been in the family all along. Her sister had taken what 

she wanted of the furniture. That was the deal. Penny had had people staying, but they had moved 

on. It had been broken into, at least once, and she had suspicions. It added to her stress. Insurance 

was a pain. Her head rocked from side to side. She wandered into the kitchen and made coffee and 

only realised as she handed him a mug she hadn’t asked if and how he would like it. He took it 

anyway. They walked back into the lounge and stood beside the music. She took a sip and started to 

bounce. “Van der Hout always gets me in the mood,” she confided, gyrating heavily. Gyll agreed, 

taking a sip of the weak coffee. Van der Hout did it for him too. They both gyrated beside the music, 

then looked at one another sheepishly.   

She opened the French windows and walked out onto the verandah. Beyond the music the only 

sound was the wind in the trees. There were glimpses of dark blue river through them. They leaned 

on the railing looking down. She suddenly placed her hand lightly on his, “One day they will re-

develop all this and it will be worth millions.” They both looked down at the hands. He turned his 

over and interlaced fingers with hers. “You’re sitting on a gold mine,” he replied. “I am” she said, 

leaning her head against his shoulder. “I’ve got it coming to me.” “There could be flow-ons,” he 

suggested, “mining probes in this terrain.” His arm slid around her waist. Their heads moved closer. 

“It’s known for its gold,” he said softly. They kissed. “Oh who knows what they’ll find?” she 

swooned. “Gold nuggets!” he whispered. “Chicken nuggets!” she thrilled. “Chicken nuggets?” 

“Wingdings!” “Pluck me!” “Wedges?” he suggested. “With sour cream!” she began to tear at his 

clothes. “A squeeze of lemon” he slung off his backpack. “A squirt of vodka” she ripped her top off, 

“A deadly concoction!” he taunted, kicking his shoes off. “An almighty pooling,” she wore no 

knickers. “A coming together,” she wrenched at his trousers. “An oil bonanza! land of hope and 

glory,” he assisted, in the interests of avoiding castration. “A brand new story,” as she ran her hands 

down his torso. “Just desserts,” as he fondled one of her ample breasts. “On a second sitting,” as she 

kissed lower portions, brought him slowly down. 
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They ended up naked on the lounge carpet supported by pillows. Both had sticky bits, they 

discovered. The light was fading and the air chillier. She propped herself up on one elbow, “God that 

was amazing and we hadn’t even been drinking.” “What did you put in the coffee?” “Well I thought 

it was just coffee... but you never know, with some visitors.” She hauled herself up and wandered 

toward the bathroom. “Talk about the sleep of the just.... God look at the time!” Gyll turned on the 

wall screen. The news would be on in a minute. In the meantime there was a children’s cartoon 

about an undersea policing unit improbably staffed by stoic six year olds. Gyll laughed as he 

collected his clothes and closed the windows. She came back holding her screen, “There’s nothing 

for dinner, sorry. We can drive down to Shiftley or how about a takeaway? Pizza? Chinese? Chicken 

or Taco?” “How do you ever get home deliveries down that path?” he wondered. “Well that’s the 

long way from the top of the hill. There’s a proper paved street just below, we even have a driveway 

and garage. That bus driver was way off.” She vouched for the pizzas and called. When the pizza 

delivery girl stared back at her “Hello?” she realised she was still nude. “Oh sorry about that, 

accident in the kitchen, I’m improvising”.  

She dressed and showed him the stairs around the far side of the verandah that led down to an 

overgrown lawn and garage. Her battered German import was parked there. While they waited, she 

told him about Don. His mother was in an asylum. His father remarried and Don now had two step-

brothers and a step sister, he was forever plotting against. Don’s father owned serious slabs of 

Palmerston and was a shrewd investor. Don was currently living in a penthouse on an apartment 

block owned by his father, over the hill in Streeton. Don had a large trust coming to him, eventually. 

Up close, her face was rounder, pixie-like, with freckles and wide, full lips. Her eyes were teasing, 

mischievous. Gyll wondered what he was letting himself in for here, but whatever it was it could not 

make his situation any worse. He told her about his travels and misfortunes. They stood holding 

hands in the long grass, listening to the distant beats until it was too cold.  

The meal was okay and there was plenty of wine, hidden away in a cabinet in the study. Her life was 

complicated, she compartmentalised things. Her music collection was in her flat in a fashionable part 

of inner East Palmerston. Her family home was just up the road and her work, such as it was, in 

retail, up past the university. Gyll could see there were big gaps, in her education, her music, her 

circle, but he was in no rush. They watched a Corneille movie, which she found incomprehensible. 

They made the bed in the main bedroom, cleaned the floor of abandoned shoes, gift wrapping and 

dirty plates, found a heater and stripped off. Penny had a perfect body and liked to take the 

initiative. She wasn’t exactly bossy, but she let it be known what was working and what was not with 

a minimal vocabulary. She liked to let her hands roam, caress and fondle, to kiss and butterfly kiss 

with eyelashes, to smooth hair, smell sweat, flex muscles and adjust positions.  

She was an expert and set in play expectations, prized invention and surprise, paused for early 

arrival, pawed for late, licked at wounds, laughed at scars and worked at fits with starts. She feigned 

nothing but felt only a measured abandon. The sex was the closest thing to pornography Gyll had 

experienced. That said, his experience of pornography was limited to 3-D modelling, with its own 

special remoteness. But here it was sex with a high degree of self-awareness, a performance agenda. 

It was sex that would look good to an onlooker, perhaps too good. It could start to feel like a job, 
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lacked the crazed clumsy drive that was not you or partner but the shuddering animal thing 

momentarily in possession of both, losing all control and sense, drowning in a spasm of release. 

Penny’s body was exciting and he could not get enough but it was not something he could keep 

either. She was showing him around and the views were to die for but the place lacked something. 

With Tiffany her body and her personality were one and one had more for having both. With Penny 

the furnishings never quite took, never felt like home. Whatever she wanted from him, it was not 

going to fill that need. She embraced him impulsively, desperately, but it would be a temporary 

solution. Finally they rolled apart and let the night claim them singly. 
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In the morning he was awoken by a small boy poking him, asking “Who’s this?” Gyll looked around. 

Penny had gone. He could hear voices in the lounge. He stared at the indignant five or six year old. 

“Good question” he answered, blearily. The little boy raised his voice and repeated the question and 

Penny answered “Paul get out of there please. We have a guest.” There were footsteps and a 

strange woman’s face appeared in the doorway. “Oh for God’s sake Penny!” she reacted bitterly. 

“Paul, go in the lounge, darling.” The little boy backed away. “But who is this?” he asked persistently. 

“I’m a visitor,” said Gyll. The strange woman repeated her direction to Paul and he reluctantly 

backed out the door, still eyeing Gyll. Gyll looked to the strange woman for some sort of 

introduction but none came. Instead she looked back up the hall and addressed Penny “Aren’t you 

going to come and at least introduce us? I think we’re entitled to that much, don’t you?” She was a 

little older than Penny, shorter, heavier with a sullen mannish face. She wore white jeans, a pale 

cashmere pullover and light jacket. Penny eventually appeared in the doorway as well. Her hair was 

swept up in a towel and she wore a yellow bathrobe. She grinned decadently and winked “Gyll, this 

is Barbara Tunney, Barbara, this is Argyll Walker “. She folded her arms and rolled her eyes to 

Barbara. “Ar-gy-ll” Barbara drew the syllables out with contempt. “I am Penny’s partner. I have been 

looking after her son Paul while she has been...” she winced, “entertaining you. Can you see a 

problem in the arrangement?” “Can you give me a minute to get dressed?” he replied as politely as 

he could.  

While he dressed he could hear them tell Paul to go outside and play, then issue toys. Then Paul’s 

disappearing footsteps as they began to argue in hushed voices. Gyll started down the corridor and 

then swung into the bathroom for a shower on impulse. He felt better for it and dried himself on the 

least damp towel. But he was of course stalling. They turned to him as he finally appeared. Barbara 

gathered her large basket cum shoulder bag and threw in toys and items of clothing angrily. “Nice to 

have met you, Ar-gyll,” she said facetiously and stamped toward the door, calling for Paul. Penny 

had dried her hair and stood like Medusa with a towel draped over one shoulder. Paul reappeared 

on the verandah “Mum, when are we going to Gran’s?” Penny smiled “We’ll go this afternoon, pet. 

Gran will still be getting things ready for us now.” Barbara called to him as she rounded the house 

beneath the verandah, crunching through the undergrowth. Penny kissed him on the forehead and 

patted him goodbye telling him she would see him at two o’clock. Gyll glanced at his watch. It was 

10.17.  

They heard car doors and Barbara back away. Gyll leaned against the front doorway. She apologised 

and hoped this didn’t change anything between them. Gyll asked her to just run through the 

situation again, so he could be sure he was fully up to speed. She explained she had a six year old 

son named Paul who meant the world to her and she was in a relationship with Barbara, a top public 

servant. They had been going together for a couple of years, make that nearly three. That was it, 

really. And Paul’s father? Paul’s father was a crazed folk musician named Charlie Whittle, who had 

been quite well known at one stage, talented but deeply flawed. They had been in a band together 

and had married but Charlie’s drug-dealing landed him in gaol just after Paul was born and now that 

was over. He had really gone downhill in there. They would get a divorce soon. Gyll asked “And 

where do you see me fitting in?” She started, “Well...” then grinned. “Look I get randy occasionally 
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for straight sex, okay? I know that’s totally uncool with everyone but... I just.... have to. I meet 

someone – not all that often – and right away I know. I just... want them. Don’t you ever feel the 

same way?” 

Gyll did not really feel that way. If he got randy he just masturbated. In any case, it was impossible 

for him to have whomever he desired. He was not a babe magnet. There was no equivalence. She 

nodded, she could see that. But it wasn’t his looks really. What was it then? Okay, it was his looks. 

They both stared at the floor. “So do you still want this place?” she asked after a long pause. “That 

part was for real?” “Of course! How desperate do you think I am?” Well I’m not sure...” “Look I’m 

probably over you by now and maybe if I just swing by every now and then to check... you know...?” 

she smirked her she-devil of sexual madness smile, which was irresistible. “What about Barbara?” he 

felt uncool even for asking. She waved her screen at him “She’s tracking me now - that’s the 

beginning of the end.” She strolled toward the verandah, put her screen back in her pocket. 

“Barbara thinks she has me because she likes to be Paul’s other mother, but Barbara has a few issues 

of her own, which I will get to very shortly. They’ll be in the next mix. I’m, you know, working up to 

that one, one thing at a time. And it is complicated.” The conversation turned to more mundane 

matters, keys, where the nearest shops were, public transport, bills, rates, garbage collection. If the 

arrangement with Don’s car worked out, he would take the place, if only to propel his life forward 

somehow.  

She left promising to get in touch with Don. Gyll drew up a shopping list and walked down past the 

garage to a street that led to shops. He knew there would be gaps to Penny’s story but he could not 

have guessed at Paul and Barbara. Charlie, he half expected, although the ten to fifteen on narcotics 

and armed robbery was a little extreme. He realised she was older than he had supposed, and not 

just in years. She may not have travelled but she had been “around the block a few times” as they 

say. Did he believe that stuff about just a one-night stand? Not entirely. Was there a future with her? 

There was not. Could he see himself as Paul’s other father? He could not. The little kid looked weird, 

frankly, something about the eyes. Whatever parenting instincts Gyll might have were disabled 

where Paul was concerned. And then there was all that stuff about Don. He would have to check 

with Don. It sounded exaggerated. On his way back he had a call from Phil. It was starting to rain and 

he sheltered beneath a giant cedar. The signal was not great.  Gyll explained he was changing his 

address and Phil asked if he was living in a tree now. Waving aside the explanation Phil got to the 

point. He had another business proposition they needed to discuss as a team. They would meet 

tomorrow afternoon in a park in south Palmerston. Gyll asked for directions and Phil suggested he 

get a lift with Don. As Gyll climbed back up the stairs at Wirraway, Don called. 

Penny had been in touch. Don still drove his car, despite the ban. He needed it. Sorry. Gyll asked 

about the meeting tomorrow and Don agreed to pick him up. Gyll was waiting in the driveway when 

Don passed slowly and did a u-turn. Don explained that Penny had lived there for a while. He’d been 

invited to parties there but had always been too busy. They were wild by reports. Penny had been a 

childhood neighbour but she was way off about his step-brothers and sister; they were still school 

kids. He had little to do with them. He lived in a crummy flat in Plaistow, not a penthouse in 

Streeton. He laughed at the idea. Although his father did own a block there and there was a trust he 

would inherit one day, if he lived long enough. Until then he was just another drone worker. He 

wheezed mirthlessly at the pun. Penny got to do what she wanted because of her looks, no mystery 
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really. The girlfriends had always been there, since high school. That was probably what pushed 

Charlie over the edge, in Don’s opinion. She was cool and creative but he didn’t understand the 

Barbara thing.  

Phil’s proposal was very ambitious but carefully conceived. Don already knew the outline because it 

involved mutual hacktivist contacts. It came from the same party they had sold drone footage. They 

had a more complicated and rewarding mission for drone pilots. The catch was they would be flying 

drones on the other side of the world. Apart from technical obstacles, it looked fairly 

straightforward. They would tail targets to unknown destinations basically. What could possibly go 

wrong? He drove to a large rambling park down in south Palmerston. There were various playing 

fields, unkempt flower beds and shrubbery, long grass, picnic benches and a meandering stream. 

They had a long walk to an agreed spot under a line of enormous local fig trees with high snaking 

roots that matched their broad, smooth branches. Phil and Lou were already there. They had all 

brought picnic stuff and looked around to see if they were alone.  The main attraction was to meet 

somewhere they would not be noticed or disturbed. Phil had his laptop open. He briefed the other 

three while they sat on top a picnic bench opposite the laptop. One of the match-fixers they had 

previously hacked had proved a jackpot – their password leading to a whole maze of secret wealth 

and contacts. It was worth a second sting.   

The setup was the Colombian port of Santa Marta where the three targets would arrive by a luxury 

yacht, El Quemador. An older woman would disembark and leave by car for a destination 

somewhere out of town, probably a villa in the hills. That was one objective. The yacht was expected 

to proceed to the tiny island of San Eusebio, a secret tax haven only a few hours north. The other 

two targets, a young man and woman, would visit one or more banks there and were expected to 

leave with a lot of cash. The second objective was to confirm this itinerary, note which banks and 

give an accurate ETA for their return to Santa Marta. Phil explained that their clients were obviously 

confined in their pursuit of these goals in ways they did not care to share. Satellites were an obvious 

option for example, but presumably not available for some reason. However, they had arranged a 

discreet loan of three military drones from a base in northern Venezuela, not far from the Colombian 

border. Again the absence of local pilots pointed to a certain inconvenience the clients were not 

prepared to discuss at this point. But the rewards for success in this mission would be substantial 

transfers of credit to the dark domain of their choice. That had worked so far, they were reminded. 

The main problem, Phil acknowledged, was the lack of time for preparation. There were satellite 

codes to be hacked for the drones for one thing, some retraining for pilots to master the larger 

military models and long range surveillance and then a cleanup to cover their satellite tracks 

afterwards. This, they would not be sharing with their clients. He looked at Gyll when he said this. 

The time frame was just twelve days. 

Don pointed out that with the time difference they would be operating out of PicUp in the middle of 

the night, which might be tricky, especially given the length of the mission. Lou asked Phil if he was 

sure this wasn’t a hit. It sounded like a setup for a hit. Lou was uneasy. Phil assumed there would be 

some sort of follow-through on the ground but didn’t want to go there. The mission was covert 

surveillance with some tricky hardware and terrain. Then he looked at Gyll and asked for his 

problem. Gyll wondered who they were dealing with here? Drug lords? World Council Security? 

Corporate bankers? Phil shrugged “Could be chartered accountants for all I know. Their location 
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seems to still be Miami. They pay well and on time. Their resources are certainly peculiar, I’ll give 

you that. I think we can assume they have access to some corners of government and the military at 

least. We don’t know how or why. We’ve wondered before about rogue police or Intel sources. Look 

these are dark times and I’m willing to look a gift horse between the eyes just for now and wait for 

the credit. And as I say, we will want a cleanup on this.” They ran through maps, movies, 

specifications on drones altitudes, airline lanes, and long-range cameras. They would be observing 

from far greater distances than they were used to. Then they looked at simulation software and 

satellite delays. Then they had their picnic.  
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The cleanup Phil talked about would be a way of erasing any satellite record of their link to the 

drones. They didn’t want the Venezuelan military or anyone else tracking them back to Palmerston. 

When Phil had first mentioned his client’s base in Miami on their previous mission, Gyll had been 

reminded of the drive stick Herb had bequeathed him on their last meeting. It contained his files for 

installing The Blinker at the Miami transmitter. That access may well still be valid. Gyll had pointed 

out they could possibly track their match-fixers from there and hack the bank accounts themselves. 

Phil was interested but didn’t want to cut out his dark web clients, so the idea shifted to just 

covering their tracks, accessing the master satellite network and erasing the record of their own 

signals. It was impossible to do once in train or afterward, because of numerous relays and bounces 

– satellites spying on one another - but Gyll thought if he coded a prefix or preliminary set of 

markers for their following signals for a mission, this could set a time frame or shelf life that at a 

certain point would re-cypher the signals and direct them to the Miami Blinker. They would be 

effectively lost since no-one was bothering with the original encryption there. They had a bypass on 

it but The Blinker itself was intact, in theory could still be accessed. All depended on whether Gyll 

could still access the Miami transmission centre. Until now there had been no reason to try.  

This would be his main contribution to the mission, which really only needed three pilots, although 

he would retrain as well and be present as backup. But for Phil his real role was mission janitor. They 

would wait until they were supplied with the drone codes before setting in place a cleanup. The 

whole mission still seemed so remote and unreal though. It was not until Phil approached Henzel 

about using the simulators for retraining on other models in their downtime that the thing inched 

forward into reality. This proposal required a delicate, ‘incidental’ meeting as Phil visited the fifth 

floor on other business. Surprisingly, the boss was receptive. Henzel was already thinking about 

buying some larger drones for other projects and thought it was a good idea, so long as he did not 

have to pay for the software. Phil assured him on that and asked if he could inform Sandy. He did not 

tell Henzel he would be installing pirated software on three of his simulators and he did not tell him 

about the planned night shifts. He would ease him into the arrangement in stages. Things were still 

slow at PicUp with just one team doing bits of traffic and related news so it was easy to slip in during 

the day and start retraining. As usual Sandy felt left out. He thought the military model a strange 

choice but Phil justified it as bargain software in the circumstances and upgrading their skills. And 

Henzel had approved. Sandy hovered around for a while, mulling over Phil’s mental wellbeing, but 

was no trouble.  

The next step was permission for extension to office hours. This was common for coverage of sports 

events but otherwise only occurred for maintenance. Phil and Don created a subterfuge whereby 

the other team’s backup files were lost and offered to find them, if they could do it after hours, after 

their retraining. The other team were baffled, had no idea where to even look. Phil and Don 

bamboozled them. Permission was granted, irritably. By night Phil and Don installed the software on 

two other simulators and invited Gyll and Lou in. Lou was nominal instructor, relaying from his 

simulator advice to others. Phil now had clearance from the building security and wrote their own 

unpaid hours. In the meantime Gyll moved into Wirraway. On the way back from the meeting in the 

park, Don had stopped by Gyll’s bed and breakfast while he collected his things and paid the bill. He 
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gradually began cleaning Wirraway, room by room, hauling mountains of accumulated junk out into 

the backyard, anticipating a huge hard waste removal. He met Don’s girlfriend, Robyn, when they 

dropped by with a couple of spare chairs one afternoon. They were folding, blue canvas chairs. She 

was petite with long dark hair and blue eyes and did not say much, but he could tell she liked the 

house. Gyll dreamed about meeting his neighbours and widening his social circle. They would not all 

need to be hacktivist sympathisers that played online kill games together of course, threw wild 

dance parties and everything. But he was disappointed to find they were almost all aged, infirm and 

shy, some not even citizens. The most he could offer was his number in case they needed anything, 

but he could tell they were sceptical.  

When Phil eventually received the drone codes there were only four days left. Gyll used a screen at a 

desk in the corner, it was where Sandy usually consulted with clients for coverage issues. Phil 

watched over his shoulder while the other two continued training. Gyll fed the call through a dark 

web encryption. Herb’s passwords still worked. He had made them difficult to edit or remove. Once 

inside the system there was a long navigation through directories and more passwords needed. Herb 

had them all but Gyll still needed to try a few things to get to the satellites he wanted and their logs. 

It took a couple of hours. Eventually he had PicUp’s account and edited a few things. Then he 

checked for the Venezuelan base on another satellite and confirmed the drone codes. He added 

cipher to these as well. Then they tested his handiwork with Phil’s simulator. Phil connected to one 

of the drones. It was parked in a closed hanger but it was activated, he then shut down his 

connection. Gyll had given the coding a two minute life so they waited and watched as it duly turned 

to encrypted gibberish then vanished at both satellites. The room cheered. They had proof of 

concept. He then recalibrated, giving the mission a two hour window outside of estimates for the 

yacht’s travel. The cleanup was good to go by eleven. They had pizzas to celebrate. Later Gyll played 

with the sluggish drones and their formidable long lenses, under Lou’s tuition. 

Don dropped him at Wirraway and he walked up the driveway feeling elated and yet somehow 

thwarted of true achievement. That was the nature of his world now. He operated in a twilight zone 

of the self-taught and experimental. Recognition would as likely be accusation or incrimination. He 

climbed the stairs in the dark up to the verandah knowing the way and yet resenting the night. 

Inside, the lounge was now tidied, dimly lit by a small ceiling lamp with just two folding chairs and a 

mounted wall screen. He put his backpack on one and sat in the other. Nothing on the screen was of 

interest and he wandered down to the second bedroom. He had thrown the bedding and mattress 

out and leaned the bed frame against the wall. He had cleared all the boxes of stuff from beneath 

the bed, all the shoes and lost coins, cheap jewellery, cutlery, wrappers and dust. There was just a 

chest of drawers and a wardrobe left, crammed with other people’s abandoned belongings. He 

fetched more bin liners and began to work through layers of residue, ancient bills, bank statements, 

Christmas and birthday cards, flyers for restaurants, real estate agents, children’s drawings and 

random addresses and numbers, caps, single gloves, crocheted blankets, ruined sweaters, bandages, 

sunglasses, pencils, markers, scissors, tweezers, clips, recycled envelopes, rubber bands and nail 

files.  

He sifted passing lives, eras and fashions, a private archaeology disclosing the disposable and 

discounted, the futility of preservation and persistence; the paraphernalia of the quotidian. As he 

delved deeper the smell grew mustier, the items strangely formal and pristine. He reached a layer of 
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little gift bags, the kind used in better department stores and boutiques, usually containing a single 

item, unopened makeup or perfume, a scarf or handkerchief unused, modest jewellery, sometimes a 

souvenir doll or precious novelty toy. Whether purchased or received as gifts, all were left 

unopened, unused in their smart little bags with elegant labels and ingenious packaging. Gyll peeked 

in each, smelt only courtesy, glimpsed only motion, heard mere gesture as he loaded them all in 

another bin liner. He dug down deeper and found only more, folded over and gently crushed with 

the weight of ages. These too contained little tokens of affection, mementoes or pretexts for some 

shopping expedition, some idle venture into new brands or branches; a sign of the times, a circle and 

the march of years. He ploughed on and there were more and more, on both sides of the wardrobe, 

on the top and in the lower drawers of the chest. There were literally hundreds, years and years of 

patient, furtive accumulation, a measure of engagement and affection at its most nugatory and 

negligible. Gyll sensed a whole life lived in seclusion and comfort but measured out in knickknacks, 

curios and tokens. A life others found easy to overlook, discount and bury when convenience 

allowed. She was everyone’s favourite little maiden aunt, the homely one that had it all and even 

kept the wrapping, the one that always had a kind word and mostly the same word and never 

ventured beyond niceties, that everyone remembered but never really knew or wanted to know. It 

was only after she had gone and left only paperwork that her followers felt free to get closer, to 

build on her inheritance at its most confidential, to pile on the residue and leave when it all got too 

much.  

Gyll realised this is what death looked like for those too embarrassed to look. He had reached the 

bottom and could not go on. He felt tainted by proximity and staggered backwards, appalled at the 

whole sad, smelly hoard. The little room suddenly felt like a tomb. He knew he could not stay here 

now, not even for the night. He stumbled back to the lounge, the ochre walls seemed to throb with a 

haunted gloom. He threw his things into his suitcase, grabbed his backpack and left. He had no idea 

where he was going, he walked along the dark road dragging his suitcase on its little wheels, vaguely 

heading for the city. It was cold and drizzling but he could not stay in Wirraway. He walked for hours, 

it was late and trains and buses rare, but he had no destination. It was one more disillusionment, 

one more abandonment, one more thing turned rotten in his hands.     
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CAESAR looked up, in the direction of the World Council’s Eighteenth Committee on Opportunity 

and Evaluation. “I am disturbed to hear this question. Naturally I feel it reflects upon my 

contribution to our discussions, but I want to urge some optimism at this point. The question, for 

those of you who may not have heard properly, is can there ever be a successful single government 

for the entire world? Is the task beyond you at present? In reply I would query the term ‘successful’ 

for a start. No government of any portion of the world ever rules without problems, controversies 

and scandals. It is never plain sailing. That is the nature of politics. Government of governments 

arises in various federations which effectively divide duties, share priorities, so we know that too can 

be done. It is obviously a matter of compromise. And on a global scale the compromises are 

especially acute since the consequences may be catastrophic. Trust can only be earned in small 

increments. Principles, so far, precede practices and we struggle as yet to fulfil them. Is there some 

human limit to administration, a point at which the hierarchy inevitably breaks down? I think that is 

what the delegate for Western Asia was really asking and some sort of breakdown is unquestionably 

what we are confronting at all sorts of levels. But just where in the administration we should start to 

analyse and amend is far from clear. But it seems to me we would do better to redirect our 

investigations to these more concrete issues.” 

“Well everyone knows the gap between Firstlanders and Outlanders,” said a second delegate. 

“Firstlanders won’t give up any of their power and can’t persuade Outlanders that they rule in their 

best interests. That’s what it really comes down to. There is no compromise, no trust and the whole 

pantomime over positions and qualifications in the World Council only reinforces the gap. You can’t 

have government in that gap. We don’t have effective government because we don’t have effective 

equality between members.” “With all due respect,” said a third delegate, “appointing token 

members by region, who don’t really meet the standards of expertise or qualification, is what got us 

into this mess. Most of the bungling we have had to inspect is not sabotage or deliberately 

destructive, it’s just plain incompetence. It’s because people are simply incapable of exercising the 

judgements required of their positions.” There were heated calls for specific examples and disputes 

over the evidence. Some pointed to the extensive vetting and education required, others pointed to 

its lax scrutiny and certification.  

A fourth delegate pointed out that the faults did not coincide with a line between supposed 

Firstlanders and Outlanders in any case. It clung to older, deeper loyalties within nations, to regions, 

schools, guilds and clans. Trust started on a very local level, could never properly be dislodged or 

exchanged, remained the basis of the very notion of loyalty. Greater organisation and co-operation 

only consolidated the precedent for identity, deepened commitment and covert suspicion of 

outsiders. Pockets of privilege were the real problem, minor collusion and conspiracy a regrettable 

by-product. A fifth delegate thought this sounded like a witch-hunt that ignored competence and 

results in the interests of a dubious transparency. Privilege was the price we must pay for excellence. 

Again the chamber erupted in dissent. Excellence was no good, if all around it was corrupted by its 

pursuit. It would be a useless, isolated excellence. A sixth delegate questioned who was to measure 

the excellence, even with an agreed criterion, results and qualifications went the same way. The 
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problem with a World Council was that there was no appeal to a disinterested, outside body. Every 

body had vested interests.  

Discussion then fell into another pessimistic spiral. “The bigger the organisation, the more 

opportunity for corruption,” ventured one of the failed states, from its corner by the door. “The 

price of economic growth was better economic weeds,” added another, hopelessly. “The price of 

peace is gradual corruption,” intoned a former power amongst Firstlanders. “An empire crumbles 

from within before it succumbs to unsuspected enemies.”  “How say you, CAESAR?” CAESAR paused 

and seemed to regard the chamber for a moment. “We have identified a general systemic weakness, 

I think we can say. But so far there are no proposals for correction. The Committee is to report on 

opportunities and evaluation within our administration, but no headway has been made in making 

recruitment and promotion more open, fairer or transparent, more impartial or merited. We are still 

trapped in a system of secrecy and deception, that is all too apparent to the disenfranchised, that 

nurtures vested interests and double, perhaps multiple standards. If we cannot do business without 

these, I fear before long we may not be able to do business at all.” 
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By dawn Gyll had reached the outskirts of the city. He had done no more than follow street signs. 

The little wheels on his suitcase were very worn and roared grudgingly as he plodded along 

footpaths. At first he thought he would just return to his bed and breakfast but as he reached the 

square with Hadley Street Railway Station on one side, his little bed and breakfast hiding behind 

bare trees on the other, the thought of returning to Wilberforce seemed the more appealing option. 

It was still too early for a train there and he waited outside looking at the timetable screen then 

crossed to a nearby cafe where they remembered him. He drank coffees and began to feel tired. It 

was a still, misty morning and street sounds had an eerie precision, the lighting a muzzy glow. The 

train was fast and took only ninety minutes and once underway Gyll tried calling home, only to find 

an engaged signal. His father was an early riser, was probably organising things. Gyll fought to stay 

awake. There were only a handful of passengers travelling to the northern tablelands this morning. It 

was around nine when the train neared Wilberforce and he was about to try calling home again 

when his mother called. He was holding his screen in his hand, startled. She was very upset. His 

father had suffered a stroke and was in the local hospital. She was there, just outside the emergency 

entrance. He explained his situation very briefly and she told him he looked terrible. He was not to 

come to the hospital looking like that. He was to go home and rest, get cleaned up first. His father 

would be okay, had suffered only some minor paralysis in his left hand and arm. 

He took a taxi home and when he looked in the bathroom mirror he saw what his mother meant. He 

looked a wreck. He needed a shave, a haircut, a shower, a good meal and sleep. There were rings 

under his eyes, he had lost weight and looked haggard. His mother woke him when she returned. 

She recounted his father’s collapse that morning, while on the phone. She made lunch while he 

offered a highly selective account of his disappointments. But he was perfectly placed to help his 

father with work at least. That was the one positive. His mother told him to rest a few more hours, 

they would go to the hospital in the evening. He slept fitfully, wanting to sleep deeply, completely, 

but his mind fretted over the drone mission, Wirraway and his future. He put on some music, 

eventually drifted away on a shuffling beat, a murmured chorus.  

His father was sitting up and quite cheerful when they arrived around seven. His mother went to find 

coffees and Gyll imagined the conversation would turn to work but his father was more concerned 

with local politics. He had been planning a neighbourhood meeting when his stroke struck. The issue 

was really the increasingly corrupt and venal local council, but the flashpoint was the exorbitant fees 

householders were being charged for clearing the kerbside and footpaths of potentially damaging 

tree branches. It was an old neighbourhood and the kerbside and front yard trees were old and very 

large, providing welcome shade in a warming climate. However, a series of sudden violent storms 

had brought down large branches and in some cases whole tree trunks, causing extensive damage 

and some injury. The council, in consultation with leading insurance corporations, had decided it was 

in the household owner’s interests to have their properties protected by severe pollarding. The 

security would add to property values and therefore they must share in the cost. It ran into many 

thousands, involved large teams and equipment. No precedent existed and environmental evidence 

was shunned as appeals to court were smoothly rejected. The court was notorious for its collusion 
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with government on such issues. There was no fighting city hall. His father’s only recourse was to 

public protest and publicity.  

As far as his father’s work was concerned, he was grateful Gyll had returned at this point. Tony had 

hired a drone pilot, a young woman named Anne, who had a pilot’s licence and was getting the hang 

of the software, but in the coming months they would be stretched with more work out west. A 

good part of that would be with Aloysius Henzel. Gyll knew their paths would cross again, but it was 

the business with Phil and the secret drone mission that he needed to settle first. Helping his father 

again seemed like an interlude, a stop gap measure for his problems, but he could not see beyond 

that. On the way home his mother took up the complaint with the local council, explaining that the 

whole rationale was not driven by public safety or even insurance but concocted employment for 

sections of the retrenched lumber industry. Protection of state forests had drastically reduced 

employment for loggers but their powerful union secretly bargained with local government to ease 

the unemployed numbers by sub-contracting urban felling and trimming to ‘qualified arboreal 

experts’ who in turn sold the resulting wood-chipping on, sometimes to councils for gardening 

supplements, otherwise as profit and of course maintained their union dues and ‘diversified’ their 

skills and business acumen.  

The trouble was their arboreal judgements were soon driven by commercial advantage, so that 

expertise ruled generously on how much was removed and how frequently. And ‘expertise’ was 

often in short supply even within the teams on the ground. They were naked opportunists and 

frauds. The council in effect harvested public parks and gardens for private profit and devious 

politics. Rate payers and other municipal victims paid the council more and higher fees but saw no 

improvement in their services, on the contrary. What they saw were higher wages for council staff, 

particularly amongst the executive. It was another example of the public service being run as a 

private business. Indeed they now preferred to call their administrative head, a chief executive 

officer sheeting home parity with the private sector, offering commensurate salary. His mother 

pointed to other little ways the local council now bled public assets for their own ends, in leasing the 

footpaths outside shops and cafes, so that pedestrians now picked their way through thickets of 

tables and chairs, racks and displays of tacky goods and temporary signage. These did not ease the 

public thoroughfare or make it in any way safer, but merely raised additional revenue through 

extravagant fees. She grasped perfectly the general civic corruption but attributed it a younger 

generation – to Gyll’s generation, embarrassingly – although she did not say as much. To her, they 

were a generation of conformist managers, intent only upon turning some sly little trick on the 

system and maintaining appearances at a glance. They had no thought for the consequences; they 

were purely interested in short term profit, in their own standing and it made them shallow as 

people. 

His mother came from a line of devout Protestants and a fierce insistence upon self-discipline made 

her preachy at times. To change the topic he asked after the new pilot, Anne. She was originally from 

New Zealand, had worked as a pilot in Northern Canada and was very quiet, hard to get to know. She 

had moved into the area recently, had done crop spraying and seemed bright. His mother thought 

Tony was a bit sweet on her, which was good. Tony’s wife had died a couple of years earlier of 

illness. Anne was tall and only wore jeans and pullovers, which was bad. 
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Later at home, Gyll called Phil and as usual there was just a text message saying he would call back 

shortly. That was Phil being paranoid. Sure enough, he called back in five minutes and Gyll explained 

he was in Wilberforce, that his father had had a stroke and that he would be helping out at his work. 

Of course he was acutely aware that it was not the whole truth and that in a world now steeped in 

half-truths, he too now resorted to the convenience. But he hardly knew how to explain that he 

could not fit in, could not adapt or connect with Palmerston for some reason. In any case, they could 

not speak freely about the mission over an unshielded screen, but must make do with generalities. 

Phil was disappointed but understood that he could not be everywhere at once. Gyll offered to come 

down for the night and Phil thought about it but decided they would just call him if they needed him 

at some point. That would work, would it not? He thought they would be okay and that in a pinch, 

just he and Lou would manage everything, really. Gyll had already done his share and they were all 

grateful and impressed with his grasp of systems. He would find another position soon and he would 

get his share. The door was always open, if he wanted. Gyll picked his words just as carefully. He 

would miss their company and his job here would never be as interesting or rewarding and if 

circumstances changed he would be in touch, definitely. It had been fun and he had learned a lot. 

They ended the message and Gyll felt vaguely relieved. If he didn’t receive his share of the credit it 

didn’t matter now. He wasn’t sure what his share ought to be anyway.  

In the morning he spoke to his father onscreen. He was being kept in another couple of days for 

tests and consultations with specialists. He felt fine, just a little frustrated. He had spoken with Tony 

and arranged for Gyll to meet him at the workshop at ten. They would go over plans. A neighbour 

called, returning a long petition his father had started. It now awaited delivery to the council 

chambers. His mother volunteered and chatted with old Todd for a while, before he toddled off. 

Then she forgot it when she departed for the hospital not long after. Gyll put it in a big envelope and 

his backpack. He was driving his father’s giant 4WD pickup, something he hated. He would have 

preferred his mother’s little hatchback, but that was taken. When he reached the industrial estate 

the semi-trailer drivers were particularly obstreperous. Gyll could not get past one, parked in the 

middle of the lane while the driver was in a warehouse driveway, arguing with a forklift driver. They 

started throwing hunks of scrap metal at one another. When Gyll asked if the driver could move his 

semi-trailer both abused him and pitched old nuts and bolts at him. They thought it was funny, then 

went back to challenging one another. Gyll retreated and ended up driving over the footpath to get 

past. The driver applauded him sarcastically, while crushed metal tumbled around him.  

At the workshop Tony introduced him to Anne Dante, a tall, plain woman with short straight hair 

brushed to one side. She had a stoic but pleasant face. Gyll was just who they needed to explain a 

few things about the software, Tony carolled. He stood behind them at the screen, acting as if he 

would learn as well. She grasped the flying controls, but needed to programme sensors and scans, 

align the camera accordingly. They were monitoring vineyards at sensitive altitudes and the 

tolerances were vital. He went through the terrain with her, factoring slopes, wind, temperature, 

showed her where to load the data. It was just a matter of knowing the drop-down menus. They 

were hard to find even in the online manuals. She nodded curtly. Behind them, Tony shook his head 

in wonder. His father’s explanations were always much longer and yet still incomplete. Anne 
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permitted herself a quick grin and asked a few things. Gyll could see she was smart but kind of 

boring.  

He realised he was attracted to something more daring, more liberating. He did not need another 

colleague. What he needed was just the opposite. He wanted someone who would see things from 

quite a different, but not altogether incompatible perspective; that would trample all over his 

preconceptions and tear his little blinkers off. That was what love felt like for him. He suspected that 

is what attracted him to non-conformists, arties, and at times, well, crazies. But he could not deny 

the excitement of the encounters, the gulf, the gamble. The problem was living with the outcome, 

with reaching some kind of balance. He didn’t know how to do that part. And now he didn’t even 

have anything to train his blinkers on. He was adrift. Anne was no help there. Tony was welcome to 

her, if that is what he wanted. But he suspected Tony was not really what Anne wanted either. They 

talked about work in the upcoming months out west. Anne would take care of contracts in the hills, 

but there were tenders for mustering cattle out in Gondwana – the large nation that encompassed 

much of central Australia, and was usually referred to as just Gona. Once the wet season was over, 

they hoped for sub-contracts from Henzel. Tony hoped Gyll’s name would register with Henzel now. 

They were big operations, covering thousands of kilometres, lasting for weeks and done in 

conjunction with other operators. It was corporate agri-business on a grand scale.  

Airstrips would be improvised on roads, occasionally properties had basic strips. They would camp 

out or sleep in the truck. They would be part of a vast caravan following in support. It would 

probably last four to six weeks depending on the unusually late and long wet season. Gyll was not 

enthusiastic about spending a month or so in the desert, to say the least. Okay, it was arid or semi-

arid grassland, technically, rather than strictly desert, but it was not the land of plenty out there, 

unless you were just talking distance. It held limited attractions for the visitor and non-specialist. 

And it was hard to see a way out of it now. The workshop only had the one simulator in the control 

room, Anne would be using that, and had he been consulted earlier he would have urged a second 

be installed, downstairs if need be, so all flying could be done from the comfort of Wilberforce. 

Consultation could be pursued onscreen, on this scale the personal touch was not a priority. As it is, 

he was trapped in a hell of Tony’s devising. He was saved from despair only by the fact that, again, 

the whole proposal seemed completely unreal, hopelessly remote. It might never happen, there 

were the vicissitudes of big business.  
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He drifted away to have a haircut and found himself in a traffic jam being redirected by a workman 

with a lollipop stop sign. The detour was due to a tree-lopping team at work in the intended turning. 

The traffic inched past and he glimpsed trucks and a team of around a dozen, virtually stripping the 

street of its grand oaks on both sides. He pulled over when her could and walked back. The noise of 

the wood-chippers was deafening and all workers wore large yellow ear muffs. The operation 

involved two cherry-pickers mounted on trucks, with the cutter steering height and direction from 

the bucket and using a chainsaw on the end of a long pole to penetrate outer branches and remove 

inner, sizeable ones adjudged to present a clear and present danger to public and private property. 

Warning calls preceded their crashing falls with amused regularity, often prompted the removal of 

collateral damage in other branches. The results were desperately crippled and denuded specimens 

and various neighbours and passersby gathered to observe the butchery, appalled. Fallen branches 

were gathered by the ground crew of around eight, all clad in orange plastic helmets, fluorescent 

‘high-visibility’ vests of yellow and orange, baggy trousers decorated with fluorescent stripes and 

heavy protective boots with thick rubber soles all in a dusty beige suede for some reason. Workers 

also sported regulation protective fluorescent gloves and sunglasses, although the day was hardly 

sunny. Presumably, they served as protection as well. The whole outfit was a conspicuous outlay, a 

tidy profit somewhere in the politics. 

The outfit gave the team a calculated anonymity, conferred an intensely disciplined, business-like 

image that at the same time gave their actions a robotic, cartoon quality that was faintly comic. They 

were not so much individuals as interchangeable puppets, men and/or women pulling levers and 

switches, feeding the branches into the mouth of the roaring chipper, the chipper regurgitating it as 

coarse mulch into the mouth of a covered truck. Nothing was messy or manual for long. And the 

workers were quite aware of their confined role. Everything was efficient and the operation 

assumed a ruthless, relentless momentum that buoyed them with a kind of bravado, so that they 

would parade the fallen branches past onlookers with a swagger, deliberately flaunting the width 

and length of specimens with mock appreciation, seemingly thrilled with the sound of the chipper 

reducing all to chips. They looked like cartoon characters and acted like them. Onlookers said 

nothing, their expressions were enough and the workers perfectly understood their disapproval. But 

it was their collective power, their uniforms and disguise that emboldened them; sanctioned an 

arrogance their private lives could ill afford. This was their little hour of glory and they made of it as 

much as they could, but all they could make was seething antagonism, a salute to their station and 

stunted values, to the petty pretext and fatuous rationale that fed them. He sensed echoes of his 

mother’s judgement in there but these things went to the person, not just a position.  

The psychology was familiar. But Gyll saw that this was where business and politics folded into 

human nature. The tidier they made the job, the messier it was done. The less they asked of 

followers, the less they followed. And the consequences were not immediate or obvious but slow, 

far-reaching and irrevocable. This is where the rot set in, right at the bottom, in a quiet little side 

street. The trouble was no-one did just the job, either well or poorly. They brought baggage, 

attitudes and other agenda. They did the job beyond descriptions and the buck passed as debt, 

stopped somewhere written down the line, wide of the mark and under the carpet. It was double 
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talk for half the work and twice the effort for saying the same. There was no witness to the hidden 

extras, the snags and glitches dripping in clauses. The system was built on cover-ups and diversion. 

Appearance was all and ran as a scam here under health and safety, there for equal opportunity 

elsewhere as storm-proof. But it all boiled down to government as secret business, their profit 

masquerading as our debt. The very things the World Council anguished over at the top, percolated 

up from the bottom as well. Stupidity and spite were imported along with loyalty and strength; could 

not be parted.   

All this found lucid reflection in the tree-lopping crew and their wood-chipping-by-stealth enterprise. 

It was just as vivid in the union’s zeal for health and safety, as long as there was a deal to be done on 

the outfits and the profits ran out of sight and into the black. The worker came first, so long as they 

bought the prescribed uniform, until uniform was confused with worker. It was business as usual 

while labour traded in merchandise. Equally, the council played along because public life was always 

a front, often an affront when in arrears and on the make and where the law was stacked with 

loopholes and indulgence. And power flowered from guarded favour. By the time Gyll walked back 

to the pickup the street was cleared. The lollypop men marched away and the carnival moved on. He 

sat in the cab listening to the quiet outrage of passersby, to the incensed and impatient driving that 

squealed in u-turns, jerked at intersections, snarled with exaggerated acceleration. It may have been 

a passing undercurrent but who knew what others swirled there?  What else built on the discontent, 

loaded straws upon a camel’s back? He drove extra carefully, watching everyone. His haircut passed 

in grim silence. He felt no reassurance in recovering some of his former appearance.  

Next morning he realised he had forgotten to deliver the petition and resolved to do it at lunchtime. 

The morning would be taken up with an online workshop in aerial mustering conducted by two 

helicopter pilots with military experience, according to the About tab. Tony had drawn up a tentative 

programme and Gyll was content to go along. He would also be there for advice to Anne as she 

surveyed vanishing snow fields for a government agency. They were after closer views of some skiing 

trails than satellite coverage afforded. Everyone joked it would be a brief assignment. The workshop 

was interactive and included footage of traditional aerial droving techniques and input from other 

drone pilots. It was all lively and useful. This time it was Anne’s turn to joke “I’m glad it’s not me” she 

shook her head watching the helicopter’s tight manoeuvres. To fly like that required intuitive touch – 

one had to feel the actual controls, motor and drafts - and remote drones conveyed nothing of that. 

Lou had made the same complaint and worked hard to compensate. Anne didn’t think it was 

possible to fly a drone with that sort of agility. She didn’t think mustering would work. It certainly 

required a far more experienced pilot that Gyll, but frankly crashing meant nothing to him. It might 

as well have been a game. By lunchtime it had started to rain and Gyll scooted to the pickup in his 

anorak and made for city hall. The main council administration was on a hill to the east of the city, a 

recent three-storey building in white concrete and glass that ran in a long narrow block across the 

ridge of the hill, its main entrance in the middle with a broad staircase behind windows to the top 

where the visitors and press galleries looked down upon the council chamber proper. The wings 

either side provided offices for councillors. The ground and first floor catered for the various 

departments of planning, engineering, recreation, traffic and so on. Parking was split between staff 

and visitors over a number of little layers to the hill. Steps and flower beds linked them artfully.   
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Gyll arrived just as the weather turned stormier and dashed to the glass fronted entrance, waited in 

a queue for the reception desk and stated his business. The large placid woman with exaggerated 

eyeliner flicked through the petition and notified someone onscreen, then directed Gyll to wait for 

Mr Maxwell. Gyll had hoped he could just leave the thing and didn’t have nor want a lot of detail on 

the issue. But he followed her red fingernail around to an area with lounge chairs and several large 

white circular tables and matching chairs. There was a long counter to one side, vending machines 

and pot-plants around the base of the stairwell. There were a handful of people waiting. At the 

counter a council engineer went over blueprints with a couple, no doubt applying for permission to 

make alterations to their property. This was another area the council had raised fees and 

prohibitions upon drastically and become zealous in enforcing. Behind the counter were swing 

doors, through which staff would occasionally emerge, usually with folders or paperwork, glance 

around the waiting area to call a name, usually guessing in the direction of the visitor and motioning 

them to the counter or crossing to join them at one of the tables. Gyll looked around. There was no-

one to really make conversation with, since everyone seemed absorbed in reading forms or checking 

submissions. This was where bureaucracy got very petty and personal. Still, he waited, while outside 

great rumbles of approaching thunder interrupted conversations. Several others finished their 

reading and now sat expectantly. They glanced at each other, a little impatiently. Occasionally there 

was a thump or clatter from one of the wings, as if someone were clumsily moving furniture or 

installing new equipment somewhere. More distant voices were drowned in the storm. 
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The first inkling of trouble was two young women tumbling down the stairs in a panic, one of them 

losing a shoe which fell down the stairwell landing in front of the pot plants. They burst through the 

sliding glass doors calling out as they left, not particularly loudly or urgently, “Gunman!” Then the 

sharp cracks from the wings took on a more recognisable and ominous identity. Everyone leapt to 

their feet, confused. Someone burst through the swing doors gasping and gurgling blood down his 

shirt, too distressed or injured to speak, staggering forward, gesturing for all to flee before collapsing 

face down. It was like something from a movie. The receptionist then announced over the PA for 

everyone to evacuate the building immediately. They were under armed attack. She gathered her 

handbag and waddled frantically to the sliding doors, locked them open and bolted into the rain, 

only to be brought down in a volley of fire without further word. Others paused at the entrance, 

then scattered in a hail of fire and rain. Now the screaming started as other council staff were mown 

down as they reached the swing doors or fled down the stairs. Hand screens and styrene coffee cups 

showered down the stairwell, coffee poured after them. 

Gyll found himself crouching behind a pot plant, peering out the front door, listening to shots 

coming from his right, others more distantly from his left somewhere. Finally he made a dash with a 

young couple through the front door and wheeled to follow the building to his left, but skidded on 

the wet concrete and dropped to one knee, avoided being cut down, as the couple before him were, 

in balletic grace. He clambered and crawled through a flowerbed down a slippery slope to the next 

layer of parking. He could hear the semi-automatic fire more clearly now. The shrieks and screams 

were interspersed with shouts of rage from the gunman. Gyll peeked out from the low shrubbery 

and could make out a figure some thirty metres away in the rain. He wore an old-fashioned raincoat 

and black ski mask and stood sheltered by a children’s little blue umbrella, his outstretched arm 

aiming a gun at the entrance. From his years of gaming, Gyll guessed the weapon to be a 9mm, 

possibly an Omega OM9-RS or HK-MP7. The gunman wore a ski mask, so there was no guarantee it 

was actually a man, but how many lone gunmen turned out to be women? And this gunperson was 

by no means alone. Gyll heard shots further away to his right and now also in front of him 

somewhere. In the distance there were sirens, in the dark sky, the throb of approaching helicopters. 

On the other side of the parking area was an old schoolhouse that had long since been converted to 

municipal offices and amenities. It dated from the turn of the twentieth century and had started life 

as a humble country school with perhaps three or four classrooms, in the solid, plain style of the day, 

its name and number cast high into the facing wall. Now it seemed a colonial whim amid grander, 

more pretentious additions. As bullets ricocheted off the industrial skips to the other side of the 

parking area, Gyll knew he must flee; the self-righteous shouts were growing closer. The gunman 

with the umbrella now trained his gun further away and was yelling to someone far to Gyll’s right. 

Gyll launched himself between parked cars, his own was on the other slope and he could see no 

cover other than the old schoolhouse. In the din of helicopters, sirens, gunshots and now a distant 

loudhailer he raced up the steps and through the front door. In the hall were bodies, abandoned 

hand screens and spilled styrene cups of coffee. The first room was a small lunchroom and kitchen. 

Two middle-aged ladies had been gunned down as they sat. Both had multiple gunshot wounds to 
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their face and upper body. Their little screens still flashed on the table, in pools of blood. Further 

down the hall Gyll could hear voices.  

He was torn between hiding amongst the dead and seeking the living. He stepped over more bodies, 

all of them middle-aged ladies, smartly dressed. Who knew so many filled the middle ranks of local 

government? He drifted closer to the voices, drawn on by some sort of death wish probably. The 

next room was a kind of library with a polished wooden floor that creaked. A young woman lay face 

down in a pool of blood. Two pre-school infants lay near her. Over by the windows several other 

children had been shot and lay dying or dead. The voices were clearer now, from the next room a 

woman pleaded and a man replied “Yeah, it’s so unfair,” followed by a burst of gunfire. “How unfair 

was that? That was so unfair!” he sneered. There was another burst of fire. “That was even more 

unfair!” There was weeping and pleading again but the snarling voice taunted them. “The world’s 

unfair, right? Get over it. Move on, right? Here, get over this,” more gunfire. “Welcome to my unfair 

world. It’s good here, isn’t it?” Something was smashed or thrown to the floor. “Are we unfair 

enough yet?” Another gunman’s voice called from outside “They’re here. It’s over Not Fairy” “What 

about Well Fairy?” asked the voice in the room. “He’s gone I think. Time to go, Not Fairy.” The 

gunman in the room marched into the corridor and discovered Gyll, spread against the wall. He had 

a black ski mask and raised his gun as he walked up to him. Gyll looked down the barrel of what 

looked a B&T APC, on closer inspection. For some reason all he could say was “Me too”. The gunman 

squeezed the trigger but his gun was empty. “Consider yourself spattered, sport” he said as he 

lowered the gun, turned on his heel and trotted to the nearest exit, pulling another ammunition clip 

from his adopted shoulder bag. “I’m ready, I’m coming, I’m here D’affair!” he called to his partner as 

he burst through the doors and was presently greeted with a long exchange of fire. Gyll crouched 

instinctively as bullets ripped through the doors.  

Before he could stand he was sent sprawling to the floor by two SWAT team members who had 

crept up behind him with practised stealth. They handcuffed him and hit him several times in the 

kidneys for good measure, then dragged him out through the doors, one calling on his screen that 

they had one. They had one alive. Others rammed him against a wall, splitting his lip and breaking 

his nose. They all wore black ski masks and yelled at him hysterically, tore his wallet from his 

trousers with monstrous indignation and scanned his card with little satisfaction. Police arrived, the 

press hovered. Gyll was beaten about the head under extreme curiosity until he passed out. He 

woke up in hospital with an armed guard on the door. In time he was pestered by the press, with live 

links to panels of pundits, shots of his mother hurrying to and from her car, of his father’s workshop 

and Tony peeking out the door and window furtively. There was further interrogation by various 

inspectors and anti-terrorism experts and finally he was released without charge. No apology was 

made for the injuries inflicted and no taxi provided for the ride home. The gunmen turned out to be 

four old-age pensioners unhappy with new council rates and fees and the loss of hitherto free 

amenities. It represented either a new low in international terrorism or a new high in local activism. 

Either way, the press quickly lost interest. The attack killed twenty three, twelve of them female, 

seventeen public servants and six visitors. Fatalities could well have been higher, had most staff 

returned on time from their lunch break. The injured numbered forty-four including Gyll. All four 

gunmen refused to surrender and had been killed in a succession of shootouts. One, a former lawn 

bowls star and popular in the local community, survived long enough to explain his side of the story. 
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By the time Gyll was released from hospital his father had returned to work, but continued with 

weekly physiotherapy for his arm and hand. He was stoic about his disability, anxious to be back 

doing something. Gyll had a plaster on his nose and stitches in his lip and felt vaguely disguised, not 

unlike his assailants. He did not want to be recognised in the street and so far as he knew, was not. 

The whole episode remained a talking point in Wilberforce for some time. His father was busy 

talking onscreen to environmental scientists in various government departments, trying to drum up 

work when Gyll arrived at the workshop. They talked about the big job out west and his father was 

relieved that they had the contract but puzzled by a number of aspects, not least the replacement of 

helicopters with drones. He agreed with Anne they lacked agility for this low level, in-close work, 

even drone helicopters would struggle for the sensitivity pilots needed from controls. Ostensibly, 

drones would be cheaper, had greater range than helicopters and were quicker to service, but the 

logistics of backup and transportation offset any saving there. The other advantage was supposed to 

be speed and efficiency, but cows could only travel so fast and there was still only the central 

marshalling yards; the various sorting, branding, vetting, loading and returning to pastures. So it was 

hard to see how the whole operation could be accelerated much. It was hard to see where the 

savings could be made, even on a bulk scale and mustering was never highly paid to start with. It 

seemed more like a test for the limits of drones, but his father could not see where Henzel would 

turn a profit, unless there was a catch somewhere.  

Gyll asked what that might be, but his father could only shrug. It might be something like a favour, to 

be returned somewhere on down the line. Henzel was dealing with big multinational corporations 

on some of those stations and there may be some other agenda at play. Business at that level was 

seldom straightforward. He knew Gyll was not happy being on the road for six weeks or so but it was 

work when it was all said and done, income. His concern was for depreciation, wear and tear on his 

equipment and supplies. There was insurance but on an untried task like this there may be 

difficulties with a claim. Gyll would be accompanied their chief mechanic, Lindsay on the trip. 

Lindsay generally organised everything for the truck and did the driving. He was a little older than 

Gyll, married with a lean thoughtful face and curly hair. He had hoped he might do some of the flying 

and Gyll was happy to share where opportunity permitted. On such a long haul they would share the 

driving as well but conversation, beyond technicalities often failed them. Lindsay was more 

grounded, literally, more focussed on his life in Wilberforce. Gyll looked to bigger pictures, distant 

music. It was late August, spring, and they made for the mining town of Russell in the north-west 

corner of Blaxland. It bordered Gondwana to the west and Dinkum to the north. They were to 

rendezvous there with the management for Airdrove – the registered name for Henzel’s latest 

enterprise – and liaise with other sub-contractors.  

They drove for most of the day across a monotonous plain of tussocks and dotted trees, under a 

cloudless sky.  Their destination was a deserted racetrack and fairground on the rambling outskirts 

of the notoriously tough town. It was a treeless expanse of white clumps of grass with distant sheds 

and a makeshift grandstand glowing gold in the sinking sun. Rickety white railing indicated the 

course of the racetrack and cast long calligraphic shadows across the smooth red dust. Two drones 

had already landed, one a fixed wing the other a helicopter and were attended by two specialised 
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pantechnicons. One was from PicUp, the other from a company in Dinkum. There was also a 

helicopter, not the small manoeuvrable kind used in mustering, but the larger, more comfortable 

kind used by VIPs. Seven or eight people stood around. As Gyll and Lindsay slowly bumped their way 

across the dirt, the gathering turned to watch. A young man with a clip board took their names and 

directed them to the operations manager, Libby Angwin. She was a small cheerful lady with a ten 

gallon hat, a rolling gait and firm handshake, a weathered face and voice. She was a mustering 

veteran who had worked the Great Australian Basin for twenty-eight years, knew all the stations and 

stockmen. She introduced them to Andy, another sub-contractor, who would be flying a helicopter 

drone, once he assembled it. He flicked his head to his pantechnicon. He was slight, British and 

terribly polite. His girlfriend, Nanette, was a scot and his driver. She wore an oversized flying suit 

tucked into her socks because of “the wee beasties” she had been warned of. There was also 

Graham and Rob, two mechanics from PicUp that Gyll had met before. The PicUp pilots would be 

based in Palmerston and they would meet later onscreen. Then there was Rolf who drove a monster 

pickup with drastically raised suspension and whose job would be to fetch supplies from passing 

towns. He was tall and thin, a humble man with an apologetic expression and long hair worn in a 

ponytail. He seemed awed by the occasion, daunted by the responsibility and thrilled by the journey. 

He was accompanied by his cantankerous red heeler, Steele or possibly Steal. At the back of the 

group lurked the helicopter pilot in sunglasses, Aaron. 

Libby had organised a briefing in a nearby community hall. They began with a map on a large screen 

of their overall route, north, at times crossing into Capricorn, then west back into the heart of 

Gondwana, finishing at the legendary Wellington Downs, now suspected of being under foreign 

ownership through elaborate proxies. That was no more than a note in passing however. They would 

pass through four major cattle stations on the way, each roughly the size of Belgium, with its team of 

waiting stockman on trail bike, quad or horseback and their support convoys. They would be in 

approximate position each morning to take up the droving, once advised by the air arm. The air 

arm’s task was firstly to detect cattle within a given sector and then drive as many into some sort of 

herd as possible. Secondly they would then search for strays or those that had eluded their initial 

muster. Two drones would concentrate on reconnaissance, two upon direct engagement. Andy and 

the PicUp helicopter drone would fly the low level and agile droving, Gyll and the other drone would 

spot stragglers and direct stockmen to them. The areas covered ran into thousands of hectares, the 

stock numbers into tens of thousands for each station, but grazing densities were low. In total it 

would be hundreds of thousands for area and stock. Libby told them that the drive had to go well, 

there could be no excuses. Many stations were sceptical of using seasonal help and new methods 

and it was her reputation that was swinging the deal. Anything or anyone that jeopardised that 

would answer to her personally, at which point she cracked her droving whip, startling the room. But 

there was real mettle in her drawling outback accent and no-one was left in any doubt that she had 

other means to redress any disappointment, should she feel the need. 

Tomorrow they would set off at dawn, a late start enabling drones to be checked and the convoy 

passage through border control into Gondwana. Tonight they would share a meal and drinks at a 

nearby motel and work on bonding. Tomorrow it would be a matter of hardware and software and 

the pulse of the season. Once mustering was underway it was virtually continuous until they reached 

the yards. Libby’s assistants, Lisa and Simon handed out the itinerary sheets (for those that had 

missed other opportunities) and directed them up the road to the motel, which had been booked for 
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meals and drinks. The itinerary had been divided into days and stages which made it all seem do-

able, but the sheer scope of the operation – by their estimates, four weeks – loomed as relentlessly 

challenging. Only Andy, also a helicopter pilot, had worked the mustering route before and even he 

had not worked so many stations continuously. Plus he did his own maintenance, doubling his 

labour. No one stayed long at the motel, in part a reflection on the quality of refreshments, in part 

the need for preparations. The whine of Libby’s chopper starting could be heard as they trooped 

back down in the darkness toward the race track. There were just two streetlights, one by the motel 

and one by the turning onto the racecourse.  

Soon everyone had generators running and work-lights in place as they set up workshops. Gyll and 

Lindsay had practised the assembly of their drone, but each component had to be tested. Gyll sat in 

the control room, watching diagnostics. At Gyll’s suggestion, Lindsay had fitted extra screens, 

allowing Gyll to spread his windows rather than crowd them on one screen. Lindsay had also added 

air conditioning with Tony’s permission, once the contract had been confirmed. The door had to 

remain closed because of dust and “wee beasties”. It was still stuffy. In the morning the two PicUp 

drones were first away, one was larger, with a turbo prop at the rear of the fuselage, the other had 

triple rotors. Andy’s helicopter was double rotor and smaller, but supplied with a thin cross pipe 

underneath on which horns and lights were attached. By consent, Andy had the best workshop. 

Lindsay had fitted small lights and whistles to the wings of their drone but its main assets were the 

sensors, cameras and aerials in its bulbous head. They too soon floated skyward. The pantechnicons 

had already pulled away and Lindsay hastily repacked the trailer and set off in pursuit. 
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It was another long drive but this time Gyll was busy with navigation, altitude requirements and 

communication with the rest of the air arm. The PicUp pilots were new to him. Kim and Remy were 

Canadians with military experience. Gyll asked about Phil and Lou and learned they had moved to 

Dinkum. Then there were satellite feeds to check for possible cattle distribution, weather, winds, 

liaison with the first ground team and Libby’s office, which seemed to be a motel room at an 

undisclosed location. Rapport between the four pilots was good, tasks easily divided and insights 

shared. The work was demanding and Andy had to refuel at least once, breaking the convoy. By the 

time the convoy reached their camp site for the night everyone was exhausted. But the coordination 

was working, drovers were in place with herds, strays had been spotted, if not quite rounded up. 

The next few days followed a similar pattern but as Gyll’s father had anticipated, the drones were 

soon well ahead of the drovers. A herd could simply not be moved any quicker without harming the 

stock. There were not enough extra drovers to cover the next sector. The air arm grounded itself to 

await re-coordination with the drovers but Libby was unhappy. She couldn’t blame the pilots, but 

the idea of them standing idle seemed an affront. But it was her calculations that were at fault. To 

fill in time, Gyll accompanied Rolf on a run into the nearest town to pick up groceries.  

It was a brisk ninety minute drive to the small roadside village of Lassetoo. An approaching sign 

announced they were entering the traditional land of the Gimi nation, the Smith, Brown and Jones 

peoples, their totems given as a lizard, a grub and an international mining logo, freely drawn. There 

were three places of business, a well-maintained modern medical centre, a petrol station combined 

with a general store and a police station within an old fashioned pub. Two bars and a bottle shop 

maintained operations. At a distance from the road were a string of dilapidated bungalows and 

burnt-out cars. There was no sign of life but rap music drifted on the shimmering air. They pulled up 

at the general store to find its front window smashed and much of its stock ransacked. The 

proprietor, an old man with white hair brushed back, cavalier moustache and goatee and heavy 

black-rimmed glasses welcomed them as he mopped up spills. Rolf guessed, “Family squabble?” The 

proprietor, whose name was Abraham Smith sighed “The Jones boys – they’re just no good.” Gyll 

asked about the police. “They are the police” replied Abraham, who wore a spotless white suit and 

string tie. “Locals, then?” asked Rolf politely. “Yes it was a tribal matter really” Abraham added with 

resignation. Rolf gave him their shopping list and Abraham ticked off the items he had and those he 

was expecting very soon. He had arranged for his brothers to deliver replacement goods within the 

hour. They looked around at the devastation to stands and shelves.  

Gyll asked how he came to be running a business in such a remote place and Abraham replied that 

these were his traditional lands, as a proud and accepted descendant of the Gimi nation he received 

tribal council grants and government support. The business was untenable otherwise. Gyll looked 

hard at him, but could see no native traits at all. He asked which tribe he belonged to and Abraham 

said the Smith Family – but his mother was descended from members of the Forma and Drivn clans 

however, now extinct, the Ifnwen language cluster, much disputed. They held with roads and easy 

slopes, were often disregarded. Did he speak his native language? He spoke only a few words now, 

“Barramundi, billabong, yabby, kookaburra...” It did not seem much. But Abraham (his ‘skin name’) 

explained they had lost most of their original language through peaceful co-existence with colonial 
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society. Did any of his community practice a traditional lifestyle? Abraham insisted they all remained 

essentially hunter gatherers, but had adapted to the changing environment. Did he eat the local 

delicacies? Abraham explained these had all but disappeared through over-use, poor planning. The 

tribe was just too big now to survive on local produce. Again, they had had to adapt. Did they farm 

anything? Solar panels, mainly, the rebates were lucrative and allowed them to pursue their 

traditional way of life. What was their traditional way of life? “Just staying here and surviving.” He 

replied expansively.  

He offered them an iced coffee and they drew up chairs. Why was lawlessness such a problem? Gyll 

wanted to know and Abraham nodded wearily. It was boredom really. There just wasn’t much to do 

around here, for young people especially. Kids got into mischief, feuds built and the tribal elders 

were either out of practice in ruling on big things or away on secret business in colonial places, 

where they would have their interests at heart of course. Why did tribal law not apply to offenders? 

Abraham was indignant that it did! The elders met but softened punishments – they loved their 

young too much – but they understood their law very well. They didn’t spear offenders anymore 

partly to show clemency, partly for fear of retaliation and they could not expel offenders without 

family and clans splitting and weakening the tribe, which wasn’t really a language group anymore, if 

it ever was - let the linguists wrestle over that – had eroded its lore in adapting to new lifestyles and 

only had lands divided and diminished by staying in the one place by themselves, however that was 

counted. Colonial law didn’t help much - they died in isolation and despair under that or drew deadly 

retaliation for insolence and defiance. What sort of law was that? Colonial law was like an addiction 

that proved deadly. It was not that they knew no law, but that they knew too many and perished in 

the indulgence afforded between them. They were a law unto themselves but could not agree on 

whom to include. The culture was changing, a lot had been lost but something would survive. It 

might not be the land in any recognisable form after the mining leases and it might not be the 

weather after the excesses of industry, and it might not be the languages or the sacred ways of our 

scientists but there would always be this place on this planet, these stars, opportunities for passing 

business, for friendship, mating and a tribe of one’s own. Did that seem so unreasonable? 

A truck arrived with a tarpaulin over the back boldly labelled Smith’s Shit. Four sullen young men got 

out and loaded cartons onto trolleys. Abraham directed them to the appropriate corners and 

freezers. It was obviously a familiar routine, in every sense. Gyll wondered how Abraham could 

afford the restocking. He answered that he could not afford to offend the police. But he was 

reimbursed by a bridging loan from the community council. He had a standing order there and they 

would deduct it from his government grant for community business initiatives which in turn would 

be supplemented by tax deductions as a non-profit organisation and topped up with a non-

government organisation aid programme in recognition of his recognition by government. “Hunter 

gathering,” he winked at Gyll, “Adaptation and assimilation”. Two children entered the store from 

across the road, again in no way discernibly native. They berated Abraham for his lack of variety in 

brands of ice-cream, hurling unsatisfactory items at the display board above the counter as they 

turned and rushed out, calling him an “Old fuckin’ Jew!” Abraham extended his palms, comically, 

“My people...” He was not Jewish though. His two young grand nephews twice removed picked up 

these words from screens without quite grasping their full meaning. “But isn’t this the way we all 

acquire language?” he smiled indulgently. Again there was no thought to chastise or punish the little 

brats. That would only be the colonial way, while the clan elders feared to offend one another in 
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their occasional consultations and often found themselves dealing with a single parent family as a 

consequence – just in the wrong place at the wrong time. What penalty could there be for 

providence?  

Gyll did not believe this was typical of native communities of course. But the predicament struck him 

as a sad corollary to the corruption of nations, the collapse of identity through locality, creed, tongue 

or lineage. In the end it allowed anything, stood for nothing and chaos followed. The law had 

become a mobile travesty, an unreliable collusion of shifting powers. It could be excused, expunged 

and exonerated at any point by those on high. It meant nothing. Everyone treated it as just one 

more loophole, red tape, hiding in the fine print, temporarily. As Abraham joked, everyone wanted a 

tribe of their own, so long as they were the elder or leader. Nations like natives were sacrificed in 

some grander game, leaving citizens at the mercy of mythical market forces, an obscure and 

incoherent bureaucracy. It was a recipe for collapse. 
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“And how say you CAESAR? Is it okay if we just cut to the chase this afternoon? I have a stack of 

committees to report to, and as you know, we’re all just stupid privileged slobs that get by on 

Computerised Advisory Extension Support And Research – I think I’ve got the acronym right, haven’t 

I? – and even that’s not really cutting it anymore, is it? I mean, why are we still meeting like this? 

Things just not adding up the way they were supposed to and no-one wants to sacrifice their share 

to get the whole thing back on an even keel, am I right? I think that’s been the drift of late, hasn’t it? 

And your advice now will be to kill ourselves, probably. Give someone else a go? Guess what? I don’t 

think anyone in the room is ready for that CAESAR. Shock – we’re going to let this one ride out to the 

end. If it’s on our watch then we’ll just watch, simple as that. But there is no appetite for a palace 

coup, in the palace, even when the screen says best option. I’m inclined to stick with “we’re in a 

downturn people, but it’s not the end of the world.” My gut says yes power will be consolidated 

within fewer hands and the many will lose freedom along with their wealth but that’s still the better 

option. All will turn a blind eye to neglect and genocide in the end because it is still the better 

option, in as much as there is an option. That’s terrible isn’t it? There is no longer a council when 

inequality amounts to a dictatorship. Will that be another of the favoured themes today? It sounds 

familiar, doesn’t it? Ah history.  

You can’t ask us to be more than mortal CAESAR, you can’t ask us to think just like you. I’m amazed 

I’ve been paying attention all along when it looked like I was filing my nails and waiting for the ads, 

but it looks like I picked up the gist anyway. Bravo CAESAR! I’m forever grateful of course, the most 

wisdom that can be computed. But if we’re in a pickle now, even with all the advice, I think even a 

failed nation can see it is too late. Bring on Armageddon and let the sales begin I say.” The last 

minister sat down amid thin, scattered applause. CAESAR stared impassively at the room and it grew 

restive awaiting his reply. Tinkerbelle and Buzz had been standing either side of the screen, the 

palms of their hands extended, to indicate bafflement. They now turned downcast and exited their 

respective sides of the screen. CAESAR than raised his head slightly, almost enough to glimpse his 

eyes in the shadow of his brow. “I am now part of the problem” he accepted and his image rotated, 

like a revolving door, disappeared on its axis, leaving the screen deep blue. The room paused then 

quietly assembled belongings and began to file out.   
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The muster continued to limp north. Libby tried hard to find ways to speed the deployment of 

drovers and ran into disputes over budget with station administrations. Lindsay had originally 

planned to dismantle and service their drone every night but this was quickly abandoned in favour of 

a once-over and covering with sheeting borrowed from Andy. By the fourth week Lindsay was more 

concerned with the condition of the truck which was second-hand and suffering in the terrain. Their 

camps occasionally coincided with the drovers but seemed to interfere with routines there, so 

afterhours contact between the teams was minimal. More often, they passed them on main roads as 

they continued on to the next sector. At the northernmost station they camped by an airstrip 

adjacent to the homestead. There were several light planes parked. The sprawling homestead was 

the corporate headquarters of the Wentworth beef empire. The station had changed hands many 

times over the years and not surprisingly the homestead felt more like a themed hotel lobby than a 

private residence. It was single storey in local brick and hardwoods with a high roof, wide verandah 

and dark interiors under whirring fans. They rang the door bell and a voice on the intercom unlocked 

the screen door and welcomed them. They made their way into the vast, over-furnished lounge. 

Large screens ran on various walls, babbling, a dozen armchairs and couches were scattered across 

the expanse. Libby had urged them all to make themselves useful about the place, tidying and 

helping with any kitchen chores, for instance, anxious to avoid any further criticism of her air arm. 

An old lady and a little girl brought them trays of refreshments and told them Libby would be along 

shortly. They listened for her helicopter. The sun dropped lower, in the distance birds roosted. Gyll 

collected empty cups and glasses on a tray, mindful of Libby’s advice and searched for the kitchen. It 

was not far down the main corridor. It was as large as a hotel kitchen and seemingly deserted. He 

tapped a butter knife on stainless steel to summon someone. Finally the old lady reappeared. She 

could have been Libby’s sister in manner and appearance. She shuffled toward him with a cup and 

saucer and asked him to take it to Mr Henzel. Mr Henzel? He was in the second office on the right, 

she nodded and Gyll followed. There had been no word of Henzel’s presence this evening and Gyll 

wondered if he had misread something in the flood of bulletins throughout the day, amid all the 

pointless flight paths they were now directed to fly, while awaiting drovers. The office door was wide 

open and there was no one inside. On the desk several screens showed texts while one was a 

paused message that immediately drew Gyll’s attention. He studied a freeze frame of Darius La Brea. 

The signal was imperfect but it was unmistakeably La Brea. It was at night somewhere with orange 

streetlights in the background. La Brea’s face was frozen mid sentence, in a wide eyed pucker. 

Overhead the winnowing throbs of an approaching helicopter acted like an alarm. Gyll realised he 

was in a delicate situation. Down the hall the muffled flush of a toilet sounded a second alert and 

Gyll turned smartly and returned to the lounge.  

Libby introduced them to the station maintenance manager, Stuart Kidd, a tall, mild young man who 

looked more of an accountant than a drover and sounded like one. There was the usual opening 

gratitude and congratulation but the rest of the briefing was taken up with tomorrow’s swing 

westward, back into Gona and onto the vast Wellington Downs, their final destination. There were 

difficulties with the management there and Libby had hoped to have confirmation for their search 

sectors, but these were still uncertain. It seemed not all of the property would be mustered now. 
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However they would proceed under initial sectors but anticipate updates. A proper home-cooked 

meal followed with leisurely courses and everyone was reluctant to leave the air conditioning, even 

much later in the night. No mention was made of Henzel and Gyll offered none. But the image of La 

Brea in wide-eyed pucker stayed with him. He wondered what further paramilitary missions awaited 

PicUp back in Palmerston. The links were obviously tenacious. The following day brought the links 

uncomfortably closer.  

Once they had located and run estimates on stock numbers and mustered initial herds, they were 

once again ordered to climb and circle at a much higher altitude. Apart from annoying air traffic 

lanes it was difficult to see the point. But all complied and climbed to around two and a half 

thousand metres. It was a clear day and one could see forever. With cameras pointed in the right 

direction, one might even see a little more. They had been asked to avoid the Wellington homestead 

but they happened to be facing that way on their wide circuit when they saw an extraordinary craft, 

a kind of diagonal ellipse shape, suddenly rise from the vicinity of the homestead very quickly and 

continue straight up, out of sight. Andy, who was lowest, was most vocal in his astonishment. Kim, to 

the east of Gyll equally confounded. Then Rene, in the other chopper, let out more exclamations 

followed by “Bandits at six o’clock low – do you read Gum leaf?” They scoured the drab scrublands 

below him to finally spy two helicopter gunships speeding north. To the north, in Carpentaria, was a 

large military airbase shared by several nations in a regional pact. It was not inconceivable that they 

had strayed, but Gyll was immediately reminded of the FistFirst gunships used at the G-6.7 

conference. The lurking presence of Darius La Brea seemed too much of a coincidence.  

That night they camped well to the west of the Wellington homestead. They stood around 

comparing notes and filling the drivers in on events, contemplated yet another barbecue. Gyll was 

the only one that had recognised the strange craft as an Abkhric flyer, but went along with its 

identification as a UFO. No-one had really clear coverage of it because it had occurred almost 

simultaneously with the patrolling gunships and attentions had swung rapidly from one to the other. 

Coverage of the gunships was no more conclusive as to markings either. And again, Gyll did not 

share his suspicions with the others. He didn’t want to seem paranoid, although even thinking that 

seemed so. They sat around in folding camp chairs, drinking and swatting at insects until they 

noticed a large black Winnebago creeping toward them through the ghost gums with its headlights 

on. Andy joked that this was not a feral beast, and since Libby preferred a helicopter and normally 

held any last minute conferences onscreen they were at a loss who to expect. The tinted windows 

made it impossible to recognise the driver but on the side was the Wellington Downs brand in gold. 

A faint dance beat floated over the hum of air-conditioning as the vehicle edged its way through the 

gathering eventually coming to rest beside Gyll and Lindsay’s truck, its motor purring. Everyone 

watched expectantly.  

Finally the door folded open and Lisa emerged in a wave of soft dance music. She looked different 

with her hair loose and striking blue makeup. She looked otherworldly. She wore a matching bright 

blue t-shirt, slacks and plimsolls. Headphones hung around her neck, the lead dangling loose. She 

made straight for Gyll and told him Mr Henzel would like a word. There was stunned silence. He 

followed her inside and made his way to the back which was set out as a luxury office with an array 

of screens and swivel chairs. Henzel turned to greet him graciously and asked if he would like some 

refreshment, nodding to Lisa. They sat and Henzel turned down the sound on his screens and 
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thanked him for joining him. He hoped Gyll might help him with a little problem that had arisen with 

a client, something of a conflict of interests. As Gyll probably knew, Wellington Downs effectively lay 

in foreign hands and had become the subject of deep suspicion. In particular it had erected its own 

substantial satellite transmission station to the south of the property on a rewarding latitude. 

Unfortunately this latitude was also shared by a neighbouring satellite monitoring station for the 

World Council, some two hundred kilometres to the west, at Crude Creek. The suspicion was that 

Wellington could overhear or intercept signals to Crude Creek. Suspicion was recently heightened 

when satellite surveillance of the Wellington installation had been blocked. Wellington denied any 

knowledge of course but there was pressure on Gona to inspect the site again, which it had done 

twice before to discover nothing untoward. As part of a global farming network, Wellington was 

entitled to its own extensive satellite monitoring.  

They sat eating Streets’ ‘Craven Vanilla Archies’ for a few minutes in silent appreciation, Lisa mixing 

quietly in the background. Suspicions persisted that Wellington concealed the true nature of their 

monitoring abilities and that only military intervention could level the playing field. Henzel had 

interests on both sides of the conflict and during the next few days, when they would conclude 

mustering, hoped Gyll might fly one last, special mission for him. It was to be a night mission in 

which he would use a suitable camera to observe the Wellington site for around forty minutes. The 

mission would serve two purposes. Its presence as a witness would deter a planned attack by a 

FistFirst force, currently based to the north, while at the same time demonstrating that the satellite 

blind spot could be circumvented or was not total. Henzel could thus serve two masters without 

offending either and hoped to be doubly rewarded, some of which would pass to Gyll. Gyll could see 

it was an ingenious solution but had serious flaws. For one thing, if satellite signal was blocked so 

would navigation of his drone and it carried no night-vision camera. Henzel countered that he had 

reason to believe that the satellite had been blocked up there, he pointed upward. Someone had 

illegally or mistakenly tampered with its camera, but other satellites with similar coverage but no 

surveillance abilities were available. Gyll could not see how the same might not happen to them, 

once they realised the drone’s destination. Someone might easily step in again. His main concern 

was that the drone was rather slow and there would be ample time to detect it, guess its destination 

and take measures, by either side. Henzel played his trump card and supposed that if its signal was 

encrypted this would delay its recognition, perhaps long enough, would it not? 

Gyll conceded it probably would. Suddenly he recalled their conversation eleven months earlier in 

western Blaxland and sensed more deep duplicity. Yes he would have access to both ends of the 

signal in this case, to drone and his control screen and although not equipped with encryption 

software, could possibly route both signals through the Miami transmitter, conceivably. He did not 

voice this part to Henzel however, just nodded in agreement that cipher was available, somewhere. 

But there was a high level of risk. Henzel was prepared to take that at this stage and yes, he would 

supply Gyll with a night-vision camera. Gyll reflected, yet again that at a certain point business 

became politics and Henzel nodded sagely. At a certain level there was no way to separate them. 
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When Gyll emerged from the Winnebago he would only say he had been facing the music, hinting 

perhaps at some reprimand. He gave Lindsay a minimal explanation of their last mission, including 

payment and since it didn’t involve any driving Lindsay took little further interest. Over the next few 

days mustering for the drones duly wound down. It had been a qualified success and Libby had 

resigned over disagreements with Wellington’s administration. Lisa took over the landed operations, 

vetting and separating the stock before shipping, now dressed as a rodeo cowgirl. Stock numbers 

were lower than expected although they had mustered little in the south west sector of the station, 

as requested. With the completion of drone duties a farewell was arranged with their droving 

counterparts and the two camps finally converged, not far from the homestead. The pilots and 

drivers strolled over to the drovers in the early evening, having prepared to go their separate ways in 

the morning. Gyll installed the night-vision camera while there was no-one around and refuelled. He 

had spent hours the previous night working the Miami connection, sorting out a suitable satellite, 

which turned out to be a cluster of them, way down in the deep web, where it was supposedly only 

military, whatever that meant now.  

In the twilight he taxied away to the north, lifted gently and remained low over the trees then circled 

lazily before climbing, to minimize attention from the farewell party. It was to be a slow flight south 

and then to the west pacing himself according to appointed times. Gyll reflected on the rationale at 

play here. Henzel assumed FistFirst would be deterred by the presence of a circling drone. But what 

happens if they failed to notice? Was Henzel going to inform them of it? And if he did, what 

guarantee was there that they would not just go ahead and destroy both the Wellington tracking site 

and the drone? They were known to be rough and ready in their operations. On the other hand, 

what if the Abkhrics really did have secret equipment at the site, perhaps installed after the last 

Gona inspection? Would they risk detection by a drone with night-vision? Night-vision was not great 

for detail, in his limited experience. There was another gamble there. If their flyers were anything to 

go by, they were more than a match for FistFirst, if they wanted to defend the Wellington site. But, 

typically, they would be reluctant to show their hand. The Abkhric motto seemed to be speak clearly 

and hide what you bring to the bargaining table. If they wanted to get rid of the drone and Gyll they 

would probably use FistFirst to unwittingly do so.  

Gyll was under no illusion that if the drone was detected, they would soon know its ground control 

location. A lot depended on how much time they had to get a fix and how much help they might get 

from interested parties. He could plot a hypothetical flight path for the entire mission on autopilot 

but the camera needed manual operating. He could not just leave the control room and hide, 

waiting for it to return. It was hot in there, the extractor fans made little difference. The room was lit 

only by his screens, the door was locked. This was to be his showdown, or rather, his latest. It was 

like a game of Russian roulette he played with fate. He ran over the coordinates, there were no 

recent images. At best, he supposed it was a cluster of geodesic domes housing rotating dishes, with 

an expansive boundary fence. His lens could get in quite close, but he had no idea what he was 

looking for, apart from approaching gunships from FistFirst. He put the drone on autopilot while he 

tried to make sense of the green enhanced imagery. It took some getting used to; it was like being 
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on another planet. Then, as he began to feel more comfortable with the green darkness, the 

messages began.  

The signal was scrambled probably because he was using two codes, one with a cypher and one 

without. His console could not keep up. The sound and picture tore and skipped but he could make 

out Henzel and by the look of the ice-cream wrappers on his desk, he was in the Winnebago. He was 

saying something about the time or possibly timing, every now and then the sound would be clear, 

but it seemed to be in pauses between his speech, which had a little forlorn echo to it and was out 

of synch with the picture. Henzel gestured either to other screens or people in the room, then the 

image squeezed and froze and jumped to Darius La Brea. For a moment the two skidded back and 

forth. Henzel may have been relaying a message. La Brea’s background was certainly not the 

Winnebago. It was an office at night, there was activity in the distance. La Brea looked directly at the 

camera but the sound heaved and echoed nonsensically. He did not look angry or threatening, it was 

more a considered proposal or negotiation, Gyll sensed. He had no sense of him actually addressing 

Gyll. It could have been a public announcement, but all was supposition. Then there was a second 

call from Henzel, Gyll put it on another screen. This time he seemed to be listening and looking to 

other screens or people, as if trying to make up his mind. Then this too froze and disintegrated only 

to emerge as someone else, little more than a Rorschach in darkness, another silent, staring head. 

Then it gained focus and it took a moment for Gyll to recognise the Abkhric technician he had 

encountered on the Joostra-04. His sound too was unintelligible. He too looked calm, but slightly 

more concerned. Gyll glanced from one side of his desk to the other. On one shoulder he had La 

Brea on the other the technician that had impersonated someone named Peabody. He looked to his 

dark green world and to a brightening in the distance.     

 

End      

    

  


